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A B S T R A C T
Cooperative distributed systems, particularly peer-to-peer systems, are the basis of several
mainstream Internet applications (e.g., file-sharing, media streaming) and the key enablers of
new and emerging technologies, including Blockchain and the Internet of Things. Essential to
the success of cooperative systems is that nodes are willing to cooperate with each other by
sharing part of their resources, e.g., network bandwidth, CPU capability, storage space. How-
ever, as nodes are autonomous entities, they may be tempted to behave in a selfish manner by
not contributing their fair share, potentially causing system performance degradation and insta-
bility. Addressing selfish nodes is, therefore, key to building efficient and reliable cooperative
systems. Yet, it is a challenging task, as current techniques for analysing selfishness and design-
ing effective countermeasures remain manual and time-consuming, requiring multi-domain
expertise.
In this thesis, we aim to provide practical and conceptual tools to help system designers
in dealing with selfish nodes. First, based on a comprehensive survey of existing work on
selfishness, we develop a classification framework to identify and understand the most impor-
tant selfish behaviours to focus on when designing a cooperative system. Second, we propose
RACOON, a unifying framework for the selfishness-aware design and configuration of cooper-
ative systems. RACOON provides a semi-automatic methodology to integrate a given system
with practical and finely tuned mechanisms to meet specified resilience and performance objec-
tives, using game theory and simulations to predict the behaviour of the system when subjected
to selfish nodes. An extension of the framework (RACOON++) is also proposed to improve the
accuracy, flexibility, and usability of RACOON. Finally, we propose SEINE, a framework for fast
modelling and evaluation of various types of selfish behaviour in a given cooperative system.
SEINE relies on a domain-specific language for describing the selfishness scenario to evaluate
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
A cooperative system is a complex distributed system that relies on the voluntary resource
contribution from its participants to perform the system function. Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems
are the most widespread and well-known examples of cooperative systems. Other examples
are cooperative distributed computing (e.g., grid computing [62], volunteer computing [18])
and self-organizing wireless networks (e.g., delay tolerant networks [56]). The popularity of
these systems has rapidly grown in recent years [44]. This trend is expected to continue, driven
by the ever-increasing demand for digital content, notably multimedia content (music, movies,
TV series), and fuelled by the emergence of P2P-assisted content delivery technologies [85, 147].
In cooperative systems, nodes from different administrative domains are expected to con-
tribute to the overall service provision, e.g., downloading files [2, 45], watching live events
streaming [1, 5], or making video and phone calls [23]. This collective contribution opens up the
potential for scalable, self-sustained and robust distributed systems, without requiring costly
dedicated servers.
Essential to the success of cooperative systems is that nodes are willing to cooperate with each
other by sharing part of their resources — e.g., network bandwidth, CPU capability, storage
space. However, in practice [78, 87, 114, 116, 144, 182], real systems often suffer from selfish
nodes that strategically withdraw from cooperation to satisfy their individual interests. For
instance, users of file-sharing applications may decide not to share any files [87, 182], or to
share files only with a small group of partners [114]. Predictably, these selfish behaviours can
severely undermine the systems performance and lead to widespread service degradation [111,
135, 141, 148]. For example, Guerraoui et al. [72] demonstrated experimentally that if 25% of
nodes participating in a P2P live streaming system download a given video file without sharing
it with other nodes, then half of the remaining nodes are not able to view a clear stream [72].
Despite the vast amount of research that has been conducted to address selfishness in coop-
erative systems, designing an efficient selfishness-resilient system remains a challenging, time-
consuming, and error-prone task [15, 118, 160]. A system designer has to account for a plethora
of design decisions (e.g., choosing the proper routing algorithm, selecting the appropriate over-
lay structure, deploying mechanisms to foster cooperation), each of which requires significant
effort to be evaluated [64, 98, 108]. The complexity is further enhanced by the many and var-
ied possibilities for a selfish node to deviate from the correct behaviour in a given system, as
well as by the diverse — and often conflictual — application-specific objectives that the system
designer seeks to achieve.
Part of the difficulty stems from the lack of a convenient unifying framework to design,
strengthen, tune and evaluate real-world cooperative systems in selfish-prone environments. Ex-
isting tools and methodologies provide only a partial solution. Analytical frameworks, partic-
ularly game theory [130], provide theoretical tools to reason about selfishness and cooperation
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in competitive situations like those underlying a cooperative system. On the other side, the ap-
plication of analytical models to real systems can be extremely complex [118, 150]. In contrast,
practical frameworks for designing and deploying robust distributed systems do not provide
any guidance for taking the problem of selfish behaviours into consideration [98, 108, 128].
This issue is typically handled by integrating into the system mechanisms designed to foster
cooperation and punish selfish nodes. However, the practical use of these mechanisms is not
straightforward, because they are either tailored to a particular application [45, 47, 111, 135] or
they are general but difficult to test and configure [53, 72, 76].
The aim of our research is to facilitate the task of system designers in dealing with selfishness
in cooperative systems. To this end, we present a classification framework and a descriptive
language for describing motivations and executions of selfish behaviours in cooperative dis-
tributed systems. Furthermore, we provide general methodologies, along with their software
implementations, for supporting the semi-automatic design and evaluation of cooperative sys-
tems deployed over a network of selfish nodes.
1.1 S E L F I S H N E S S I N C O O P E R AT I V E S Y S T E M S
Most cooperative systems are characterised by untrusted autonomous individuals with their
own objectives — not necessarily aligned with the system objectives — and full control over
the device they use to interact with the system [127]. This applies especially to P2P systems,
due to the open nature of most of them [30, 116]. Autonomy and self-interest are the defining
characteristics of selfish nodes.
A selfish node is a strategic individual that cooperates with other nodes only if such be-
haviour increases its local benefits.1 Selfish behaviours have been observed in P2P [72, 78, 87,
114, 116, 144, 182] and in other cooperative systems [125, 135, 176]. The emergence of selfish-
ness in cooperative systems results in substantial degradation of performance, unpredictable
or limited availability of resources, and may even lead to a complete disruption of the system
functionalities [28, 71, 135, 152].
The large body of literature on selfishness in cooperative systems documents not only the
importance of this problem but also the number and variety of possible selfish behaviours.
In the remainder of this section, we present three examples of selfish behaviours in P2P and
volunteer computing, and we examine their impact on the system performance.
1.1.1 Example: selfishness in P2P file-sharing
By far, file-sharing has been the most popular and widely-deployed application of P2P. A P2P
file-sharing application (e.g., BitTorrent [45], eDonkey [78], Gnutella [87]) enables its users to
share files directly among each other via the Internet. The goal of these systems is to offer a
high variety and availability of digital content, supported by the voluntary contribution of files
and bandwidth by the users.
1 For the moment, we are content with this informal definition, but we formalise this concept later in Chapter 2.
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File-sharing has become the most representative showcase for the problem of selfishness in
cooperative systems. In 2005, Hughes et al. [87] reported that almost 85% of participants of
the file-sharing system Gnutella do not share any files. The next year Handurukande et al. [78]
observed a similar situation in the eDonkey network, with almost four-fifths of the clients not
sharing anything. In two measurement studies between 2008 and 2010, Zghaibeh et al. [181,
182] showed that the population of selfish nodes in the BitTorrent community increased by
almost 80% in two years.
These selfish behaviours are pursued through rather simple actions, such as changing a con-
figuration parameter (e.g., the upload bandwidth) or exiting the client application once the files
of interest have been downloaded. Locher et al. [116] proposed a more complex, but highly ef-
fective, approach to downloading files in the BitTorrent system without uploading any data.
Specifically, the authors implemented and openly distributed a selfish client (BitThief) that ex-
ploits several features of the BitTorrent protocol to attain fast downloads and no contribution.
The example of BitThief is particularly instructive because it shows the easy accessibility of
selfish tools also to non-experts. In fact, even if manipulating a client software to implement a
selfish behaviour is costly and requires detailed technical knowledge, once this effort has been
made, it is simple to distribute the “hacked” client to the Internet community.
1.1.2 Example: selfishness in P2P live streaming
P2P live streaming applications, such as PPLive [5] and BitTorrent Live [1], are large-scale co-
operative systems that allow millions of users to watch streams of events at the same time. The
high scalability of P2P live streaming is ensured by the users’ contribution in disseminating
the video chunks in the stream, which alleviates the load on the streaming sources. The video
chunk dissemination is typically based on gossip protocols. In practice, each user proposes his
available chunks to randomly selected partners, who in turn request any chunks they need; the
interaction ends when the user delivers the requested chunks.
Selfish users in P2P live streaming systems have many possibilities to receive video chunks
while reducing their contribution [53, 72, 111]. For instance, a user may under-report the video
chunks available to avoid future requests, or may simply decide to ignore all the requests. Re-
cent studies performed on real live streaming systems [141, 163] have confirmed that the quality
of the stream (measured in terms of video discontinuity and latency) received by the coopera-
tive users is substantially reduced by the presence of selfish users in the system.
Collusion among nodes is another manifestation of selfishness, which has been addressed,
for example, by Guerraoui et al. in [72]. In their study, the authors observed that colluding
nodes could significantly lower the streaming quality by giving each other a higher priority.
1.1.3 Example: selfishness in volunteer computing
Volunteer computing aggregates the computational power of millions of Internet-connected
personal computers that donate their spare CPU cycles to a computational project. The most
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famous of these projects is probably SETI@home, which aims to discover extraterrestrial intelli-
gence by processing radio telescope data [19]. The enormous success of SETI@home led to the
release of BOINC (Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing) [18], which rapidly
became the most popular platform for voluntary computing.
Using a BOINC client, volunteers download computational tasks (work units) from a project
server, solve the tasks locally, and send the final results back to the server. To encourage coop-
eration, BOINC rewards volunteers with credit points proportionally to their contribution [18].
The credits are typically displayed on web-based leaderboards accessible worldwide, allowing
volunteers to compare their ranking with other users. From a survey conducted by BOINC [12],
as well as from the behaviour of BOINC users on online forums [9], the credit system appears to
be very motivating for the volunteers. It is so motivating to induce some selfish users to cheat
the system only for achieving a better position in leaderboards [7, 10, 11]. Concretely, similarly
to BitThief, the original client was hacked and replaced with a selfish client that speeds up the
computation by sending untrustworthy results to the server labelled as completed work units.
The selfish behaviour of few “volunteers” may ruin the results of an entire experiment [7],
and thus undermine the correctness — or worse, the attractiveness — of a volunteer computing
system. The typical countermeasure to this issue is to detect and isolate selfish clients using
redundant task allocation, whereby the same work unit is assigned to several clients for result
comparison [18]. The drawback of this approach is the large overhead imposed on the clients,
which poses an unfavourable trade-off between correctness and performance.
1.2 D E A L I N G W I T H S E L F I S H N E S S I N C O O P E R AT I V E S Y S T E M S
The ways selfishness has been addressed in the literature on cooperative systems can be broadly
divided into two categories: analysis and design.
Studies in the first category provide analytical models to understand the motivations driving
a selfish node, as well as for predicting its expected behaviour. The most comprehensive frame-
work available for this purpose is Game Theory (GT), a branch of economics that deals with
strategic interactions in conflict situations [130]. GT provides a set of mathematical tools for
modelling competition and cooperation between rational (i.e., strategic and selfish) individuals,
like the autonomous and self-interested nodes in cooperative systems.
In the last decades, the distributed system community has extensively used GT to assess the
robustness of a variety of systems [26, 35, 36, 111, 112, 142, 167], taking advantage of the pre-
dictive power and general applicability of the tool. However, as for any analytical approach,
applying game-theoretic analysis to real systems tends to be complex, and requires many sim-
plifying assumptions to obtain a tractable model [150]. More precisely, the system designer
needs to create a mathematical model of the system (the game), including the alternative strate-
gies available to the nodes (the players) and their preferences over the possible outcomes of the
system (defined by an utility function). Then, the designer has to use game-theoretic arguments
to assess what strategy is the most likely to be played by the players, with respect to the given
utility function. The answer to this question is the solution of a game. The most common so-
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lution considered in the literature is the Nash Equilibrium [130], which describes the situation
in which no player wants to change unilaterally her strategy. Carrying out this process is in-
herently difficult for complex systems, especially because it is manual, time-consuming and
error-prone [118].
The second category of approaches to deal with selfishness in cooperative systems proposes
design solutions and mechanisms to enforce cooperation among selfish nodes. Yumerefendi
and Chase [178] advocate accountability as a viable solution for dealing with non-cooperative
behaviours. Distributed accountability systems [53, 72, 76] provide an implementation of this
solution that has been proven feasible and effective for cooperative systems. Particularly, the
FullReview system described in [53] can operate in the presence of selfish nodes. On the down-
side, enforcing accountability incurs a non-negligible cost on the system, mainly due to the high
message overhead and the intensive use of cryptography. This results in a fundamental trade-
off between performance and resilience to selfish nodes, which poses a difficult configuration
problem for the system designers. Since no reference solution is given in the studies cited above,
the configuration of such accountability mechanisms is a trial-and-error and time-consuming
procedure.
Accountability systems usually address selfishness with a strictly punitive approach, by iso-
lating or evicting selfish nodes [53, 72]. A complementary approach is to introduce incentives
for sharing resources, thereby making cooperation more profitable for selfish nodes. The large
number of incentive mechanisms proposed in the literature can be classified into reciprocity-
based and economy-based. Incentives based on direct reciprocity requires that nodes maintain
a history of past interactions with other nodes and use this information to influence the present
interaction. For example, BitTorrent applies a direct reciprocity incentive [45], whereby each
node prioritises the requests of other nodes based on their history of cooperation. Direct reci-
procity offers a lightweight and scalable incentive mechanism, but it can work only if nodes
have long-term relationships; otherwise, they may not have the opportunity to reciprocate ap-
propriately. To overcome this issue, indirect reciprocity-based incentives make the interactions
between two peers depend not only on the past interactions between them but also on the in-
teractions between them and other nodes. Reputation is the most common incentive based on
indirect reciprocity, and it has been widely applied to large-scale dynamic environments like
cooperative systems [121]. Reputation offers high flexibility and scalability, and can be imple-
mented in a fully decentralised manner [79, 94, 129, 185]. On the other hand, reputation mecha-
nisms are subject to many types of attacks [121], such as the dissemination of false information
(e.g., bad mouthing, unfair praise), and other strategic behaviours (e.g., whitewashing).
In economy-based incentive mechanisms, nodes pay for obtaining services or resources (as
consumers) and get paid for sharing resources (as providers). These mechanisms use virtual
currency as the commodity for trading resources and allow its later expenditure [25, 67]. The
major drawbacks of economy-based incentives are that they also introduce economic issues in
the system (e.g., price negotiation, inflation, deflation) [67], and they may require an authority
(virtual bank) to issue and certify the currency [25].
Mechanism Design (MD) represents the link between analysis and design approaches for
dealing with selfishness in cooperative systems. MD is a branch of game theory that provides
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the mathematical framework for designing games, which, as we discussed above, are suitable
to model distributed systems. This argument has been well supported by many authors, among
which Shneidman et al. [160] and Aiyer et al. [15], who proposed to use MD as a design tool
for cooperative systems. The goal of MD is to design a system in such a way that selfish be-
haviours can be proved to be an irrational choice for selfish nodes. A notable example of the
mechanism design approach is the BAR Model of Aiyer et al. [15], which provides an archi-
tecture for building cooperative distributed systems that are robust to selfish and Byzantine
nodes. However, using mechanism design for designing real systems presents the same lim-
itations mentioned above for game theory analysis, particularly, the complexity added by its
analytical approach [15, 26, 27, 111, 118, 150]. Moreover, the resulting design solution suffers
from poor maintainability and flexibility: every change in the system parameters requires a full
revision of the design, which hinders the reuse of a successful solution in other systems.
1.3 R E S E A R C H C H A L L E N G E S
Based on the discussion above, we can summarise the Main Research Challenge (MRC) of this
thesis as follows:
(MRC) Provide integrated support for designing, tuning and evaluating cooperative sys-
tems deployed over a network of selfish nodes.
We decompose the MRC into two parts, namely Analysis (A) and Design (D), each facing
three sub-challenges.
(A) Provide (conceptual and practical) support for understanding, modelling and evaluating
selfish behaviours in cooperative systems.
(A.1) Develop a framework to understand and classify the motivations as well as the
strategies of selfish behaviours in cooperative systems.
(A.2) Develop tools to specify selfish behaviours in cooperative systems.
(A.3) Develop a framework to facilitate the development and evaluation of a behavioural
model of selfish nodes in a given cooperative system.
(D) Provide practical support for designing and configuring cooperative systems that meet
targeted functionality and performance objectives in the presence of selfish nodes.
(D.1) Identify general and practical mechanisms to enforce cooperation in cooperative
systems.
(D.2) Develop a methodology to facilitate the set-up and configuration of cooperation
enforcement mechanisms in a given cooperative system.
(D.3) Develop a framework to facilitate the assessment of the resilience of a given coop-
erative system against different types of selfish behaviours.
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Motivated by the challenges presented in the previous section, in this thesis, we present three
distinct but interrelated contributions. A brief outline of the contributions is depicted in Fig-
ure 1 and discussed below.
C1: Survey on selfishness in cooperative systems
Chapters 2, 3, 4
RACOON
C2: Selfishness-aware design of cooperative systems
Chapters 5, 6
C3: Selfishness-injection framework for cooperative systems
Chapter 7 Future work
Chapter 8
SEINE
Figure 1: Main contributions of the thesis.
(C.1) A survey on selfishness and its countermeasures in cooperative systems.
Related to all challenges.
In Chapter 2 we provide a comprehensive overview of the underlying motivations and strate-
gies of selfish nodes in cooperative systems. Based on a systematic review of the extensive
literature on the subject, we develop a classification framework to describe and analyse selfish
behaviours. Furthermore, in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we present the state-of-the-art to analyse
and cope with selfishness in cooperative systems.
With (C.1), we provide the conceptual basis on which build the practical contributions intro-
duced next.
(C.2) A framework for the selfishness-aware design of cooperative systems.
Related to challenge (A.3), (D.2), and (D.3).
In Chapter 5, we propose RACOON, an integrated framework for designing, tuning and eval-
uating cooperative systems resilient to selfish nodes. RACOON facilitates the work of system
designers by proposing an end-to-end and largely automated design methodology. In particu-
lar, RACOON automates the set-up and configuration of accountability and reputation mecha-
nisms into the system under design, using a novel approach based on game theory and simu-
lations. To illustrate the usefulness of our framework, we use it to design a P2P live streaming
system and an anonymous communication system. Experimental results and simulations show
that the designed systems can meet the targeted level of performance and selfish-resilience.
Chapter 6 presents RACOON++, which extends RACOON. In particular, RACOON++ in-
cludes a declarative model that allows parametrizing selfish behaviours, and introduces a new
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model to predict the evolution of the system based on evolutionary game theory. We illustrate
the benefits of using RACOON++ by designing a P2P live streaming system, a load balancing
system, and an anonymous communication system. Extensive experimental results using the
state-of-the-art PeerSim simulator, which is completely integrated into our framework, verify
that the systems designed using RACOON++ achieve both resilience to selfish nodes and high
performance. We released a Java implementation of RACOON++ as an open-source project:
code and other data useful for evaluation are available on the project’s page on GitHub.2
(C.3) A framework for describing and injecting selfish behaviours in cooperative systems.
Related to challenge (A.2), (A.3) and (D.3).
In Chapter 7 we introduce SEINE, a framework for modelling various types of selfish be-
haviours in a given cooperative system and automatically understanding their impact on the
system performance through simulations. SEINE relies on a domain-specific language, called
SEINE-L, for describing the behaviour of selfish nodes, along with a run-time system that gen-
erates an implementation of the described behaviours for the state-of-the-art simulator Peer-
Sim [128].
We conclude the thesis in Chapter 8, in which we summarise the contributions with respect
to the initial research challenges. In this chapter, we also discuss some future work, notably, the
scheduled integration between the RACOON and SEINE frameworks.
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2
A S U RV E Y O N S E L F I S H N E S S I N C O O P E R AT I V E S Y S T E M S
As highlighted in Chapter 1, cooperation is a necessary condition and a fundamental challenge
for any cooperative system such as peer-to-peer (P2P). The success of these systems depends on
the resource contribution of the participating nodes, which are autonomous individuals with
different goals, roles, and abilities. However, given this autonomy, self-interested nodes may
prefer to use the system services while contributing minimal or no resources in return. In the
last decade, a significant amount of research has investigated the presence and extent of self-
ishness in cooperative systems [78, 87, 125, 135, 176, 182]. All these studies confirm that selfish
behaviours can lead to a significant degradation of the overall system performance. Thus, a
clear understanding of the underlying motivations and strategies of selfish nodes is crucial for
optimal design and evaluation of cooperative systems.
The primary contributions of this chapter can be summarised as follows:
• We develop a classification framework to understand motivations and executions of self-
ish behaviours in cooperative distributed systems.
• We use our classification framework to survey relevant research works related to selfish-
ness in cooperative distributed systems.
Roadmap. We introduce the notion of cooperative systems in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 pro-
vides a definition of selfish behaviours and discusses the types of nodes that can partic-
ipate in a cooperative system, classified according to their goals and capabilities. In Sec-
tion 2.3, we propose a classification framework to describe motivations and executions of
selfish behaviours. We apply the framework to some illustrative cases in Section 2.4, and
we use it in Section 2.5 to analyse relevant research work. Finally, we summarise and draw
some conclusions in Section 2.6.
2.1 A N O V E RV I E W O F C O O P E R AT I V E S Y S T E M S
A cooperative system is a complex distributed system that relies on the voluntary resource
contribution from its participants to perform the system function. Examples of cooperative
systems are peer-to-peer applications (e.g., P2P file-sharing, P2P media streaming, P2P instant
messaging), collaborative computing (e.g., volunteer computing, grid computing), and self-
organizing wireless networks (e.g., delay tolerant networks). Common to all these systems is
the active role of participants in providing the system service, whether this is downloading
files, solving scientific problems or routing data in sparse wireless networks. In practice, each
participant shares a part of its local resources (e.g., network bandwidth, processing power, or
storage space) for the common good of the system.
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Participants of a cooperative system are autonomous individuals that cooperate with the sys-
tem using heterogeneous computational devices (nodes). For instance, a node can be a desktop
computer, a cluster of processors, a mobile phone, or a sensor device. Nodes are operated inde-
pendently by their respective owners and typically reside in different administrative domains.
Cooperative systems can leverage on cooperation, heterogeneity and autonomy of the partic-
ipating nodes to obtain the following characteristics:
Scalability. The capacities of a cooperative system depend on the number of participants
that are contributing. Thus, the system’s efficiency can grow organically with the system
size. It is quite telling that BitTorrent [45] and Skype [23], two of the most popular large-scale
applications involving millions of users, are examples of cooperative systems.
Cost-effectiveness. The costs needed to operate the system are shared among a large set of
contributors, and not borne by a single entity.
Resilience. Cooperative systems are less vulnerable to faults, attacks, and censorship, due to
the high diversity of the potential targets [151], e.g., different hardware and network specifics,
software architectures, and geographic locations.
2.2 S E L F I S H B E H AV I O U R I N C O O P E R AT I V E S Y S T E M S
A necessary starting point for our discussion on selfishness in cooperative systems is to provide
a clear understanding of what is a cooperative behaviour and what is a selfish behaviour. Our
definitions build on the seminal work "Rationality and self-interest in P2P Networks" by Shnei-
dman and Parkes [160], and are also indebted to the taxonomy of non-cooperative behaviours
proposed by Obreiter et al. [140].
Definition 2.1 (cooperative behaviour). A cooperative behaviour corresponds to the cor-
rect and faithful execution of the protocols underpinning a cooperative system.
Example 2.2.1 (file-sharing). In data distribution systems such as BitTorrent or Gnutella, coop-
erative behaviours are to advertise the available files and allocate bandwidth to implement
the data sharing protocol.
Example 2.2.2 (volunteer computing). Volunteer nodes participating in projects like SETI@home
and Folding@home behave cooperatively if they donate their spare CPU cycles to complete
the computational job assigned [18, 19].
Example 2.2.3 (P2P live streaming). Live streaming applications such as PPLive [5] allow mil-
lions of users to watch streams of events at the same time. In these systems, the cooperative
behaviour of peers is to advertise available video chunks and dedicate some upload band-
width to support the chunks propagation.
Ideally, each participant of a cooperative system implements the relevant cooperative be-
haviour. Unfortunately, this is very unlikely in real systems, as they are composed of au-
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tonomous individuals with own objectives — which may not be aligned with the system objec-
tives — and complete control over the hardware and software of the nodes they use to interact
with the system [127]. Long story short: system participants have the ability to modify their
behaviour if they are motivated enough to do so.
Notation. For convenience, henceforth we use the term node to denote both the system participant
and its controlled device, assuming that each participant controls exactly one node.
We can distinguish between two forms of non-cooperative behaviours: selfish behaviours
and malicious behaviours. Selfish behaviours have been observed in many real systems [72,
78, 87, 114, 116, 135, 144, 182], in which nodes deviate from the cooperative behaviour because
they devised a more profitable behaviour to adopt. The notion of profitability introduces an eco-
nomic aspect into our discussion. Specifically, cooperation comes at a cost to the contributors,
who are expected to consume their own resources (e.g., bandwidth, CPU, memory, storage) for
the common good of all nodes. Thus, we can safely assume that the satisfaction that a node de-
rives from participating in the system depends not only on the quality of the service it receives
but also on its cooperation costs. The utility of a given behaviour for a given node is a measure
(a value) of the node’s satisfaction for implementing that behaviour. For the purposes of this
chapter, and in conformity with earlier works on cooperative systems design [15, 26, 30, 111],
we provide the following informal definition of node’s utility:1
Definition 2.2 (utility). The utility that a node participating in a cooperative system re-
ceives from a given behaviour is defined by the benefit gained from the service provided
by the system and the cost of sharing its own resources when performing that behaviour.
Definition 2.3 (profitable behaviour). A behaviour is more profitable than another be-
haviour if it yields a higher utility.
We can now present our definition of selfish behaviour.
Definition 2.4 (selfish behaviour). A selfish behaviour is an intentional and profitable de-
viation from the cooperative behaviour.
Example 2.2.4 (message delivery). In wireless networks such as DTN [169] that rely on coop-
erative message propagation, a node may decide not to relay the traffic of other mobile nodes,
in order to extend its battery lifetime and preserve its bandwidth [176, 188].
Example 2.2.5 (cooperative storage). A node of a cooperative storage system (e.g., Pastiche [48]
OceanStore [103]) may selfishly withdraw from the resource allocation protocol and discard
some data of other nodes to save local storage space [47].
1 A formal definition can be found in Chapters 5 and 6, in which we present our game theoretic model of a cooperative
system.
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Example 2.2.6 (distributed accountability). PeerReview [76] is a decentralised accountability
system, also suitable for P2P networks, which detects misbehaviours by distributing the au-
diting workload among nodes. However, Diarra et al. [53] showed that PeerReview might
suffer from selfish behaviours, because the auditors have no incentive for supporting the
overhead introduced by the audit mechanism.
Example 2.2.7 (file-sharing). The Maze file-sharing system [86] includes an incentive system
in which peers earn points for uploading and expend points for successful downloads. De-
spite this incentive, in their empirical study of the Maze network, Lian et al. [114] have de-
tected groups of peers sharing files only among each other while refusing to share any file
with peers outside their group.
Based on these examples, we can further elaborate Definition 2.4 with some considerations on
the motivations behind selfish behaviours. There are many reasons why a node would choose
to stop following the cooperative behaviour, such as:
1. The cost of contributing resources to other nodes outweighs the benefits received from
the system.
2. The system does not impose punishments for selfish behaviours nor incentives to encour-
age contributions [38].
3. The punishment for selfish behaviours (resp. the incentive for contributions) is not fast,
certain and large enough to foster cooperation [30].
4. Nodes have economic or social reasons for cooperating only with a restricted group of
nodes [114, 121].
5. Nodes suffer from persistent resource shortage, due for example to hardware or software
limitations of the device that hosts the node (e.g., battery-powered devices) [75, 176].
6. An exogenous event that occurs in the node’s environment, such as temporary connectiv-
ity problems, or message loss [30].
According to the taxonomy of non-cooperative behaviours proposed by Obreiter et al. [140],
motivations (1-3) have to be considered unjustifiable, and the selfish behaviours they produce
should be deterred; conversely, selfish behaviours dictated by motivations (4-5) should be con-
sidered justifiable misbehaviours and be exempted from punishments.
Another interesting fact illustrated by the examples above is that selfish behaviours can also
occur in protocols specifically designed to address misbehaviours (Examples 2.2.6 and 2.2.7).
Note that this is consistent with Definition 2.4 as soon as the protocols in question rely on the
cooperation of autonomous nodes.
Another form of non-cooperative behaviours are malicious behaviours, which are defined
next.
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Definition 2.5 (malicious behaviour). A malicious behaviour is an intentional deviation
from the cooperative behaviour that aims at harming the system and disrupting its proto-
cols.
Example 2.2.8 (file-sharing). File pollution is the malicious introduction of tampered contents
in file-sharing networks, with the goal of discouraging the distribution of copyright protected
contents [115]. Frequent downloads of polluted files can degrade the quality of file-sharing
service to the point that the users decide to leave the system.
Example 2.2.9 (P2P overlay). The eclipse attack [164] is a malicious and coordinated behaviour
that aim to isolate correct nodes from the P2P overlay and its services by taking control of
their neighbour set.
In contrast with selfish behaviours, the only goal of a malicious behaviour is to deteriorate
the system performance as much as possible and, possibly, at any cost.
In the remainder of this section, we describe the types of nodes that can participate in a
cooperative system, and we suggest the taxonomy shown in Figure 2. Our taxonomy is inspired
by the classification of node types proposed by Feigenbaum and Shenker [57] and refined by
Shneidman and Parkes [160]. First, we distinguish nodes according to their ability and will to
strategize over different behaviours. Nodes that do not strategize can be either correct or faulty
(left side of Figure 2).
NODE TYPES
in cooperative systems
Correct nodes Faulty nodes  Malicious nodes SELFISH NODES
do not strategize do strategize
Figure 2: A taxonomy of node types in cooperative systems. The framed box indicates the focus of this
thesis.
Correct nodes are also called altruistic [137] or obedient [57, 160], because they faithfully
follow the system protocols without pursuing individual interests.
Definition 2.6 (faulty nodes). A node is faulty when it fails to execute the cooperative
behaviour due to hardware or software bugs, misconfigurations, or other unintentional
faults.
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Faulty nodes are incorrectly functioning nodes that may suffer from different types of failures,
including fail-stop (the node stops working), omissions (the node drops incoming or outgoing
messages), and Byzantine (the node behaves arbitrarily) failures [21, 160].
On the right side of Figure 2 are nodes that behave strategically to pursue personal objectives.
We distinguish between malicious and selfish nodes, according to the nature of their objectives.
Definition 2.7 (malicious nodes). A node is malicious when it executes a malicious be-
haviour (see 2.5) with the intent to degrade the system performance and disrupt the ser-
vice.
Definition 2.8 (selfish nodes). A node is selfish when it strategically executes the most
profitable behaviour, either cooperative (see 2.1) or selfish (see 2.4), with the aim of max-
imising its expected utility.
When designing a cooperative system, the designer should take all the types of nodes into
consideration [57, 136, 160]. More precisely:
• Correct nodes, of course, do not need any special handling.
• Faulty nodes should be detected and repaired (or replaced) promptly, typically using
redundancy, cryptographic signing, and Byzantine fault-tolerance techniques [21, 39, 40,
160].
• Malicious nodes can be handled using traditional security approaches for attacks preven-
tion, detection, and removal (e.g., accountability [72, 76, 179], intrusion detection and
prevention systems [88, 156], trusted hardware [109, 154]).
• Selfish nodes have to be incentivised to behave correctly, by making the cooperative
behaviour the most profitable behaviour to adopt.
Multiple mechanisms have been developed to address selfishness in cooperative systems. In
general, we can define these mechanisms as follows:
Definition 2.9 (Cooperation enforcement mechanisms). A cooperation enforcement mech-
anism is a method or collection of methods that aim to increase the utility of a cooperative
behaviour by reducing (or eliminating) deviation opportunities, or by rewarding coopera-
tion, or both.
In general, cooperation enforcement mechanisms create a relationship between the contri-
bution that a node provides to the system and the resources that it can consume from it. We
refer to Chapter 4 of this thesis for a detailed discussion of how such a relationship can be
implemented.
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In summary, the ultimate goal of a cooperative system designer is to build the system in
such a way that faulty nodes are tolerated, malicious nodes are expelled, and selfish nodes
are motivated to choose the cooperative behaviour. This thesis concentrates on the last part of
the goal. For a better understanding of the state-of-the-art techniques for handling faulty and
malicious nodes, we refer the interested reader to the literature cited above.
2.3 A C L A S S I F I C AT I O N F R A M E W O R K F O R S E L F I S H B E H AV I O U R S
In the previous section, we have already presented a few examples of selfish behaviours, taken
from the extensive literature on the subject. Despite their diversity and specificity, we found
that these behaviours share several common features in their conception and execution. We
believe that identifying these commonalities will provide new clues to understanding and ad-
dress selfishness in cooperative systems.
To support our claims, we develop a classification framework for the analysis and compar-
ison of selfish behaviours in cooperative systems. The framework, illustrated in Figure 3, is
based on the findings of a systematic review of 25 published studies related to our research
(more details can be found at the end of this section). Our classification is based on six dimen-
sions, grouped into two categories: the motivation for adopting a particular selfish behaviour,
and its practical execution in a given system. In practice, the execution of a selfish behaviour
describes an illegal implementation of the system protocols, which is initiated by a selfish node






























Figure 3: Classification of selfish behaviours in cooperative systems.
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2.3.1 Motivation
The motivation of a selfish behaviour provides information about who commits the behaviour
and why. Specifically, a motivation is defined by three dimensions, which describe an objective
for a given resource of interest, along with the role being played in the system by the selfish node
when it deviated from the cooperative behaviour.
O B J E C T I V E . The driving force of any selfish behaviour is to increase the utility of the selfish
node that performs it. In Definitions 2.2 and 2.9, we presented the three factors that have a
substantial impact on the utility, namely resource consumption, resource contribution, and the
incentives introduced by the cooperation enforcement mechanisms. The objective of a selfish
behaviour suggests the strategy to increase the utility, which falls into one of the following
options:
• Gain more resources, to increase the benefits from consumption.
• Save local resources, to lower the contribution costs.
• Hide misbehaviours from the cooperation enforcement mechanisms, to escape from detec-
tion and associated penalties.
R E S O U R C E . A resource is a commodity that increases the personal utility of nodes that
possess it. We distinguish between physical and logical resources. A physical resource is a
node’s capacity, such as bandwidth, CPU power, storage space, or energy. These resources are
usually rival in consumption due to congestion.2 For example, in delay tolerant networks, a
mobile node that has reached its storage capacity cannot carry further messages until it frees
enough space. Similarly, if the volunteer of a distributed computing project like SETI@home is
contributing all its computational power, then it cannot volunteer for another project.
Logical resources are the high-level and application-specific service offered by the coopera-
tive system (e.g., file-sharing, message routing), and the incentive created by the cooperation
enforcement mechanism (e.g., money, level of trust).
R O L E . The motivation behind a selfish behaviour also depends on the role being played
by the selfish node when it decided to deviate from the correct protocol execution. In our
classification framework, we consider two general roles that apply to all cooperative systems:
resource provider and resource requester. The motivations that drive the behaviour of a selfish
provider are usually very different from those of a selfish requester. To illustrate this difference,
and as a summary example of the motivation of selfish behaviours, consider the situation below.
2 In economics, a good is said to be rival if its consumption by one consumer can negatively affect the simultaneous
consumption by another consumer.
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Summary Example 1 (P2P file-sharing)
P2P file-sharing applications such as BitTorrent and Maze assign a higher priority in down-
load to the peers that share more data. In this setting, a selfish node can increase its utility
by performing the following selfish behaviours:
• Lowering the contribution cost of hosting and delivering the files, even if this would
reduce the download priority acquired.3
Motivation: (the peer aims to) save bandwidth and storage when playing as a provider.
• Artificially increasing the benefit gaining higher priority in download.
Motivation: (the peer aims to) gain in quality of service when playing as a requester.
2.3.2 Execution
The execution of a selfish behaviour provides information about how the behaviour has been
implemented by a selfish node. More precisely, an execution is defined by three dimensions,
which describe the deviation type from a target functionality of the system, along with the activa-
tion policy that has triggered the deviation.
D E V I AT I O N . A (selfish) deviation is the implementation of a selfish behaviour for a partic-
ular cooperative system. The wide range of motivations behind a selfish behaviour, as well
as the application-specific nature of their implementation, generate a tremendous number of
possible deviations for any given cooperative behaviour. Nevertheless, based on our review of
the available literature, we could identify four types of deviation that match most of the selfish
behaviours analysed.
• Defection. A defection is an intentional omission in the execution of a system protocol.4
Example 2.2.4 presented a case of defection, whereby a mobile node may decide not to
participate in the store-carry-forward message propagation protocol in order to extend its
battery lifetime [176]. A selfish node performs a defection to stop the protocol execution,
so as to prevent requesters from consuming or even asking for its resources. A defection
can be put into practice by ignoring incoming requests, like in the example above, or by
refusing to join a protocol, like the selfish auditors in Example 2.2.6 that withdraw from
auditing other nodes.
• Free-riding. A free-ride is a selfish deviation that can reduce the amount of resources
contributed by a node without stopping the protocol execution. For instance, a peer par-
ticipating in a P2P live streaming application (see Example 2.2.3) might free-ride the data-
exchange protocol by sending fewer video chunks than what was requested by the other
3 For example, the node has already downloaded the desired files, and it is not interested in downloading other files for
the moment.
4 Avizienis et al. [21] define an omission as the “absence of actions when actions should be performed”.
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party [72]. As another example, in volunteer computing (see Example 2.2.2), a node may
decide to save some computational time for speeding up the credit collection process [7],
and thus free-ride by returning a result without performing the entire computation. The
literature on cooperative systems offers other definitions of free-riding, especially in the
context of peer-to-peer. Some authors define free-riding the complete lack of contribu-
tion [116, 135, 165], while others characterise it as downloading more data than upload-
ing [27, 38, 87]. Our definition is more general because it applies to any type of resource,
and it is more precise because it can be clearly distinguished from deviations that achieve
the same result by stopping the system protocols (i.e., defections).
• Misreport. The correct functioning of a system protocol depends not only on the faithful
implementation of operations, such as data transmission or task computation, but also
on the truthful exchange of information. Such information may include the hardware
specification of nodes (e.g., computational power, memory size, network connections)
or their current availability of data and resources. Based on this information, the proto-
cols underlying the cooperative system can operate the system function and optimise the
workload distribution among nodes. However, a selfish node may have some motivation
for providing false or inaccurate information, for example, to avoid contribution or gain
better access to resources. We define this type of deviation as misreport. Consider for
instance a P2P application for file-sharing (see Example 2.2.1) or media streaming (see
Example 2.2.3), in which peers advertise their sharable contents (files or video chunks).
In this scenario, under-reporting the list of sharable contents allows a selfish peer to save
upload bandwidth by reducing the number of requests [72, 148].
• Collusion. Up to this point, we have considered only deviations performed by a single
node. On the other hand, in Example 2.2.7 we introduced a collective form of selfish be-
haviour in P2P file-sharing, in which multiple peers act together to increase their utility.
Similarly to previous works [43, 57, 114, 129, 137], we call this type of deviation a collu-
sion, and we define it as the coordinated execution of a selfish behaviour performed by
a group of nodes called colluders. A collusion is more difficult to detect than individ-
ual deviations [28, 43, 72], because colluders can reciprocally hide their misbehaviours.
For example, the distributed accountability protocol of Example 2.2.6 can be cheated if a
sufficient number of colluding nodes stop auditing the logs of their colluders [53, 76].
TA R G E T. A selfish behaviour can affect different protocols or functionalities of a cooperative
system, which we define as the target of a deviation. At a high level, there are two categories
of targets: those representing application-related functionalities, and those specific to the coop-
eration enforcement mechanism. Table 1 reports some examples of the first category of targets,
along with a description of typical deviations. Concerning the second category, common tar-
gets for a cooperation enforcement mechanism are the monitoring and detection protocols (e.g.,
watchdogs, log auditing), and the incentive scheme (e.g., reputation, credits).
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Target Functionality Typical deviation
Data hosting Contribution of memory space for storing con-
tents, such as files or messages




Contribution of bandwidth capacity for deliv-
ering contents to other nodes




Contribution of contents from a node to other
nodes
Advertising only part of the avail-
able contents, if any
Overlay
management
Maintenance of an overlay network, including





Maintenance of routing tables and contribu-
tion of bandwidth capacity for routing mes-
sages through the system
Refusing to forward a message
Partner
management
Discovery of new partners for future interac-





Distribution of resources among a set of se-
lected nodes b




Provision of truthful information about current
state, resource capacities and availabilities




Contribution of CPU time for executing a com-
putational task
Returning a result before complet-
ing the task
a A selection policy might be based for example on the resource capabilities of the known partners (e.g., considering
only high-bandwidth nodes), on their availability, or on direct experience.
b An allocation policy may, for example, allocate more resources to known partners, or to partners with lower re-
sources.
Table 1: Examples of application-related targets of a selfish deviation.
A C T I VAT I O N . Deviation type and target help provide a picture of how a selfish behaviour
has been implemented. What is still missing in the picture is the time dimension. This infor-
mation in provided by the activation policy of the behaviour execution. More precisely, the
activation of a selfish behaviour defines the rules or events that trigger its execution. We pro-
pose the following activation policies:
• Always, when nodes perform the same given selfish behaviour during their whole stay
period in the cooperative system. For instance, Locher et al. [116] developed a selfish
client of BitTorrent that always implements the same deviations.
• Probabilistic, when nodes perform a given selfish behaviour according to some probability
distribution. A selfish node may, for example, adopt a probabilistic activation policy to
make their deviations unpredictable.
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• Adaptive, when a given selfish behaviour is triggered by an activation event, such as ex-
ceeding a threshold amount of resource consumption, or obtaining a service. For instance,
selfish participants of a P2P file-sharing application may decide to deviate from the correct
protocol execution only when they are not downloading [114]. Another typical situation,
described for example also by Aditya et al. [14], is to provide false information to a moni-
toring mechanism to cover up previous deviations. To put the last example another way,
a selfish behaviour can be the trigger of other selfish behaviours.
To conclude the presentation of the six dimensions of our classification framework for selfish
behaviours, we complete the Summary Example 1 by suggesting possible executions for the
proposed motivations.
Summary Example 2 (P2P file-sharing)
P2P file-sharing applications such as BitTorrent and Maze assign a higher priority in down-
load to the peers that share more data. In this setting, a selfish node can increase its utility
by performing the following selfish behaviours:
• Lowering the contribution cost of hosting and delivering the files, even if this would
reduce the download priority acquired.
Motivation: (the peer aims to) save bandwidth and storage when playing as a provider.
Execution#1: (the peer can) free-ride the data transmission protocol when not download-
ing (adaptive activation) [87].
Execution#2: (the peer can) always misreport the list of sharable files to other nodes,
when executing the information providing protocol [116].
• Artificially increasing the benefit gaining higher priority in download.
Motivation: (the peer aims to) gain in quality of service when playing as a requester.
Execution: (the peer can) always collude with other nodes to cheat the incentive mech-
anism and get rewarded in download priority. Lian et al. [114] describe several collu-
sion strategies observed in the Maze network. For instance, colluders can upload large
amounts of traffic among each others in order to artificially inflate their download pri-
ority even without contributing to the community at large.
2.3.3 Details of the papers included in the review
The classification framework outlined above is based on the review of 25 research papers on
the subject. We selected these papers with the following criteria in mind:
Relevance. The papers should be representative of (but not limited to) the types of coop-
erative systems used as examples in Section 2.2, namely, peer-to-peer systems, distributed
computing, and delay tolerant networks.
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Quality. The papers should be of particular interest to the research community (estimated
considering publishers and number of citations). Also, they should provide detailed descrip-
tions of concrete selfish behaviours.
Coverage. As the commonalities among deviations began to emerge, we selected papers
also based on the type of the deviations described therein. In particular, the papers should
contribute to a relatively uniform distribution of deviation types, in order to avoid biases due
to over-representation of certain deviations.
Table 2 presents the list of papers considered for our review, along with some information
on the cooperative system investigated (i.e., application domain, service provided, architecture
type). From the analysis of these papers, we could identify 56 selfish behaviours. Almost
all behaviours can be classified using one of the four deviation types listed above. The only
exception describes a deviation that is very specific to the implementation of the target system
— i.e., the rarest-first policy for requesting file pieces in BitTorrent [116]. The right columns of
Table 2 show the contribution of each paper to the final distribution of deviation types.
Remark. We intentionally excluded from our classification the category of selfish deviations that
target the authentication protocol of reputation-based cooperation enforcement mechanisms (see Sec-
tion 4.1 for more details). Deviations in this category, such as whitewashing and Sybil attack [102],
exploit the difficulty in establishing node identities in cooperative systems so as to cheat the incen-
tive mechanism, for instance by escaping bad reputations or spreading false reputation information.
Although common and well-studied, we decided not to include these behaviours in our classification
framework because they are heavily tied to a specific type of cooperation enforcement mechanism, and,
therefore, not suitable for generalisation.
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Hereafter, we present in more details four papers considered for our survey, and we show
how to apply our classification framework to the selfish behaviours described by the respective
authors. The papers have been selected so as to fulfil the same criteria of relevance, quality
and coverage applied to the survey. In particular, the authors of the last paper investigate the
impact of selfishness in anonymous communication systems.
2.4.1 BAR Gossip, Li et al. [111]
Li et al. [111] address the problem of selfishness in P2P live streaming systems based on gossip
protocols, and develop a new protocol (BAR Gossip) that can tolerate both selfish and Byzantine
behaviours by the peers receiving the stream. In addition, the authors show that BAR Gossip is
stable in the presence of significant collusion (up to 40% of colluders in the system).
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Table 2: Papers considered in our review, along with the characteristics of the cooperative systems inves-
tigated and the types of selfish deviations therein described.
Cooperative System Deviation types a
Reference Domain Name and/or Service Architecture D F M C O







Ben Mokhtar et al. [26] Data Distribution FireSpam P2P (struct.)
√ √
χ χ χ
Guerraoui et al. [72] Data Distribution Media streaming P2P (unstruct.) χ
√ √ √
χ
Hughes et al. [87] Data Distribution Gnutella (file-sharing) P2P (unstruct.)
√
χ χ χ χ





Lian et al. [114] Data Distribution Maze (file-sharing) P2P (unstruct.) χ χ χ
√
χ




















Yang et al. [175] Data Distribution Maze (file-sharing) P2P (unstruct.)
√
χ χ χ χ
Anta et al. [20] Computing BOINC Client-server χ
√
χ χ χ





Kwok et al. [104] Computing Grid Computing Client-server χ
√ √
χ χ
Shneidman and Parkes [161] Computing Leader-election Client-server χ χ
√
χ χ





Cox and Noble [47] Backup & Storage Samsara P2P (struct.) χ
√
χ χ χ
Gramaglia et al. [71] Backup & Storage P2P Storage P2P (struct.)
√
χ χ χ χ
Buttyán et al. [36] Networking Bulletin board DTN
√
χ χ χ χ
Blanc et al. [31] Networking Overlay management P2P (struct.)
√
χ χ χ χ
Li et al. [113] Networking Message switching DTN χ χ χ
√
χ
Mei and Stefa [124] Networking Message switching DTN
√ √
χ χ χ
Shneidman and Parkes [161] Networking Inter-domain routing Internet χ χ
√
χ χ





Ben Mokhtar et al. [27] Anonym. Comm. RAC Proxy servers
√ √
χ χ χ
Jansen et al. [89] Anonym. Comm. Tor [54] Proxy servers
√
χ χ χ χ
Ngan et al. [135] Anonym. Comm. Tor [54] Proxy servers
√ √
χ χ χ
a D = defection , F = free-ride, M = misreport, C = collusion, O = other types.
C O O P E R AT I V E S Y S T E M D E TA I L S In a P2P live streaming system, the dissemination of
video chunks throughout the network can be achieved using gossip-based protocols. The typ-
ical implementation of these protocols is that each peer proposes its available chunks to ran-
domly selected partners, which in turn request any chunks they need; the protocols end when
the peer delivers the requested chunks.
S E L F I S H B E H AV I O U R S The selfish behaviours described by Li et al. in their paper are sum-
marised in Tables (3-5). Consider for example the free-riding and misreport deviations reported
in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. A selfish peer may adopt either behaviour for the same motiva-
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tion: reducing the bandwidth consumption when participating in the gossip protocol as video
chunks provider. The way this motivation is brought into practice is quite different between
the two cases. In the first case, the free-riding deviation, a selfish peer first advertises all its
shareable chunks, but, once requested, it delivers only a part of them. The selfish behaviour
in Table 4 describes a different execution, whereby a misreporting peer under-reports its chunk
availability to reduce the probability of receiving chunk requests. Note that the activation pol-
icy for both the free-riding and misreport deviations has been classified as adaptive. In fact, Li
et al. assume that selfish peers will behave selfishly as long as they experience a video stream of
high quality; otherwise, they would stick to the cooperative behaviour to contribute improving
the system performance, and enjoy a good quality stream again.
Table 3: Selfish behaviour in P2P live streaming systems: free-riding (source: [111]).
Motivation Objective Resource Role a Description
Save Bandwidth P Save bandwidth consumption
for current activities
Execution Deviation Target Activation Description
Free-riding Data transmission Adaptive Send less video chunk than
what requested by the partners
a P = Provider, R = Requester
Table 4: Selfish behaviour in P2P live streaming systems: misreport (source: [111]).
Motivation Objective Resource Role Description
Save Bandwidth P Save expected bandwidth
consumption for future
activities
Execution Deviation Target Activation Description
Misreport Information providing Adaptive Under-report the available
chunks
The selfish behaviour reported in Table 5 describes the situation in which peers coordinate
their actions to increase their collective utility. The motivation here is to contribute resources
only with a subset of the network, thus, decreasing the overall contribution cost. Selfish peers
can implement this behaviour by colluding in a coordinated deviation against the partner se-
lection mechanism, so as to establish interactions only among themselves.
The impact of the preceding behaviours on the live streaming performance has been evalu-
ated by Li et al. through experiments and simulations [111]. The results show that, without any
cooperation enforcement mechanism in place, the presence of 50% of selfish nodes can prevent
correct nodes from watching a good quality stream.
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Table 5: Selfish behaviour in P2P live streaming systems: collusion (source: [111]).
Motivation Objective Resource Role Description
Save Bandwidth P Save bandwidth consumption
colluding group
Execution Deviation Target Activation Description
Collusion Partner management Always Bias the partner selection and
prefer colluders to other peers
2.4.2 BOINC client, Anta et al. [20], Anderson [18], Yurkewych et al. [180]
BOINC [18] is an open-source client for volunteer computing, which aggregates the computa-
tional power of millions of Internet-connected personal computers (volunteers) that donate their
idle resources to a computational project (e.g., SETI@home [19]). The paper of Anderson [18]
marginally, and the papers of Anta et al. [20] and Yurkewych et al. [180] particularly, address
the problem of selfish volunteers in the BOINC system, whose main goal in to earn credits
faster even if at the expense of results accuracy and system efficiency. Specifically, all authors
agree on using redundant task allocation techniques to detect selfish activities and punish self-
ish volunteers with (virtual [18] or real money [20, 180]) monetary fines.
C O O P E R AT I V E S Y S T E M D E TA I L S As already introduced in Chapter 1, each project in
BOINC is hosted on a server that provides volunteers with work units. Once a volunteer has
computed (offline) the work unit, it sends the result back to the server [18]. To motivate coop-
eration, BOINC rewards volunteers with credit points proportionally to their contribution, and
makes available their scores on web-based leaderboards accessible worldwide.5
S E L F I S H B E H AV I O U R It is well documented that the BOINC credit system has attracted
not only volunteers but also selfish users, whose main goal is to rise in the credit leaderboards
ranking rather than making significant and reliable contributions to the project. For example,
the “The SETI@home problem” article by David Molnar [7] reports on two selfish BOINC clients
that have been developed, notably, also by Microsoft, to speed up the computation by sending
untrustworthy results to the server labelled as completed work units (more details can be found
here [8]). More recently, other volunteer computing projects that rely on the BOINC platform
have faced severe issues with selfish behaviours. Particularly, in 2013, a small group of 17 selfish
volunteers in the PrimeGrid project6 — i.e., collaborative searching for prime numbers — have
faked their results leading to approximatively one month’s worth of work to be redone [10].
Similar behaviours, though with almost no negative consequences on the validity of results,
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Table 6 reports the classification of the selfish behaviour described by Anta et al. [20], An-
derson [18], and Yurkewych et al. [180] in their papers. The motivation for such behaviour is
to earn more credits and faster in order to climb the ladder of the leaderboards ranking. With
this intention, a selfish volunteer may use a hacked BOINC client that is optimised for fast com-
putation rather than trustworthiness of results. More precisely, Table 6 describes a free-riding
deviation aiming at reducing the amount of task computation activities (e.g., data input and
accuracy checks).
Table 6: Selfish behaviour in volunteer computing: free-riding (source: [18, 20, 180]).
Motivation Objective Resource Role a Description
Gain Incentive P Obtain more credits than is due
Execution Deviation Target Activation Description
Free-riding Task computation - Send an untrustworthy result
a P = Provider, R = Requester
2.4.3 Delay tolerant network, Zhu et al. [188]
In their presentation of an incentive scheme (SMART) to foster cooperation in DTNs, Zhu et al.
also provide some examples of selfish behaviours that may occur in these systems. To address
this problem, the authors introduce a virtual currency to charge for and reward the cooperative
delivery of messages within the network. The SMART scheme has been evaluated through
simulations, which showed its applicability, reliability, and effectiveness also in the presence of
selfish nodes [188].
C O O P E R AT I V E S Y S T E M D E TA I L S Delay tolerant networks achieve end-to-end connectiv-
ity over a disrupted network by asking mobile nodes to participate in a message propaga-
tion process called store-carry-forward. This process relies on the cooperation of intermediate
nodes, which carry the messages of other nodes until the next hop of a communication path
appears [56].
To motivate selfish nodes to participate in a store-carry-forward protocol, Zhu et al. introduce
in DTNs a secure virtual currency (called layered coin) along with a payment scheme for re-
warding the provision of message forwarding [188]. This scheme works as follows: the source
node generates a multi-layered coin to transmit together with the message. The base layer cre-
ated by the source contains information about reward amount (credit value) and conditions.
Each intermediate node in the store-carry-forward process adds a layer to the coin, providing
details about its identity. Once the message has reached its destination, the recipient of the
message can distribute the credit to all intermediate nodes by using the identities stored in the
layered coin.
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S E L F I S H B E H AV I O U R S As already mentioned in Example 2.2.4, the hypothesis that each
node in a DTN is willing to forward messages to others might be unrealistic. In fact, participat-
ing in the store-carry-forward constitutes an important cost for mobile nodes with limited energy,
bandwidth and storage constraints. A selfish node motivated by the objective of saving these
resources may perform the selfish behaviour classified in Table 7. The simplest implementation
of this behaviour is to ignore any request to serve as an intermediate node during the whole
stay period in the DTN.
Table 7: Selfish behaviour in delay tolerant networks: defection (source: [188]).
Motivation Objective Resource Role a Description
Save Bandwidth, storage,
energy
P Save resources dedicated to
cooperation activities
Execution Deviation Target Activation Description
Defection Information routing Always Never participate in the
message propagation protocol
a P = Provider, R = Requester
The selfish behaviour described in Table 8 is related to the cooperation enforcement mech-
anism proposed by Zhu et al. [187, 188]. The motivation for this behaviour is to increase the
amount of layered coins received by the payment scheme, to gain more purchasing power when
acting as a service requester. With this intention, a selfish node may collude with other nodes
to forge a valid credit and reward themselves for “forward” operations they have never done.
In their paper, Zhu et al. also discuss a solution for this behaviour, based on the concatenation
of different layers.
Table 8: Selfish behaviour in delay tolerant networks: collusion (source: [188]).
Motivation Objective Resource Role Description
Gain Incentive R Obtain more credits than is due
Execution Deviation Target Activation Description
Collusion Incentive mechanism - Collude with other nodes to
increase the rewards
2.4.4 Tor network, Dingledine et al. [135]
Tor [54] is an anonymous communication system that uses Onion Routing [70] to protect its
users from traffic analysis on the Internet. This system works by relaying traffic over a network
of voluntary nodes located around the world. However, Ngan et al. have reported that while
the number of Tor users keeps growing, the number of relay nodes is not [135]. In their paper,
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the authors investigate the reasons for this lack of cooperation and propose an incentive scheme
to reward Tor relays with a higher quality of service.
C O O P E R AT I V E S Y S T E M D E TA I L S Using Tor, when a source node wants to send a mes-
sage to a destination node, it first fetches the list of available relay nodes from trusted directory
authorities. Then, the source node builds a circuit of voluntary relay nodes. Circuits are up-
dated periodically, and relays can participate in multiple circuits at the same time. To protect a
message, the source encrypts it with the public key of the destination. Furthermore, to protect
the communication channel, the source uses the public key of each relay node in the circuit to
encrypt the address of the next relay node. The resulting message is called an onion. A relay
uses its private key to decrypt one layer of the onion and contributes a part of its bandwidth to
forward the resulting message to the next relay until the message eventually reaches its desti-
nation.
To incentivise Tor users to act as a relay, the directory authorities measures the performance
of relays to prioritise the traffic of the most active ones, i.e., the so-called “gold star” relays [135].
In practice, a gold star relay’s traffic always gets relayed ahead of other traffic.
S E L F I S H B E H AV I O U R S Ngan et al. [135] reported two selfish behaviours in Tor. The moti-
vation of both behaviours, summarised in Tables 9 and 10, is to reduce the communication and
computational burden of nodes when actively playing as a traffic relay (i.e., a service provider).
A relay node executing the selfish behaviour described in Table 9 behaves cooperatively until
it gets rewarded with a gold star; then, it stops participating in any relaying activity. Table 10
reports a different adaptive strategy, whereby nodes cap their relaying at a given bandwidth
threshold and free-ride any other request that would exceed that threshold.
Table 9: Selfish behaviour in Tor networks: defection (source: [135]).
Motivation Objective Resource Role a Description
Save Bandwidth, CPU P Save resources dedicated to
cooperation activities
Execution Deviation Target Activation Description
Defection Data transmission Adaptive Never participate in the system
as relay node
a P = Provider, R = Requester
To evaluate the performance of the preceding behaviours, Ngan et al. built “a packet-level
discrete event simulator that models a Tor overlay network” [135]. Then, they studied the
Ngan et al. evaluated the performance of the preceding behaviours by simulating an onion
routing network composed by a third of correct relays, another third of relays performing the
selfish behaviour in Table 9, and the remaining relays following the behaviour in Table 10. The
authors considered as performance measures the download and ping time of a relay node when
acting as a service requester (i.e., a Tor user). Results demonstrate that when no incentive
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Table 10: Selfish behaviour in Tor networks: free-riding (source: [135]).
Motivation Objective Resource Role Description
Save Bandwidth, CPU P Contribute less bandwidth than
the fair share
Execution Deviation Target Activation Description
Free-riding Data transmission Adaptive Relay traffic only up a given
threshold
mechanism is in place, the performance of selfish relays is slightly better than correct nodes.
Therefore, according to the evaluation by Ngan et al. [135], the utility of a selfish relay in Tor
can increase not only due to the lower contribution costs, but also to an increase (even if modest)
of the service benefits.
2.5 G E N E R A L A N A LY S I S O F S E L F I S H N E S S I N C O O P E R AT I V E S Y S T E M S
In Section 2.3, we have developed a new framework to classify the behaviour of selfish nodes
in cooperative systems, based on a systematic review of the state-of-the-art. We now apply
the framework to the reviewed papers, and we use it as a comprehensive analysis toolkit to
identify emerging patterns and characteristics of selfish behaviours. Our presentation of this
analysis is structured in accordance with the six dimensions of a selfish behaviour as presented
in Section 2.3.
Notation. Hereafter, we refer to the list of reviewed papers as the “paper dataset”, and we refer to the
entire set of selfish behaviours described in the paper dataset as the “behaviour dataset”.
2.5.1 Analysis of the motivations
The most common motivation for a selfish node to behave selfishly is to save bandwidth when
participating in the cooperative system as a resource provider. Every other motivation in the be-
haviour dataset follows this pattern, regardless of the application domain. Below, we elaborate
on this point and take a closer look at each dimension of a selfish motivation.
R E S O U R C E The application domain of a cooperative system has a strong influence on the
resources of interest for its selfish participants. For example, selfish volunteers in distributed
computing systems are more sensitive to their CPU availability and credit scores [18, 20, 180],
whereas selfish mobile nodes in DTNs takes energy consumption in more account [31, 36, 113,
124]. Notably, the energy consumption in battery-powered nodes is strictly related to the CPU
utilisation and, even more, to network traffic.8
8 Al-Karaki and Kamal reported that sending a bit over 10 or 100 m distance consumes as much energy as performing
thousands to millions of arithmetic operations [16].
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A second observation we can draw from the behaviour dataset is that selfish nodes are often
concerned about their bandwidth capacity, regardless of the application domain at hand (e.g.,
in data distribution [28, 87, 111, 116, 148], networking [113, 124, 188], backup [47, 71], and
anonymous communication [27, 27, 135]). This finding is perhaps expected since distributed
systems, in general, and cooperative systems, in particular, require intensive message-passing.
As a result, bandwidth consumption places a significant burden on the utility of any selfish
node.
R O L E & O B J E C T I V E A clear message we get from the analysis of the behaviour dataset
is that the vast majority of selfish behaviours are initiated by resource providers. The most
likely cause of this result is that providers are typically in charge of the most cost-intensive
functionalities of a cooperative system, such as data transmission [72, 87, 113, 148], task compu-
tation [18, 20, 104, 180], and monitoring [27, 28, 180]. This argument is reinforced by the finding
that saving resources is the typical objective of a selfish behaviour. On the contrary, we found
that resource requesters usually behave selfishly to further increase their benefits, i.e., gaining
more resources than what they should according to the system protocols [26, 116, 165, 188].
The two studies [28, 180] from the paper dataset that address selfish behaviours with a “hide”
objective are the only ones that do not take the robustness of the selfishness detection mecha-
nism in place for granted. We recall from Section 2.3 that the rationale of this objective is to
conceal misbehaviours, possibly colluding, in order to avoid punishments that could decrease
a selfish node’s utility. For example, redundant task allocation is a common mechanism in vol-
unteer computing systems to detect misbehaviours [18]. However, Yurkewych et al. [180] de-
scribed how selfish colluders could avoid detection if they agree on providing the same wrong
result to the project server, so as to cover each others’ deviations.
2.5.2 Analysis of the executions
Before proceeding with the analysis of the behaviour dataset, we would like to remind the
reader that one criterion to create the paper dataset was to ensure an as uniform as possible
representation of all deviation types, in order not to be biased by over-representation of cer-
tain types. On the other hand, it is important to bear in mind that the uniform distribution is
not representative of the actual attention given to each deviation type in the literature; on the
contrary, we found that most of the studies on the topic focus on free-riding.
After these preliminary remarks, we can now complete the analysis of the behaviour dataset
by introducing the three execution dimensions into consideration. As we will see, this broader
perspective will allow us to identify interesting patterns across the motivations and executions
of selfish behaviours.
D E V I AT I O N We start by examining the relationship between selfish objectives and devia-
tion types. Figure 4 illustrates the typical deviations that selfish nodes perform to put their
objectives into practice. As we already mentioned, the most common objective that motivates a
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selfish behaviour is to save resources (green areas in the figure). In our behaviour dataset, a sig-
nificant proportion of selfish nodes tries to fulfil this objective performing either free-riding or
defection deviations, which is reasonable in general as these deviations are the most convenient
and direct in cutting off resource contribution. In contrast, we found that increasing the benefits
obtained from the system is not as simple as reducing costs. Rather, it requires more sophisti-
cated strategies (pink areas in Figure 4), chiefly providing false information [111, 116, 161, 165]
or collude [72, 114, 188].
Save Gain Hide
Save: Defection






Figure 4: Overview of the deviation types implementing the objectives of the selfish behaviours consid-
ered for our analysis.
We already know that saving bandwidth is the principal motivation behind a selfish be-
haviour. Remarkably, it is also the most common motivation associated with each deviation
type in our behaviour dataset, especially for defection and free-riding deviations. To be more
precise, if we consider collusion, saving bandwidth is the most frequent motivation together
with receiving more incentives. For example, the selfish collusion in P2P live streaming pre-
sented in Table 5 aimed to save bandwidth by biasing the selection of interaction partners [111],
whereas the collusion described in Table 8 could raise the reward distributed to the collud-
ers [188].
Also noteworthy about collusion is that this deviation type can be executed in combination
with other deviations, which, of course, can exacerbate the negative impact on the cooperative
system. As an illustration, let us consider again the example of collusion in volunteer comput-
ing described by Yurkewych et al. [180]. In that case, the collusion consisted in covering-up
a free-ride (stopping the task computation before completing it) by coordinating a misreport
deviation (sending the same incomplete result to the project server).
TA R G E T Figure 5 illustrates the primary targets of selfish deviations in the behaviour dataset.
For clarity, we aggregated some functionalities listed in Section 2.3.2: data management includes
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data transmission, data hosting and data sharing, and partner and overlay management includes
overlay management, information routing, partner management and resource allocation. A
very large majority of selfish behaviours in our dataset target application-related functionali-
ties. Indeed, most of the papers reviewed assumed no selfishness in the cooperation enforce-
ment mechanisms, but only in the application at hand. However, assuming perfect selfishness-
resilience of such mechanisms is as unrealistic as assuming a cooperative system of all correct
nodes [28, 53, 180]. We will further investigate on this in the next chapters of this thesis.








Figure 5: Overview of the main functionalities of a cooperative system that are targeted by the selfish
behaviours considered for our analysis.
The application domain of a cooperative system can affect the target of a selfish behaviour.
For instance, deviations from task computation are the main issue in distributed computing [18,
20, 104, 180], whereas data hosting is the primary target in cooperative storage systems [47, 71].
Also, the system architecture has an impact on the target of a selfish deviation. As an illus-
tration, in centralised systems such as anonymizing networks and Grids, there are no selfish
behaviours that target partner selection or overlay management protocols, as such functionali-
ties are either absent or more rigidly controlled.
A C T I VAT I O N The last dimension of our classification framework defines the rule or event
that activates a selfish deviation. However, of the 56 selfish behaviours included in our dataset,
we cannot be completely confident about the reliability of more than half of the activation poli-
cies specified for their execution (e.g., the authors provided no rules that may trigger a devi-
ation, or failed to provide a clear justification for their choice). Unfortunately, given this gap,
we could not pursue a faithful and trustworthy analysis of the behaviour dataset along the
activation dimension.
The activation policies available in our behaviour dataset are either based on empirical obser-
vations of real-world cooperative systems (e.g., studies on Gnutella [87] and Maze [114, 175]),
or constructed by design (e.g., BitThief [116]).
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2.6 S U M M A R Y
In this chapter, we provided the theoretical basis along with conceptual tools for reasoning on
selfishness in cooperative distributed systems. Although related to all the research challenges
presented in Section 1.3, this chapter directly addressed challenge (A.1) and (A.2), i.e., develop-
ing adequate support for understanding, classifying and specifying selfish behaviours.
After a brief overview of representative examples of cooperative systems, we gave a defi-
nition of selfish behaviour based on the notions of autonomy and utility, arguing that selfish
behaviours are intentional and profitable deviations from the faithful execution of the protocols
underpinning a cooperative system. Furthermore, we proposed a taxonomy of nodes partici-
pating in cooperative systems. Specifically, we identified four types of nodes — i.e., correct,
faulty, malicious, and selfish nodes — based on their correctness and capability to strategise.
Then, we developed a classification framework to enable the analysis and comparison of self-
ish behaviours in cooperative distributed systems. The framework is based on the systematic
review of 25 published studies on the subject. Our classification is based on six dimensions,
grouped into two categories: the motivation for adopting a particular selfish behaviour, and its
practical execution in a given system. The three dimensions for motivating a selfish behaviour
provide information about who commits the behaviour (role) and why (resource and objective).
On the other hand, the execution of a selfish behaviour describes the deviation type (i.e., defec-
tion, free-riding, misreport, or collusion) from a target functionality of the cooperative system,
along with the activation policy that has triggered the deviation. Finally, we tested the classifi-
cation framework by describing eight selfish behaviours in four different cooperative systems.
Lastly, we used our classification framework to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the
studies mentioned above, with the aim to identify emerging patterns and key characteristics of
selfish behaviours. In particular, we found that one of the most common motivation for a selfish
node to behave selfishly is to save bandwidth when participating in the cooperative system as a
resource provider. Also, we noted that defection and free-riding are often selected as deviation
types for achieving this objective, because they can be very effective in cutting down resource
consumption.
3
A N A LY S I N G S E L F I S H N E S S I N C O O P E R AT I V E S Y S T E M S
The last two decades have witnessed a notable growth in the literature addressing the problem
of selfish behaviours in cooperative systems. We can broadly distinguish between studies that
focus on the analysis of selfishness and studies that design countermeasures to foster coopera-
tion among selfish nodes. The scope of this chapter is limited to the first category of studies,
especially game theory, leaving the discussion of the countermeasures to Chapter 4.
The contributions of this chapter are summarised below:
• We provide a comparative review of state-of-the-art approaches to analyse selfishness in
cooperative systems.
• We present a detailed description of the main characteristics, advantages and limitations
of using game theory for system analysis.
Roadmap. In Section 3.1 we introduce the main approaches to analyse selfish behaviours
in cooperative systems, namely, analytical and experimental. In Section 3.2 we present
a brief discussion of game theory and review research in which game theory has been
applied to system design problems. Then, in Section 3.3, we provide a comparative review
of analytical and experimental approaches to analyse selfishness. Finally, we summarise
the chapter in Section 3.4.
3.1 A P P R O A C H E S T O S E L F I S H N E S S A N A LY S I S
In this section, we discuss the related work for research challenge (A), i.e., understanding, mod-
elling and evaluating selfish behaviours in cooperative systems. The existing approaches can
be broadly divided into analytical and experimental. We discuss each of these categories below.
3.1.1 Analytical approaches
Analytical approaches provide mathematical tools to reason about selfishness and coopera-
tion in competitive situations like those underlying a cooperative system [26, 28, 71, 82, 111].
Game theory [130] has become the most prominent analytical framework for modelling self-
ishness in cooperative systems, due to the predictive power and general applicability of the
tool. Much work on the potential of game theory has been carried out in the context of content-
disseminating applications [28, 111, 112, 142], wireless and mobile networking [35, 36, 167],
cryptography [13, 95], security [69], anonymity and privacy mechanisms [27, 63].
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One reason for the success of game-theoretic applications in the context of cooperative sys-
tems can be explained by the socio-economic dimension of these systems [143]. In fact, auton-
omy, self-interest and economic competition are not only the main characteristics of the partic-
ipants of a cooperative system (see Section 2.2), but also the basic ingredients of a game [130].
Therefore, game theory appears as the natural candidate for the formal representation of self-
ishness in these systems.
However, applying formal approaches to study real systems tends to be complex [118, 150].
Particularly, game theory approaches require manually creating a mathematical model of the
system (the game), including the alternative strategies available to the system participants (the
players) and their preferences over the possible outcomes of the system. Then, game-theoretic
arguments have to be formulated to assess what strategy is the most likely to be played by
the players. In addition to being complex and time-consuming, carrying out this process is
also prone to modelling errors, due to assumptions and simplifications to make the model
tractable [150].
A more detailed discussion of the objectives, characteristics and limitations of game theory
as a tool to analyse selfishness in cooperative systems is deferred to Section 3.2.
3.1.2 Experimental approaches
Experimental analysis of distributed systems has a long tradition in Computer Science [50, 51,
58] and can be an appropriate (or even necessary) solution to overcome the shortcomings of
analytical modelling [24, 66, 74]. In fact, an empirical approach based on experiments allows
gathering some knowledge through observations in the case where the scenario to investigate
is hard to formalise analytically. This is particularly true in complex distributed systems such
as cooperative systems, due to their large scale, the high dynamics of the environment, and the
high heterogeneity and autonomy of their participants (see Chapter 2).
M E T H O D O L O G I E S F O R E X P E R I M E N TA L A N A LY S I S . Gustedt et al. [74] proposed a gen-
eral classification of methodologies for experimental analysis of large-scale distributed systems,
depending on whether the experiment needs to execute (i) a real application or a model of an
application on (ii) a real environment or a model of a system environment. For instance, an ap-
plication can be a downloadable software program (e.g., BitTorrent [45], eMule [2], PPLive [5])
or a set of communication protocols, whereas a system environment can be a distributed net-
work of real machines, operating systems or middleware. Table 11 shows the four resulting
classes of methodologies, namely, real experiments (named “in-situ", by Gustedt et al. [74]),
emulation, benchmarking, and simulation. We discuss each class below.
Real experiments. Real experiments offer the least abstraction and the most accurate system
analysis, as they consist in observing the behaviour of a real system implementation running
on a real network. However, because cooperative systems typically consist of very large
numbers of nodes, performing real experiments could be very costly in terms of hardware
requirements and administration effort. Moreover, using real machines may hinder the re-
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Environment
Real Model
Real Real experiments Emulation
Application
Model Benchmarking Simulation
Table 11: Classification of methodologies for experimental analysis.
producibility of an experiment, due to external factors that could influence the experiment
results but are extremely difficult to control (e.g., network traffic and CPU usage). In order to
reduce hardware and effort costs, as well as to improve reproducibility, it is possible to use
experimental testbeds designed for performing experiments in real-scale distributed envi-
ronments. Among these testbeds, we cite Grid’5000 [37] and PlanetLab [41], which are more
suitable for large-scale distributed systems — particularly, the focus of Grid’5000 is more on
grid computing, whereas PlanetLab is more oriented to peer-to-peer.
Emulation. An emulator supports the execution of (almost) unmodified applications on var-
ious models of system environments. Such models must be realistic enough to reproduce
some of the characteristics of a real network (e.g., delays, message loss), while trying to give a
controllable, predictable, and repeatable experimental environment. Emulation experiments,
and specifically those based on ModelNet [168] and Emulab [173], are becoming very popu-
lar in many research areas [162], including complex distributed systems such as cooperative
systems.
Benchmarking. The goal of a benchmarking experiment is to help understand how a real
system environment will perform when a particular model of an application is running on
it. Such a model is carefully designed and configured in such a way as to analyse specific
systems’ performance, such as dependability [81, 117, 155].1
Simulation. Simulation is a classical approach in Computer Science, and it is widely used
to perform experiments on cooperative systems [26, 71, 104, 111, 124, 135]. A simulation
consists in the execution of a model of an application on a model of the system environment.
This allows for perfect control over the experimental conditions, high reproducibility, faster
execution time, and the possibility of simulating millions of nodes on a single host [24]. These
features come at the price of a high level of abstraction, which can introduce some bias in the
experimental results [74]. Relying on a well-established and extensively tested simulator
provides more certainty on the accuracy of the results. Naicken et al. [131] surveyed nine
existing simulators suitable for performing experiments in cooperative systems, especially
in peer-to-peer. Among these, and according to a recent survey [24], the most used are the
general network simulators ns (ns-2 [3] and its recent update ns-3 [80]) and OMNeT++ [4],
and the P2P PeerSim simulator [128].
1 Dependability of a system is a measure of its ability to perform its function in a trustworthy way [21].
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E X P E R I M E N TA L A N A LY S I S O F S E L F I S H N E S S . An experimental analysis of the impact
that selfish behaviours have on the system performance can be done only by modelling and
injecting such behaviours into the system under consideration, which is a non-trivial task. In-
deed, to carry out this task, one has to first analyse the functional specification of the considered
system and identify those steps (e.g., functions) for which selfish nodes may behave in a non-
cooperative way. Then, on each of the identified steps, one has to decide what are the possible
types of selfish behaviours that are meaningful in the system context, e.g., defection, free-ride,
misreport, or collusion deviation types (see Section 2.3.2 for a detailed description). Finally, one
has to integrate the selected behaviours into the system application, and then invest consider-
able effort in launching experiments to analyse how the system reacts.
For the purpose of these experiments, existing frameworks supporting the experimental eval-
uation of cooperative systems can be of some help. For example, the SPLAY environment pro-
posed by Leonini et al. [108] can simplify the evaluation of large-scale distributed systems in
real and emulated testbeds such as PlanetLab, ModelNet and EmuLab. Furthermore, SPLAY
provides mechanisms to control the dynamics (churn) of the system, which can be used to inject
faulty behaviours (node failures). Churn management and basic fault injection support are also
provided by various simulation frameworks, such as PeerSim [128], NS [3], and ProtoPeer [66].
Particularly, the RCourse library [122] extends the PeerSim simulator with new and more flex-
ible fault injection capabilities. For example, RCourse can simulate various types of hardware
and software faults (e.g., omission failures, message loss, message tampering), and it param-
eterizes some aspects of the faulty behaviours (e.g., occurrence rate or probability, fraction of
nodes involved in a certain fault). For completeness, it is also worth mentioning that bench-
mark suites for evaluating the dependability of distributed systems allow conducting more
sophisticated and accurate fault-injection experiments, but are tailored to very specific applica-
tion domains — e.g., MRBS for MapReduce systems [155], WS-FIT [117] and Gremlin [81] for
web-services.
What is interesting with the possibility of injecting faults into the system is that a fault may
have the same implementation as a certain type of selfish deviations, namely, defection. Con-
sider, for instance, Example 2.2.4, presented in the previous chapter and repeated below for
convenience.
Example 2.2.4 (message delivery). In wireless networks such as DTN [169] that rely on co-
operative message propagation, a node may decide not to relay the traffic of other mobile
nodes, in order to extend its battery lifetime and preserve its bandwidth [176, 188].
The selfish deviation described in Example 2.2.4 might be implemented as an omission failure,
where a node omits to respond to a request for forwarding messages of other nodes.
Apart from the very simple type of selfish deviations mentioned above, the existing tools
for experimental analysis in cooperative systems do not provide any specific support for mod-
elling and injecting selfishness, which has to be done manually. In practice, it is necessary to
hard-code both the control and logic of selfish behaviours into the parts of the system imple-
mentation that are affected by that behaviours. This activity typically results in generating
variant implementations of the same system (i.e., one for each node behaviour), or in creating a
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single implementation that incorporates all the possible behaviours as well as the algorithmic
functionalities for their control (e.g., variables, if-clauses). The increased complexity and redun-
dancy of the source code reduce its readability, maintainability, and constant evolution. Finally,
once a system implementation is available, an extensive experimental campaign is required
to quantify the harm caused by various selfishness manifestations of different proportions of
selfish behaviours. Such a domain-specific evaluation has to be conducted manually, which is
tedious and time-consuming.
3.2 R E L AT E D R E S E A R C H : G A M E T H E O R Y
Game Theory (GT) is a mathematical framework originating from economics that deals with
strategic interactions in conflict situations. GT has become increasingly popular for modelling
selfishness in P2P and other cooperative systems, due to the predictive power and general
applicability of the framework.
In this section, after a short introduction to the basic concepts of GT, we present some rele-
vant applications to cooperative systems, and we discuss the main issues from a system design
perspective. For a detailed introduction to game theory, we refer to the recent book [130] by
Myerson.
3.2.1 Basic concepts
Game theory describes conflict situations as games between rational (i.e., strategic and self-
interested) decision-makers known as players.2 The game model includes the set of actions
available to each player, along with their constraints, costs and benefits throughout the game.
The strategy for a player is a complete plan of actions to be taken during the play. If the strategy
indicates a unique action for each decision point, then it is called a pure strategy; otherwise, it is
called a mixed strategy if it specifies a probability distribution over possible actions.
Each player is assumed to be a rational entity, who makes decisions and takes appropriate
actions to lead the game to the best possible outcome for herself, while anticipating the strate-
gies of other players. The preference of a player for the possible outcomes is expressed by a
utility function, which maps every outcome of the game to a real number (payoff ). When all the
components of the game (players, actions, outcomes and payoffs) are common knowledge to
all the players, this game is called of complete information.
A game describes all the factors that characterise a strategic interaction but says nothing
about what actions are the most likely to be taken by the players. This information is provided
by the solution of a game, which offers a precise description of how the game will be played and
what the outcomes might be. The most famous solution is the Nash Equilibrium (NE), presented
in 1951 by John F. Nash [130]. An equilibrium describes a steady state condition of the game,
and the NE is the situation in which no player can improve her payoff by unilaterally switching
2 Note that there exists no convention to refer to the players with a particular gender. In this thesis, we will use the
female pronouns, following the textbook by Myerson [130].
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to an alternative strategy. Nash proved that every game has at least one NE in mixed strategies;
however, in general, there are many. To date, there is no consensus on which NE should be
considered as a solution in the case of multiple equilibria.3
3.2.2 Game types and applications to cooperative systems
C L A S S I C A L G A M E T H E O R Y. Classical game theory (CGT) is the most mature and well-
developed branch of GT. It is based on two main assumptions: players are fully rational utility
maximisers, and the identity of players remains fixed during the play. The focus of CGT is to
analyse the equilibria of temporally isolated interactions between players. Figure 6 illustrates
the basic classification of CGT. The central distinction is between cooperative and non-cooperative
games, based on whether players act independently or form collaborative coalitions. The in-
terest of collaborative games is on how to distribute the total profit generated by a coalition
to individual participants, whereas the goal of non-cooperative games is to predict the strate-
gic behaviour of rational players. For this reason, non-cooperative games appear to be more
appropriate to reason about selfishness.
CLASSICAL GAME THEORY
Non-cooperative games Cooperative games
Static games Sequential games
Figure 6: Classification of classical games.
We can further classify non-cooperative games into static (or strategic) and sequential (or ex-
tensive) games (see Figure 6). In static games, the players make their decisions at the beginning
of the game, without knowledge of the decisions of the other players. The “Prisoner’s dilemma”
and the “Battle of the sexes” are two classic examples of static games (we refer the interested
reader to [130] for the details). Conversely, in a sequential game, the players act in turns and
can observe previous actions by the other players. Sequential games are more versatile than
static games, and can model a wider range of real life situations; on the other hand, they are
more complex to model and analyse [139].
Application to Cooperative Systems (Peer-to-peer). Feldman et al. [60] developed a non-cooperative
static game to model selfish behaviours in P2P systems. According to this model, selfish
nodes cooperate only if the current contribution cost is below a given threshold (also known
as the node’s generosity level). The contribution cost is assumed to be inversely proportional
to the number of contributors in the system. The authors use GT reasoning to determine the
3 There is an entire literature on equilibrium selection which seeks to address reasons for players of a game to select a
certain equilibrium over another.
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minimum generosity level that allows the system to be stable and efficient. Also, the model
is used to evaluate the effects of different incentive mechanisms (e.g., isolation, reputation)
on the nodes’ behaviours and system performance.
Application to Cooperative Systems (Peer-to-peer). Gupta and Somani [73] proposed a reputation-
based mechanism to stimulate cooperation in P2P systems and develop a static game to evalu-
ate its performance. The game assumes that each node is a utility maximiser that strategises
about whether or not to serve requests of other nodes. Based on the analysis of the Nash
equilibria, the authors demonstrate that their incentive mechanism can effectively discour-
age selfish nodes from avoiding contributions.
Application to Cooperative Systems (Peer-to-peer file-sharing). To investigate selfishness in P2P
file-sharing, Park and van der Schaar [145] model cooperative behaviour as a three-stage se-
quential game: production of contents, notification of the contents available for sharing, and
transfer of the requested contents. The game analysis shows that sharing is not an equilib-
rium strategy and that peers receive only a small amount, if any, of the requested contents.
As a countermeasure, Park and van der Schaar propose two economy-based incentive mech-
anisms to reward sharing with monetary payments [145], which are proven effective through
an equilibrium analysis.
E V O L U T I O N A R Y G A M E T H E O RY. Evolutionary game theory (EGT) originated as an adap-
tation of classical game theory to biological contexts [172]. Recently, the application of EGT has
been rapidly expanding to other fields, including information systems [142, 171, 183]. One
reason for the interest within the systems community is that EGT allows investigating the dy-
namics of large populations of players while relaxing the strict assumptions of full rationality
and static identities of CGT.
An evolutionary game involves the repetition of strategic interaction between myopic players
with bounded rationality, who can gradually adjust their strategy over time in response to
the payoffs that they have historically received. Specifically, EGT assumes that players can
learn what are the most remunerative strategies from previous interactions, and tend towards
those strategies by imitation [172]. An evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) is a strategy such that,
if adopted by (almost all) the population of players, cannot be invaded by any other strategy.
In plain words, an ESS is a strategy that cannot be improved by an alternative strategy. Note
that this definition is similar to that of the NE. In fact, it has been proven that each ESS is also a
Nash equilibrium, but the converse is not always true [172].
To summarise, the components of an evolutionary game are: (i) a static representation of the
system interactions, called a stage game; (ii) one or more populations of players; (iii) a function
to calculate the utility of a given behaviour; and (iv) the evolution dynamics that describes the
learning and imitation processes. We will discuss these components in more detail in Chapter 6.
Application to Cooperative Systems (BitTorrent). Wang et al. [171] use EGT to investigate the dy-
namics of incentive mechanisms based on service reciprocation, such as the one enforced in
BitTorrent [45]. For this, the authors develop an evolutionary game to study the evolution of
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three simple strategies: always cooperate (ALLC), always defect (ALLD), and reciprocator (R)
— an R player cooperates with ALLC and R players, but not with ALLD players. Playing the
R strategy incurs a cost to the player, due to the information seeking operations required to
identify the strategy of the interacting players. Based on this model, Wang et al. theoretically
demonstrate that when the learning capabilities of players are weak and the reciprocation
cost is not negligible, players will never converge to the ALLC strategy [171].
Application to Cooperative Systems (Peer-to-peer). Zhao et al. [183] provide a general frame-
work based on EGT to analyse the performance and robustness of reciprocity-based incen-
tive mechanisms in P2P systems. An interesting finding emerging from their analysis is that
the overall degree of cooperation in the system is limited not only by the presence of selfish
nodes but also by unselective altruism. The explanation provided for this result is that self-
ish nodes have no incentive to cooperate with others if they receive resources in any case.
The evolutionary game proposed by Zhao et al. allows controlling the trade-off between the
degrees of altruism and cooperation.
M E C H A N I S M D E S I G N . Mechanism design (MD) provides a mathematical framework to
design games that produce desired outcomes for the designer [139]. MD can be thought of as
an inverse game theory, because rather than studying what are the equilibrium strategies of a
given game, it specifies how the played strategies should map to the desired outcome.
As the potentials of MD as a framework to design cooperative systems have become apparent,
researchers have started to take the computational complexity of mechanisms into considera-
tion. The first theoretical model that combined mechanism design with computation tractabil-
ity is due to Nisan and Ronen [138] and is known as algorithmic mechanism design (AMD). AMD
assumes centralised decision making, whereby players report their private information to a
trusted centre that regulates the players’ participation. Feigenbaum and Shenker [57] relaxed
this assumption and extended AMD to distributed algorithmic mechanism design (DAMD), in
which the mechanisms is carried out in a fully distributed fashion.
A notable example of the MD approach to distributed systems was proposed by Aiyer et
al. [15] under the name of BAR Model — Byzantine, Altruistic, Rational (BAR). The BAR Model
provides an abstract architecture for designing cooperative systems while taking into consider-
ation both rational behaviours and Byzantine failures. The design process leads to a so-called
BAR-tolerant system, which includes both fault-tolerance and cooperation enforcement mecha-
nisms to achieve provable resilience to protocol deviations. In practice, the BAR Model design
methodology consists in making every step of a distributed protocol a Nash Equilibrium, such
that it is in the best interest of rational nodes to follow the cooperative behaviour.
Application to Cooperative Systems (Peer-to-peer live streaming). In Section 2.4 we have already
presented BAR Gossip, a P2P live streaming protocol designed by Li et al. [111] using the
BAR Model. In BAR Gossip, peers help disseminate the video stream using gossip-based
protocols. The dissemination process is designed so as to ensure a fair exchange of data
and to make selfish behaviours detectable. Once detected, a misbehaving peer (rational or
Byzantine) is evicted from the system. Li et al. illustrate the effectiveness of BAR Gossip
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through experiments and simulations [111], proving the BAR-tolerance of the protocol even
in the presence of significant collusion (up to 40% of colluders in the system). However, for
the sake of tractability, the authors assume that peers are risk-averse (i.e., they never deviate
from the protocol if there is any risk of being evicted from the system) and remain in the
system for very long periods of time. Moreover, the fair exchange of data may require peers
to waste some network bandwidth to balance bandwidth consumption [112].
3.2.3 Discussion and open issues
Game theory has been extremely successful in its application to cooperative systems, as ev-
idenced by the ever-increasing body of literature devoted to this subject. However, several
critiques have been made on some of its assumptions and applicability. In the remainder of this
section, we present two issues in GT that are most related to our work.
A C C U R A C Y V S T R A C TA B I L I T Y. For a tractable analysis of complex systems, an analyti-
cal approach requires a high level of abstraction of the system implementation. In this regard,
game theory is no exception [30, 118]. GT has been designed for general applicability to conflict
situations and not to capture the particularities of a given cooperative system. Deciding what
particularities might be unimportant from a strategic perspective, and thus suitable for abstrac-
tion, is not straightforward. In fact, some implementation details might have significant effects
on system design as well as on the players’ decision making. For instance, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no game-theoretic model of BitTorrent (e.g., [93, 149]) that takes into consid-
eration the rarest-first selection policy for downloading file pieces. Nevertheless, this policy has
been gamed by the selfish client BitThief to increase download speed without cooperating [116].
Another issue related to abstraction was raised by Rahman et al. [150], who demonstrated
that choosing different abstractions for modelling the same system may lead to equally valid
but contradictory results. As an example, the authors presented an equilibrium analysis of two
game models of BitTorrent based on different abstractions, and they showed that the coopera-
tive behaviour was a Nash equilibrium only for one of the two models. The key point made by
Rahman et al. is that the results obtained from a game-theoretic analysis should not be taken as
given, but they always need to be examined in more detail.
The trade-off between accuracy and tractability in GT applications is apparent not only when
modelling complex systems as games, but also the other way round when applying insights
from GT analysis in a workable system implementation. Real cooperative systems have proper-
ties that game theory fails to accommodate, such as the availability of cheap to change identities
in P2P (instead, classical GT assumes fixed and unforgeable identities [118]) or the difficulty of
measuring another’s node capacities or behaviour (conversely, GT often assumes complete in-
formation). For more practical examples, we refer the reader to the publication of Mahajan et
al. [118], describing the issues encountered by the authors in designing two cooperative pro-
tocols, namely, a packet forwarding protocol for wireless networks and a routing protocol for
Internet Service Providers. The authors also commented on the costs of implementing those
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solutions (e.g., communication and computational overhead, required infrastructures), which
may not be worth the potential gain for the system [118].
U S A B I L I T Y. As for any analytical approach, applying GT analysis to real systems tends
to be complex [30, 118, 150]. The system designer needs to create a mathematical model of
the system (the game), including the alternative strategies available to the nodes (the players)
and their preferences over the possible outcomes of the system. Then, the designer has to use
game-theoretic arguments to assess what strategy is the most likely to be played by the players,
with respect to a utility function to be formalised as well as to a solution concept to be chosen
(e.g., Nash equilibrium). Carrying out this process is inherently difficult for complex systems,
especially because it is manual, time-consuming and error-prone [118].
Likewise, using MD for designing real systems presents the same limitations mentioned
above for analysis [15, 26, 27, 111, 118, 150]. Moreover, the resulting design solution suffers
from poor maintainability and flexibility: every change in the system parameters requires a full
revision of the design, which hinders the reuse of a successful solution in other systems.
In conclusion, game theory should not be considered as an off-the-shelf solution to deal with
selfish behaviours in cooperative systems. Still, its prescriptive analysis provides system de-
signers with a better understanding of the causes and impact of selfishness, and could be a
source of interesting ideas for addressing this issue in practice.
3.3 E VA L U AT I O N O F T H E A P P R O A C H E S T O S E L F I S H N E S S A N A LY S I S
In the previous section, we presented state-of-the-art approaches and corresponding tools to
analyse selfishness in cooperative systems. We provide hereafter a comparative evaluation of
some of these approaches, as an effort to gain a better understanding of their characteristics
and limitations. With such an understanding, we shall be better prepared to meet the research
challenge (A) of this thesis.
3.3.1 Evaluation methodology
S E L E C T I O N C R I T E R I A . The analysis approaches considered for the comparative evalua-
tion are selected based on the following criteria:
Relevance. The approaches should be appropriate for the analysis of selfishness in coopera-
tive systems. Consequently, it should not be surprising that all the approaches used to study
selfish behaviours in the papers reviewed in the previous chapter (see Table 2 for their com-
plete list) have been selected. Due to the relevance criterion, we do not consider benchmark-
ing approaches in our evaluation. Indeed, benchmark suites are usually tailored to a specific
application domain as well as to a specific model of application behaviour [74]. Given this
lack of generality, and to the best of our knowledge, we could not find any benchmarking
approach that is relevant to our study.
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Quality. The approaches should be of particular interest to the research community. The
selection is based on knowledge acquired from recent surveys [24, 32, 74].
E VA L U AT I O N C R I T E R I A . The analysis approaches will be assessed according to a num-
ber of criteria grouped into three classes: General, Cooperative systems, and Selfishness properties.
For evaluating the performance of the selected approaches on these criteria, we relied on manu-
als [130], similar comparative surveys [24, 74], and other available documentation (e.g., project
wikis).
The General criteria concern properties that are considered for any analytical and experimen-
tal approach in Computer Science. The evaluation of such criteria will be made on a scale from
1 to 5, where 1 (graphically represented as “ ####”) indicates the worst performance and 5
(“     ”) is the best. The list of General criteria is presented below:
• Usability, gives an indication of the ease of use of the existing tools to carry out the consid-
ered analysis approach. In particular, the evaluation considers whether the tool provides
software support and if it allows for some form of automation in the analysis procedure
as well as for some control over the analysis conditions.
• Reproducibility, is the ability of the analysis approach to yield the same results when the
same methodology is applied to the same inputs. An analysis approach that ensures good
reproducibility must be considered better than an approach that ensures less.
• Abstraction, indicates the level of detail at which the cooperative system is specified and
analysed. A higher level of abstraction is easier to understand and allows for improved
control and reproducibility; on the other hand, it can affect direct empirical observation
and interpretation as it might introduce artefacts that do not pertain to real-world be-
haviours [74]. Therefore, it is important to know the level of abstraction of an analysis
approach to deduce what confidence can be put into the results. For consistency with the
evaluation of the other General criteria (i.e., the higher, the better), we will consider the
inverse of abstraction — i.e., the Refinement level.
The Cooperative systems criteria are related to approaches and tools suited for the analysis of
large-scale, heterogeneous cooperative systems. Specifically, we consider the following criteria:
• Scalability, measured as the maximum number of nodes supported by the considered anal-
ysis approach.
• Heterogeneity, indicates whether the considered approach supports control over the het-
erogeneity of nodes (“Controllable”) or not (“Fixed”).
Finally, the Selfishness class of criteria evaluates the adequacy of the analytical and experimen-
tal approaches as a means for analysing selfishness:
• Rationality, indicates whether the considered approach provides support for modelling (or
reproducing) selfish nodes, according to the definition we provided in Chapter 2 — i.e.,
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a selfish node is a node that strategically executes the most profitable behaviour, either
cooperative or selfish, with the aim of maximising its expected utility (Definition 2.8).
• A set of criteria (Defection, Free-ride, Misreport, Collusion) indicating whether the consid-
ered approach supports the analysis of the impact on the system performance of the devi-
ation types described in Section 2.3.2. Note that these criteria focus on the execution and
consequences of a selfish deviation, without making any assumptions on the rationality
of the nodes.
The evaluation of the Selfishness criteria is done in a qualitative way, and comprises “
√
” (the
capability is supported) and “χ” (the capability is not supported) as possible values.
3.3.2 Evaluation results
Table 12 presents the results of the comparative evaluation of the selected approaches suitable
for selfishness analysis. Several important conclusions can be drawn from these results. First
and foremost, game theory is the only tool that provides comprehensive and integrated support
for analysing selfishness in cooperative systems. On the contrary, as already discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1.2, the existing experimental approaches can provide very limited support. Specifically,
they allow to reproduce only one type of selfish deviation (i.e., defection) using fault injection
techniques, but without taking the rationality of nodes into consideration.
Secondly, if the control of the analysis conditions or reproducibility of the results is the
most wanted feature, then analytical approaches, as well as emulation and simulation ap-
proaches, should be considered. Particularly, game theory and simulations seem more suitable
for analysing extreme-scale systems. On the other hand, if it is more important that the anal-
ysis results are not biased by a high level of abstraction, then emulation (or, even better, real
experiments) should be preferred to simulation and analytical approaches.
The last observation that can be readily drawn from Table 12 is that game theory shows
the worst usability. The possible reasons for this result were discussed earlier in this chapter,
and are mainly due to the lack of a reliable and easy tool to simplify the game theoretic anal-
ysis — for example, by semi-automating the analysis procedure. In contrast with analytical
approaches, simulation approaches promise better usability for studying selfish behaviours in
cooperative systems. Significantly, simulation approaches can rely on good supporting tools,
such as the ns-2 simulator [3] and, notably, the simple and highly scalable PeerSim simula-
tor [128] along with its extension library RCourse [122].
To conclude, none of the existing approaches for analysing selfishness in cooperative sys-
tems has proved to be completely satisfactory. On the one hand, game theory is the only tool
available for modelling the dynamics and understanding the impact of different types of self-
ish nodes on a given system; however, it delivers poor usability and can be too abstract to
know how the results could apply to real-world settings. On the other hand, experimental
approaches offer more practical and usable tools for analysing the behaviour of distributed
systems in particular conditions, but they lack specific support for selfish behaviours. What,
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Table 12: Comparative evaluation of analytical and experimental approaches for selfishness analysis in
cooperative systems.
General and cooperative systems criteria a Selfishness criteria b
Approaches Usa Rep Ref Sc He Ra D F M C
Analytical
Game theory [130]  ####       #### Unlimited Controllable √ √ √ √ √
Experimental: real experiments
Grid’5000 [37]    ##    ##      1000 Fixed χ √ c χ χ χ
PlanetLab [41]   ###    ##      1000 Fixed χ √ c χ χ χ
Experimental: emulation
ModelNet [168]     #          # 100 Controllable χ √ c χ χ χ
Emulab [173]     #          # 1000 Controllable χ √ c χ χ χ
Experimental: simulation
NS-2 [3]     #         ## 100 Controllable χ √ c χ χ χ
OMNeT++ [4]     #         ## 105 Controllable χ √ c χ χ χ
PeerSim [122, 128]             ### 106 Controllable χ √ c,d χ χ χ
a Usa = usability, Rep = reproducibility, Ref = refinement (inverse of abstraction), Sc = scalability, He = heterogeneity.
b Ra = rationality, D = defection , F = free-ride, M = misreport, C = collusion.
c Implemented as faults or churn.
d Highly controllable using the RCourse library [122].
therefore, emerges is the need for a unifying tool that could bridge the gap between analytical
and experimental approaches.
3.4 S U M M A R Y
In this chapter, we provided a comparative review of the state-of-the-art approaches to analyse
selfish behaviours in cooperative system, which represent the related work for the research
challenge (A) of this thesis.
We organised the ways that selfishness can be analysed in cooperative systems into two broad
categories, namely, analytical and experimental approaches, and we presented an overview of
the characteristics, advantages and limitations of representative approaches for each category.
First, we showed that analytical approaches, notably game theory, provide mathematical tools
for understanding the dynamics of selfish individuals in competitive situations like those un-
derlying a cooperative system. However, we argued that applying such formal approaches to
study real systems tends to be complex, time-consuming, and prone to modelling errors, due
to assumptions and simplifications to make the mathematical model tractable.
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Secondly, we reviewed the approaches for experimental analysis in cooperative systems (i.e.,
real experiments, emulation, benchmarking, and simulation). The adoption of an experimen-
tal approach can be in fact an appropriate solution to overcome the shortcomings of analytical
modelling. Although some the existing tools suitable for the experimental analysis of cooper-
ative systems have the ability to investigate simple faulty behaviours, we found that none of
them explicitly support the generation and assessment of selfish behaviours.
We concluded this chapter with a comparative evaluation of the approaches herein described.
The results showed that no satisfactory solution is presently available to provide a usable, reli-
able and comprehensive analysis of selfishness in cooperative systems. This motivates the need
for the methodologies and tools proposed in this thesis.
4
D E A L I N G W I T H S E L F I S H N E S S I N C O O P E R AT I V E S Y S T E M S
In the previous chapter, we reviewed state-of-the-art approaches for analysing the impact of
selfish behaviours in cooperative systems. This chapter completes the literature review by pre-
senting common and effective countermeasures against selfishness, grouped under the head-
ings of incentive mechanisms and accountability techniques.
The contributions of this chapter are listed below:
• We present characteristics, advantages and limitations of different types of incentive mech-
anisms designed for cooperative systems.
• We discuss how accountability techniques can be used to detect and isolate selfish nodes.
Roadmap. Section 4.1 provides an overview of incentive mechanisms, including a classi-
fication and comparative review of their incentive strategies. In Section 4.2, we present
the basic principles and practical issues of using accountability techniques in distributed
systems. In the same section, we provide a more detailed description of an illustrative
example (i.e., FullReview [53]). Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 4.3 with a sum-
mary of the key insights.
4.1 I N C E N T I V E M E C H A N I S M S
An incentive is any factor that can stimulate or inhibit certain behaviours before their actual ex-
ecution. In the context of cooperative systems, an incentive should foster cooperation between
nodes and discourage selfish behaviours. From an economic perspective, this corresponds to
modifying the utility function of selfish nodes, so that they can expect greater benefits — or, con-
versely, lower costs — if they cooperate. An effective implementation of an incentive should
provide convincing arguments to support such an expectation.
We define an incentive mechanism as the set of protocols that implement the incentive in a
given system. These protocols may include, for instance, a protocol for monitoring the ac-
tions of nodes, and protocols for assigning punishments or rewards. In the literature, a wide
range of incentive mechanisms has been proposed for addressing selfishness in cooperative
systems. For example, some incentive mechanisms focus on detection and punishment of self-
ish behaviours [47, 68, 72, 111], others compensate the contribution costs and reward coopera-
tion [45, 135, 184], and yet other mechanisms seek to reduce the risk of interacting with selfish
nodes [27, 94, 114].
Based on a thorough review of relevant studies, we identify three basic components that char-
acterise every incentive mechanism: evaluation methods, incentive schemes and enforcement
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methods. The evaluation methods assess the cooperation level of nodes to regulate the provision
of incentives. The evaluation of a node typically consists of two activities: acquiring infor-
mation about its behaviour and assessing its history of contributions. Examples of evaluation
methods proposed in the literature are log audits [72, 76], real-time monitoring [104, 114, 135],
redundant computation [18, 20, 175], periodic inspections [47, 68, 71, 124] and verifications [165,
188]. Such variety has emerged to accommodate the particular characteristics and requirements
of each cooperative system. For instance, centralised systems such as Grids or Tor can rely on
the central authority to monitor the nodes’ behaviour [104, 135], whereas decentralised evalua-
tion methods (e.g., [53, 72, 76]) are more suitable for cooperative distributed systems.
The incentive scheme specifies the overall strategy of an incentive mechanism to foster coop-
eration and reduce selfishness opportunities. Possible strategies might be to remunerate nodes
as compensation for their cooperation costs, to condition access to services, or to reduce the
risk of interacting with selfish nodes. In general, the incentive schemes proposed in the liter-
ature can be classified into reciprocity-based and economy-based. The strategy adopted by a
reciprocity-based scheme is to reward nodes in terms of quality of service based on their his-
tory of contributions, whereas an economy-based scheme aims to create an economic market in
which cooperation is the tradable good. Note that reciprocity schemes are more trust-oriented,
whereas economy schemes are more trade-oriented. We discuss incentive schemes in more
detail later in this section.
The last component of an incentive mechanism consists of the practical methods to enforce
the incentive scheme in a given system. Following the examples of scheme strategies given
above, some possible enforcement methods are virtual payments to remunerate contributions [18,
188], reputation mechanisms as a basis to regulate service provision [114, 135], and blacklists to
prevent interactions with selfish nodes [26, 27].
In the remainder of this section, we propose a classification of incentive mechanisms based
on their scheme, along with some illustrative examples. Then, we discuss some issues and
requirements of incentive mechanisms from a cooperative system designer perspective.
4.1.1 Classification of incentive mechanisms
We classify incentive mechanisms based on the scheme that defines their strategy. To this end,
we propose a taxonomy of incentive schemes for cooperative systems, along with a clear defi-
nition of the advantages and drawbacks of each class. Our taxonomy builds on previous liter-
ature reviews, notably the works of Feldman and Chuang [59], and Haddi and Benchaïba [75].
As illustrated in Figure 7, we broadly distinguish between reciprocity based and economy based
schemes.
4.1.1.1 Reciprocity-based schemes
In reciprocity schemes, the cooperation level of a node is related to the benefits it can receive
from interaction with other nodes. In practice, every node evaluates the history of the contri-
butions of other nodes and uses this information to decide with whom to interact as resource






Figure 7: Taxonomy of incentive schemes for cooperative systems.
provider or requester. Reciprocity-based schemes are either direct or indirect, depending on
whether the nodes’ cooperation level is evaluated using only first-hand information or by ag-
gregating information from different nodes.
D I R E C T R E C I P R O C I T Y. Incentive schemes based on direct reciprocity require that every
node maintains a (recent or past) history of interactions with all other nodes and use this infor-
mation to influence present interactions. The actual reciprocation can occur during the present
interaction or in future interactions. Based on this feature we can distinguish between immediate
and deferred reciprocity schemes.
Direct reciprocation is immediate when nodes exchange resources at the same time. An ap-
plication of this scheme is BAR Gossip, the BAR-tolerant live streaming protocol presented in
Section 3.2.2. BAR Gossip enforces reciprocity through the balanced exchange method, which
ensures that every peer will forward a video chunk to its partner only if it can receive in return
a chunk that it had not played out yet [111]. Immediate direct reciprocity has many advantages,
among which are the following: (i) it is fully decentralised and does not require any third party
to operate; (ii) it is lightweight, because nodes do not have to maintain a history of past con-
tributions but they focus only on the present interaction; (iii) it does not require establishing
long duration relationships, as the reciprocation opportunity occurs on the fly; (iv) it is privacy-
preserving, because nodes can reciprocate without taking the identity of the other node into
consideration; (v) it enables real-time detection and handling of selfish behaviours.
Despite the numerous advantages, applying immediate direct reciprocity schemes to cooper-
ative systems is quite problematic, due to the temporal constraint and the high heterogeneity of
nodes. In fact, the probability that two nodes have immediate and mutual interest for the cur-
rently owned resources — a condition known in economics as “double coincidence of wants”
— is usually very low. This may result in low efficiency and resource waste [59, 112].
A deferred direct scheme tackles the problems of the double coincidence of wants by allow-
ing nodes to reciprocate in the future a contribution received in the past. BitTorrent is a promi-
nent example of this class of scheme [45]. Particularly, peers in BitTorrent enforce a tit-for-tat
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strategy, whereby they prioritise the download requests of other nodes based on their history
of cooperation. The basic requirement of a deferred reciprocity scheme is that nodes maintain
contribution information history for every node with which they have interacted. However,
this introduces the necessity of strong and persistent identification of nodes, and might impose
a non-negligible overhead to update and store such information. Moreover, deferred direct
schemes require nodes to establish long duration relationships to ensure adequate opportuni-
ties for reciprocation. BitTorrent partly solves the last issue by restricting the number of peers
with which each peer can interact, thereby increasing their interaction rate [139].
I N D I R E C T R E C I P R O C I T Y. Indirect reciprocity schemes allow nodes to contribute services
(or resources) to a set of nodes at a given time, and receive reciprocation from a different set
of nodes at a different time, even if they have never interacted before. The strategy adopted
by these schemes is to make the interactions between two nodes depend not only on the past
interactions between them but also on the interactions between them and other nodes in the
system. Indirect reciprocity appears to be practical and scalable, which makes it particularly
suitable for large and dynamic systems like cooperative systems.
The most common method to enforce indirect reciprocity in cooperative systems is using a
reputation mechanism. The reputation of a node is derived from its past behaviour and rep-
resents a good indicator of its cooperation probability in future interactions. Specifically, a
node (the trustor) relies on the reputation of another node (the trustee) to decide whether to
interact with it or not. The reputation value of the trustee is the mathematical representation
of its reputation, which is obtained from aggregating the recommendations (feedback) of other
nodes called the recommenders. In a decentralised reputation mechanism (e.g., EigentTrust [94]),
nodes play interchangeably the roles of the trustor, trustee and recommender. Conversely, in
global mechanisms, the reputation values are calculated by special nodes based on the opinions
of all the system participants [102, 121].
Feedback is a rating on a single interaction experience or formed by aggregation of several ex-
periences. Ratings can be positive, negative or neutral, and can be expressed in several formats,
such as binary (cooperative, non-cooperative), textual and numeric (discrete or continuous val-
ues) formats.
Remark. Allowing only positive or only negative ratings may result in unfair and biased reputation
values. For example, when only positive ratings are considered, a selfish but resource-rich node might
have a higher reputation than a cooperative but resource-poor node, because the former has more oppor-
tunities to receive positive rating without incurring the risk of receiving negative ones. On the other
hand, allowing only negative ratings can be unfair for cooperative nodes, as these nodes would have
the same reputation value of newcomers with no history of contributions.
In mechanisms like OCEAN [22] and Scrivener [133], trustors assess the reputation of a
trustee based only on their direct experiences of interaction. On the one hand, this strategy
leads to trustful and consistent assessment, as the process is carried out by the same node that
will use the resulting reputation values. On the other hand, relying exclusively on feedback
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about first-hand experiences does not scale well in the size of the system [83], because the prob-
ability to interact with nodes with a known reputation would be too small. By contrast, indirect
reputation mechanisms such as EigenTrust [94], PowerTrust [185] and GossipTrust [186] allow
trustors to collect opinions from other recommenders, thereby achieving higher scalability and
offering more timely recommendations to assess a node’s reputation. These features are partic-
ularly suitable for large-scale and highly dynamic cooperative systems [59]. However, indirect
reputation approaches may also introduce substantial communication and computational costs
on the nodes to disseminate and aggregate recommendations. Moreover, selfish or malicious
recommenders can issue untruthful opinions, thus compromising the reliability of the reputa-
tion values [83, 102].
Once the reputation value of a node is available to a trustor, the trustor uses this information
to decide how to interact with it. Koutroli and Tsalgatidou [102] suggest the following strate-
gies: (i) the trustor interacts only with trustees with a reputation value above (resp. below) a
given threshold, (ii) the trustor interacts only with the trustee with the highest (resp. lowest)
reputation value, (iii) the probability that the trustor will interact with a trustee is proportional
to the reputation value of the latter.
The major drawback of reputation mechanisms is that they open up new opportunities for
selfish nodes to misbehave, as comprehensively surveyed by Hoffman et al. [83]. The most
studied misbehaviours against reputation are the dissemination of false recommendations (e.g.,
bad mouthing and false praising), whitewashing [60], collusion [114], and Sybil attack [55].
The common roots of these misbehaviours are that many reputation systems do not require
recommenders to provide proof of interactions that can justify their feedback, along with the
lack of persistent identities. Although accountability techniques (see Section 4.2) and strong
identity systems (e.g., public key infrastructures) can effectively mitigate the impact of these is-
sues [83, 110], they would add further overhead on the nodes and may conflict with the (explicit
or implicit) anonymity requirements of some systems (e.g., Tor).
4.1.1.2 Economy-based schemes
In economy-based schemes, nodes pay for obtaining resources and are compensated for the
resources they provide. Payment is a compensation for the contribution costs and is a solu-
tion to the problem of coincidence of wants observed in reciprocity-based schemes. In fact,
economy-based schemes do not rely on the mutual interest of owned resources but introduce
a new resource wanted by all peers, i.e., real money or virtual money (e.g., BitCoin [132] and
Nuglets [33]). Money is typically issued and certified by a Trusted Authority (TA), also called
bank. The activity of establishing a correspondence between a unit of a resource (e.g., a CPU
cycle, a file, a message) and money is called pricing. The pricing rules and requirements can
vary considerably in different cooperative systems, provided that the settled price is a good
incentive for collaboration.
The goal of an economy scheme is to create an economic market in which cooperation is the
tradable good. However, this introduces economic issues as well, such as price negotiations,
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inflation and deflation. Moreover, money becomes a new resource that selfish and malicious
nodes might seek to exploit.
We distinguish centralised and decentralised economy-based schemes, depending on whether
banks are directly involved in the payment mechanism.
C E N T R A L I S E D E C O N O M Y S C H E M E S . Centralised economy schemes strongly rely on banks.
A bank is a Trusted Authority that holds accounts of nodes and mediates every payment. More
precisely, after every interaction, the bank subtracts a fair amount of money (credit) from the
account of the resource consumer and adds it to the account of the resource provider. If the
consumer and provider have accounts with different banks, then an inter-bank transaction is
needed.
Centralised economy schemes have received wide acceptance in the literature of cooperative
systems [17, 29, 119, 134, 184]. For instance, Sprite [184] is a selfishness-resilient economy-based
mechanism for mobile ad-hoc networks. To prevent selfish behaviours, Sprite employs dedi-
cated bank nodes (called Credit Clearance Services) that allocate credit to a provider only if the
provider can produce verifiable proofs of cooperation, i.e., signed receipts. A similar method,
though computationally less demanding, is implemented by the Express system [90], which
uses hash chains instead of digital signatures as the proof of cooperation. Another example of
a centralised economy scheme has been proposed by Gramaglia et al. [71] for P2P backup sys-
tems, whereby nodes pay to store their backup data on others’ disks and are paid for sharing
their local storage space. The authors introduce payments via digital checks so that a central
bank can support payments when nodes are off-line.
Centralised economy schemes are computationally cost-effective for nodes, because most of
the burden to maintain dependable and secure payments is on banks. On the other hand, the
deployment and operation of a bank require a costly infrastructure that might be infeasible in
some environments. Moreover, as for any centralised system, banks constitute a bottleneck for
performance, a single point of failure, and — even more compelling — an appealing target for
malicious attackers.
D E C E N T R A L I S E D E C O N O M Y S C H E M E S . In the decentralised realisation of an economy-
based scheme, the payment mechanism consists of a direct exchange of money between re-
source consumer and provider [33, 89, 123, 159, 170, 188]. Banks do not play any role in this
exchange but are the only authority that can issue valid money (as in Nuglets [33]) or they
simply disappear (as in Bitcoin [132]).
The decentralisation of the payment mechanism offers two main advantages. First, it is
privacy-preserving, as it does not require disclosing the identity of the interacting nodes. The
only information a resource provider needs to know is that the consumer can pay for the re-
quested resource. Second, it allows the decentralised economy scheme to be more scalable and
robust to failures than the centralised scheme because it does not rely on banks’ dependability.
On the downside, decentralising the monetary exchange induces a substantial increase in the
overhead on the nodes.
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A means for improving the robustness of decentralised economy schemes is to establish
trust among trading nodes. For instance, the incentive mechanisms presented by Buttyán et
al. [33, 34] use tamper-proof devices installed in each node to enforce the payment mecha-
nism. This approach, although effective in principle, is not applicable in most cooperative sys-
tems [153], due to the impossibility of forcing system participants to install trusted hardware.
A possible software-based solution to establish trust is to combine reputation and economy
based schemes. As an illustrative example, the ARM system [159] enforces a pricing method
that relates the price of a resource to the reputation value of the resource consumer. Hence, co-
operation is more attractive because it leads to high reputation values and, consequently, lower
prices to buy resources.
Table 13 summarises advantages and drawbacks of the incentive schemes discussed above.
Table 13: Advantages and drawbacks of incentive schemes for cooperative systems.
Incentive scheme Advantages Drawbacks
Immediate direct reciprocity • Decentralised
• Cost-effective
• Suitable for short-term relation-
ships
• Anonymity preserving
• Real-time detection and sanc-
tion of selfish nodes
• Limited applicability
• Poorly scalable
• Immediate double coincidence of wants
Deferred direct reciprocity • Eliminates immediate double
coincidence of wants
• Requires persistent and strong identities
• Requires long-term relationships
• Requires maintaining history of contribu-
tions
Indirect reciprocity • Eliminates immediate double
coincidence of wants




• Shows broad adaptability
• Requires persistent and strong identities
• Correctness of the reputation value de-
pends on information truthfulness
• Possibly high communication and compu-
tational overhead due to reputation dis-
semination and assessment
Centralised economy • Low computational overhead
(for nodes)
• Shows broad adaptability
• High communication overhead with
banks
• Scalability bounded by the banks’ capac-
ity
• Requires persistent and strong identities
• Requires costly infrastructure and mecha-
nisms to enforce banks’ dependability
Decentralised economy • Decentralised
• Highly scalable
• Anonymity preserving
• Shows broad adaptability
• High communication and computation
overhead
• Requires costly devices or mechanisms to
enforce payments’ dependability
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4.1.2 Classification of incentive mechanisms from relevant studies
In Chapter 2, we presented a classification framework to describe selfish behaviours in cooper-
ative systems (see Section 2.3), built on a systematic review of relevant papers selected from the
literature. Table 14 summarises the characteristics of the incentive mechanisms proposed in the
same studies and ordered by incentive scheme.1
Table 14: Characteristics of the incentive mechanisms proposed in the papers considered to build the clas-
sification framework presented in Section 2.3.
Enforcement methods a
Reference Evaluation methods Incentive scheme A Ba Bl E R S MP VP
Anderson et al. [18] Redundant computation Centralised economy χ χ χ χ χ χ χ
√
Anta et al. [20] Redundant computation Centralised economy χ χ χ χ χ χ
√ √
Gramaglia et al. [71] Inspection Centralised economy χ χ
√
χ χ χ χ
√
Yurkewych et al. [180] Redundant computation Centralised economy χ χ χ χ χ χ
√
χ
Shneidman and Parkes [161] Redundant computation Centralised economy χ χ χ χ χ χ
√
χ




Sirivianos et al. [165] Crypto. verification Decentralised economy χ χ χ χ χ χ
√ √
Zhu et al. [188] Crypto. verification Decentralised economy χ χ χ χ χ χ χ
√




χ χ χ χ
Buttyán et al. [36] Reporting Direct reciprocity χ
√
χ χ χ χ χ χ
Ben Mokhtar et al. [26] Reporting Indirect reciprocity χ χ
√ √
χ χ χ χ
Ben Mokhtar et al. [27] Broadcasting protocols Indirect reciprocity χ χ
√ √
χ χ χ χ
Ben Mokhtar et al. [28] Accountability Indirect reciprocity χ χ χ
√
χ χ χ χ
Blanc et al. [31] TA Monitoring Indirect reciprocity χ χ χ χ
√ √
χ χ
Cox and Noble [47] Inspection Indirect reciprocity
√
χ χ χ χ
√
χ χ
Guerraoui et al. [72] Accountability Indirect reciprocity χ χ χ
√ √
χ χ χ





Lian et al. [114] TA Monitoring Indirect reciprocity χ χ χ χ
√ √
χ χ
Mei and Stefa [124] Inspection Indirect reciprocity χ χ χ
√
χ χ χ χ
Ngan et al. [135] TA Monitoring Indirect reciprocity χ χ χ χ
√ √
χ χ
Piatek et al. [148] Accountability Indirect reciprocity
√
χ χ χ χ
√
χ χ
Yang et al. [175] TA Monitoring Indirect reciprocity χ χ χ χ
√ √
χ χ
a A = agreements , Ba = barter, Bl = blacklists, E = eviction, R = reputation,
S = service differentiation or interruption, MP = money payments, VP = virtual payments.
As illustrated in Figure 8, more than half of the incentive mechanisms rely on the indirect
reciprocity scheme. This is most likely due to the high scalability and decentralisation of the
scheme, which properties well match with the particular characteristics of cooperative sys-
tems. Among the principal methods to enforce indirect reciprocity is reputation, often in com-
bination with service differentiation and eviction techniques. For example, Ngan et al. [135]
present a reputation-based service priority regime designed for Tor, whereby the traffic of a
1 The papers by Hughes et al. [87], Li et al. [113] and Locher et al. [116] are not included in Table 14 because no incentive
mechanism has been proposed by the authors.
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high-reputation relay has priority over the others. Also Guerraoui et al. [72] use reputation as
an indicator of the cooperation level of a node, but rather than rewarding nodes with higher






Figure 8: Overview of the incentive schemes adopted by the incentive mechanisms listed in Table 14.
If we group the studies reported in Table 14 by the category of the cooperative system that
they investigate (e.g., data distribution, distributed computing), indirect reciprocity is again
among the most implemented schemes. The results shown in Figure 9 indicate distributed
computing systems as the only exception. The reason is that the client/server architecture of


























Figure 9: Overview of the incentive schemes adopted by the incentive mechanisms listed in Table 14 and
grouped by cooperative system categories.
4.1.3 Desirable requirements for incentive schemes in cooperative systems
An incentive mechanism designed for a cooperative system needs to accommodate the particu-
lar features and requirements of these systems. In the following, we propose a list of desirable
requirements that an incentive mechanism should meet.
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D E C E N T R A L I S AT I O N . Incentive mechanisms should retain the decentralised nature of co-
operative systems. For example, a mechanism designed for a fully decentralised cooperative
system or a delay tolerant network should not rely on any central entity or authority, as this
would introduce delays, bottlenecks and overhead [153]. Similarly, economy-based schemes
might not be the appropriate solution, as they require a trusted authority to issue money and,
possibly, manage payments.
O V E R H E A D . Enforcing an incentive scheme imposes a substantial cost on the nodes, due to
the computational and communication overhead. This problem is especially critical in mobile
environments, in which nodes have limited resources. The overhead imposed by an incentive
mechanism should never exceed its expected benefits.
A D A P TA B I L I T Y. Cooperative systems cover a wide range of functionalities (e.g., file shar-
ing, distributed computing), communication infrastructures (e.g., the Internet, delay tolerant
networks), and many other system or application-specific properties (e.g., type of P2P overlay).
General applicability and flexibility of an incentive scheme are two desirable requirements to
fulfil, as they would reduce the development and configuration cost of the incentive mecha-
nism. A downside of generality, though, is a loss in efficiency, because the scheme does not
consider the proper functioning and the performance metrics of a particular system and appli-
cation [75].
F A I R N E S S . Nodes have different physical capacities and level of access to resources, e.g.,
mobile nodes may temporarily suffer from bad connectivity. Due to this heterogeneity, two
undesirable situations may arise:
• Resource-poor nodes might be penalised by incentive strategies based on rewards be-
cause their contribution level is lower than that of resource-rich nodes.
• Resource-rich nodes tend to receive more resource requests than a resource-poor node,
thus becoming a performance bottleneck and a point of failure.
A fair incentive scheme should take the heterogeneity of nodes into consideration, by avoid-
ing to further penalise resource-poor nodes as well as to overload the resource-rich ones. How-
ever, meeting this requirement can be challenging for two reasons. First, distinguishing be-
tween lack of cooperation due to resource shortage and selfish behaviour is still an open prob-
lem [140]. Second, reducing the load on resource-rich nodes can lead to a substantial degrada-
tion of the system performance, particularly in those systems that rely on a small core of highly
cooperative nodes [78, 87].
S E L F I S H R E S I L I E N C E . An incentive scheme may introduce new motivations and opportu-
nities for selfish nodes to misbehave [102, 140]. For example, a group of nodes may decide to col-
lude to increase their remuneration [114], or a node participating in the enforcement methods of
a mechanism may decide to limit its contribution so as to reducing the associated overhead [27].
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For this reason, rather paradoxically, selfish nodes may need incentives to be convinced to par-
ticipate in an incentive mechanism.
P R I VA C Y A N D A N O N Y M I T Y. An incentive mechanism might require guaranteeing the
anonymity of its participants for many reasons, such as (i) to protect the privacy of the inter-
acting nodes, (ii) to avoid retaliation from sanctioned nodes, (iii) to hide sensitive information
that could be exploited by malicious nodes (e.g., account credentials in centralised economy
schemes), (iv) to meet an application-specific requirement (e.g., anonymous communication
systems), and (v) to save costs and time to implement an identity infrastructure. Regardless
of the reason, there are different enforcement methods to enforce anonymity, ranging from
hiding real-world identity behind a pseudonym, to using state-of-the-art cryptographic mech-
anisms [79, 102, 157]. Note that privacy and anonymity requirements influence the choice of a
given incentive scheme.
Remark. Meeting the requirements of privacy and anonymity in incentive mechanisms for coopera-
tive systems is out of the scope of this thesis. We refer the interested reader to the references contained
in the papers cited above, including the two surveys on which we based our taxonomy of incentive
schemes [59, 75].
4.1.4 Perspectives on the research challenges
The review of the literature on incentive mechanisms presented above provides useful insights
to address the design challenges (D) of this thesis, and especially the research challenge (D.1) —
i.e., identifying general and practical mechanisms to enforce cooperation in cooperative systems.
Concerning generality, indirect reciprocity, as well as economy-based schemes, offer broad
adaptability to various application domains. From our survey, the indirect reciprocity scheme
appears to be the most adopted incentive in four out of the five categories of cooperative sys-
tems investigated (see Figure 9). Notably among these categories is data distribution, which
includes the most popular applications of cooperative systems (e.g., P2P file-sharing, P2P live-
streaming).
Indirect reciprocity can also meet the second requirement posed by the research challenge
(D.1), which is to provide a cooperation enforcement mechanism to use in practice in coop-
erative systems. Such a mechanism is represented by reputation systems. In fact, reputation
systems can well fit with the decentralised nature of cooperative systems [94, 185, 186], and are
particularly suitable for large-scale and highly dynamic environments [59]. On the contrary,
the other incentive schemes discussed above cannot be considered completely satisfactory. For
instance, as can be seen in Table 13, direct reciprocity schemes either show poor scalability (im-
mediate direct reciprocity) or are inadequate in highly dynamic systems (deferred direct reci-
procity). The central role of banks in economy-based incentives (either as transaction brokers
or trusted issuers of valid currency), not only poses some practical limitations to the scalability
of these schemes [153], but also fails to meet the desired requirement of decentralisation.
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Although reputation systems have good potential for meeting the research challenge (D.1),
we must be aware of the limitations of such mechanisms and provide appropriate solutions.
The first two limitations listed for indirect reciprocity schemes in Table 13 concern their robust-
ness to (i) attacks against the authentication system, such as whitewashing and Sybil attacks,
and (ii) the dissemination of false information by single nodes or groups of colluders. The ac-
countability techniques described in the next section have been advocated as a viable solution
for preventing these and other attacks [178].
The last limitation of reputation systems listed in Table 13 is related to the communication
and computational overhead imposed by the incentive mechanism, which might greatly reduce
the system performance. Solving the trade-off between system performance and the effective-
ness of the reputation scheme poses a difficult configuration problem, which is often a trial-and-
error and time-consuming procedure. This motivates the need for an approach that facilitates
the set-up and configuration of incentive mechanisms in a given cooperative system, which
represents research challenge (D.2) of this thesis.
4.2 A C C O U N TA B I L I T Y I N D I S T R I B U T E D S Y S T E M S
Accountability is the ability to hold individuals responsible for their actions [105, 177]. In
distributed systems, accountability techniques have been used to detect and isolate misbe-
haviour, as well as to assign non-repudiable responsibility for faulty actions and system fail-
ures [76, 126, 179]. Yumerefendi and Chase [178] promote accountability as a “first-class de-
sign principle" for building dependable and trustworthy systems on top of untrusted environ-
ments, such as those of cooperative systems. In fact, on the one side, traditional dependability
techniques (e.g., fault prevention, fault tolerance, fault removal) can identify errors and mis-
behaviours but fail to point to the responsible node. On the other side, traditional security
approaches (e.g., authentication, authorization) can protect the system against misbehaviours
pursued by external actors, but are not equally effective in preventing misbehaviours of nodes
within the security perimeter.
An accountability system provides practical means to meet all the above challenges. Also, as
demonstrated in several studies [53, 72, 76, 77, 178], it can detect and isolate selfish behaviours
in cooperative systems.
In the remainder of this section, we present the general characteristics of accountability tech-
niques for distributed systems, along with a more detailed presentation of the solution pro-
vided by Diarra et al. [53], FullReview. Finally, we discuss some issues of interest to system
designers.
4.2.1 Basic concepts
Accountability systems require each node to maintain a secure log to record its interactions with
other nodes [179]. Each node is further associated with a set of witness nodes, which periodically
check whether the log entries correspond to a correct execution of the underlying protocol. If
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any deviation is detected, then the witnesses build a proof of misbehaviour that can be verified
by any correct node, and punishment is inflicted on the misbehaving one. Fig 10 provides a
graphic representation of this approach, in which a node “Alice” logs the interactions with its








Figure 10: Overview of an accountability system.
More in detail, an accountability system relies on the following building blocks.
Secure hashes and digital signatures. They create binding and non-repudiable evidence
of nodes’ behaviour. In practice, each node is assigned at least one asymmetric key pair.
Keys can be distributed, for example, by a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) or decentralised
protocols. When nodes communicate, they sign each request or response with their private
key. Requests and responses are generically referred as actions.
Secure logs. Secure logs retain all the signed actions, including the ones received from other
nodes, along with other relevant information. Roughly speaking, a log entry should indicate
what node performed what action on what resource, with what access level and at what time.
Logs are the primary source of information for an accountability system; thereby their relia-
bility must be guaranteed. Secure logs [76, 158] provide a tamper-evident authenticated data
structure to store signed actions, so that any attempt to corrupt the log is detectable. More in
detail, each log entry ew is associated with (i) a recursively defined hash value hw, computed
as a hash of ew concatenated with the value of hw−1, and (ii) an authenticator αiw, which is a
statement signed by node i using its private key to claim that its log entry ew has hash value
hw. The resulting hash chain, along with the generated authenticators, allows verifying that
a node has not been tampered with. For example, let the node i send a pair of authenticators
αi0 and α
i
w (corresponding to the entries e0 and ew of its log) to one of its witnesses, denoted
as j. Then, j can ask i for its log entries e0, e1, ...ew and recompute h0,h1, ...,hw; if the result-
ing hw does not match the hash value in αiw, the witness has verifiable evidence that i has
tampered with its log. Moreover, j can use the signed authenticators αi0 and α
i
w along with
the log entries sent by i to convince any other correct node of i’s misbehaviour.
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Auditing interfaces. They allow to access nodes’ secure logs and provide cryptographic
proofs of correctness of their behaviour. In practice, during an audit, the witness verifies
that (a sequence of) the signed actions of a node comply with the expected behaviour. This
can be done in several ways, for instance by using state machine replication [40, 53, 76], or by
checking if the log satisfies a set of invariants that must hold in any correct execution of the
system (e.g., a node can serve only content that it has previously received).
Depending on the result of the audit, a witness can classify nodes into three categories: (i)
exposed, if there is evidence of misbehaviour, (ii) suspected, if there is evidence that the node is
ignoring requests of interaction, and (iii) trusted, in all other cases. An accurate accountability
system must guarantee that no cooperative node is ever exposed, nor that a cooperative node
is suspected for a long time [76].
Remark. Accountability techniques can be either entirely based on software solutions (e.g., Peer-
Review [76], FullReview [53] and AVM [77]) or may require specialised trusted hardware (e.g.,
TrInc [109] and A2M [42]). Using hardware-based solutions has some advantages; for example,
they can significantly reduce the computational cost of maintaining secure logs, making them tamper-
evident by construction. However, these techniques are not suitable for the problem domain of this
thesis. In fact, the large scale and heterogeneity of cooperative systems, which are often distributed
across multiple administrative domains, make the use of trusted hardware unfeasible. Therefore, in
this thesis, we focus only on purely software-based accountability techniques.
4.2.2 Related work: FullReview
FullReview is a general software solution for enforcing accountability in a distributed sys-
tem [53]. Of particular interest for our work, the protocols used by FullReview are designed to
be resilient to selfish behaviours, embedding convincing incentives to force selfish nodes to par-
ticipate in the accountability process. To this end, FullReview makes some assumptions about
selfish nodes: they are risk averse,2 they do not collude, and they remain in the system for a
long time.
Concretely, FullReview applies to a set of nodes executing a reference implementation P of
the system.3 Each protocol is defined as a deterministic finite state machine [84]. The FullRe-
view protocols F are also defined as deterministic state machines. As already introduced in
Section 4.2.1, each node imaintains a secure log of the messages it exchanges with other nodes.
To sign messages, i holds a pair of public/private keys bound to a unique node identifier. The
correctness of i is checked periodically by its witness nodes, by replaying i’s log and compar-
ing the outputs with a reference implementation of P. If a witness finds discrepancies, then it
exposes i as faulty and generates a verifiable proof of misbehaviour that it makes available to
the rest of the system. In FullReview, exposed nodes are directly evicted from the system.
2 If a risk averse node estimates the probability to be detected for a deviation be greater than zero, then it will stick to the
protocol.
3 The reference implementation of the system is not the formal specification of the whole system, but it concerns only
the subset of functionalities (protocols) to monitor.
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Hereafter, we present the five protocols executed by FullReview to enforce accountability in
the presence of selfish nodes.
Commitment protocol. This protocol ensures that the sender and the receiver of a message
have provable evidence that the other party has logged the exchange. Note that the mes-
sage exchange may take place during the execution of both P and F. Consider, for instance,
that node i wants to send a message m to node j. First, i adds a new entry ew to its secure
log. Then, i generates an authenticator αiw to prove it has logged the action, and sends the
authenticator to node j along with m. When j receives the message, it checks the attached
authenticator, logs the reception ofm in a new entry ez, and generates the corresponding au-
thenticator αjz. Finally, j sends its authenticator to i along with a message to ack the reception
ofm to its original sender.
Consistency protocol. This protocol checks that each node i maintains a single linear log,
which has to be consistent with all the authenticators it had issued. In practice, every time
a node i receives an authenticator from another node j, i forwards the authenticator to the
witnesses of j. Periodically, each of these witnesses picks the authenticators with the lowest
and the highest sequence number, and challenges node j to return all log entries in this range;
if node j is not correct, then it is exposed as faulty. Moreover, the witnesses use the log entries
of j to extract all the authenticators j has received from other nodes. Then, they propagate
such authenticators to the corresponding witness sets, to prevent collusion between a witness
and its monitored node.
Audit protocol. This protocol specifies the steps that a witness w periodically undertakes
to verify whether the actions of a node i are consistent with the reference implementations
of P and F. To avoid that a selfish witness would be tempted not to audit in order to save
local resources, the audit protocol is started by i, which proactively asks its witnesses for an
inspection. On the other hand, iwants to be inspected, because a successful audit releases the
Certificate of Correctness (CoC) that i needs to communicate with the other nodes. In contrast,
if i fails the audit, its witnesses issue and disseminate a Proof of Misbehaviour (PoM) of i,
thus, exposing i and leading i to an eviction. Finally, to ensure that selfish witnesses do
not lie about the outcome of an audit (e.g., claiming that the monitored is correct without
performing the verification, in order to save CPU), FullReview requires i to forward all the
audit results (either CoCs or PoMs, or both) to the witness set of each of its witnesses, asking
them to replicate the audit. If the majority of witnesses of a given witness w of i obtains a
different audit result than w, then w is exposed and evicted from the system.
Challenge/Response protocol. This protocol ensures that if a node does not answer to a mes-
sage, then, instead of being directly evicted from the system, it is suspected by the interacting
node. This is to avoid wrongful evictions of correct nodes operating under bad network
conditions.4 However, being suspected is not good for nodes, because correct nodes do not
communicate with suspected nodes. To get trusted again, a correct but suspected node must
correctly execute the challenge/response protocol of FullReview. There are two types of chal-
4 Message loss is commonplace in applications deployed over the Internet, which is the case for most cooperative sys-
tems.
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lenges defined in FullReview. First, an audit challenge is generated by a witness w when a
node i does not reply to its log request; i stops being suspected by w when it provides the
requested log entries. Secondly, a send challenge is triggered when a node i does not acknowl-
edge the reception of a message during the commitment protocol; also, in this case, i stops
being suspected when it provides its witnesses with the expected ack.
Evidence transfer protocol. This protocol ensures that faulty nodes are eventually exposed
by all correct nodes in the system. To this end, every correct node i periodically fetches and
replays the challenges collected by the witnesses of a node that i is interested in, for example,
an interacting partner.
We refer to the technical report of the authors for an exhaustive summary of each incentive
designed to discourage selfish deviations from the FullReview protocols [52, 53].
4.2.3 Discussion and open issues
Accountability techniques have been successfully applied to detect and punish selfishness in
cooperative systems, e.g., in P2P live streaming [53, 72, 76] and anonymous communication
systems [53]. On the downside, enforcing accountability incurs a non-negligible cost on the
system, which poses a difficult configuration problem for the system designer. We discuss cost
and configuration issues in turn below.
C O S T. The benefits of using accountability techniques come at the expense of a greater cost
to the system, mainly due to the high message overhead and the intensive use of cryptogra-
phy. Costs can be decomposed into three dimensions, namely, computation, communication
and storage. Table 15 summarises the activities and parameters that have a larger impact on
each cost dimension. For example, in FullReview [53], the computational overhead grows lin-
early with the number of witnesses assigned to each node and with the frequency of the audits.
Moreover, the communication and storage costs imposed by FullReview, measured in terms
of network traffic overhead and size of the secure log, grow with the square of the number of
nodes in the system.
Cost dimension Influencing activity Influencing parameter




• Frequency of audit
• Size of the log portion to verify
Communication • Log transmission
• Evidence dissemination
• Number of witnesses
• Frequency of audit
• Size of the log portion to verify
Storage • Logging • Log size
Table 15: Activities and parameters that influence the cost of enforcing accountability.
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C O N F I G U R AT I O N . The fine tuning of the accountability mechanisms is a necessary but
challenging task for building a dependable and high-performance cooperative system. Config-
uring accountability mechanisms requires that a system designer select values for a number of
parameters that directly affect the system performance (see Table 15). Particularly, among the
possible parameters, we note the following:
• The number of witnesses associated with each node. More witnesses imply more com-
putation and communication overhead.
• The audit period between two log audits performed by the witnesses of a node. A short
audit period allows for rapid faults detection, but it also increases the computational and
communication overhead, due to the greater frequency of log requests and audits.
• The severity of the punishment of a faulty node in the case of a successful audit. De-
pending on the severity, punishments could vary from the eviction of the faulty node to
the reduction of its reputation value — if the accountability mechanism is coupled with a
reputation management system. A low severity of punishment may increase the number
of selfish deviations; whereas high severity may lead to the wrongful eviction of a correct
node, for example, if the network is not reliable (e.g., in a mobile environment), or if the
node gets suddenly disconnected (e.g., characterised by churn in P2P systems).
In the literature [53, 72, 76, 178], no indication is provided for the setting of these parameters,
leaving the designer with a critical and complex trade-off to deal with: on the one hand, achiev-
ing the desired resilience to misbehaviours without wrongly penalising correct nodes, and on
the other hand, imposing minimal costs. Resolving these conflicting requirements requires the
systematic evaluation of a large number of experiments, to investigate the impact of the value
of each parameter on the system performance. Moreover, such experiments require the ability
to inject and to automatically reason about selfish behaviours, which is not supported by state-
of-the-art experimental environments, such as Splay [108], PlanetLab [41], NS-3, ProtoPeer, and
PeerSim [24]. Overall, in the absence of convenient tools that support system designers with the
configuration of an accountability mechanism, its tuning is a time-consuming trial-and-error
procedure.
To highlight the trade-offs that a system designer has to take into account when setting up the
parameters of an accountability mechanism, we performed an experiment, involving a gossip-
based live streaming protocol monitored by the selfishness-resilient accountability mechanism
FullReview [53]. The live streaming protocol is inspired to the one described by Guerraoui et
al. [72]. In this protocol, a source node disseminates a set of video chunks to a subset of nodes
over an unreliable network. Periodically, each node sends the video chunks it received to a set
of randomly chosen partners and asks them for any video chunks it is missing. In this scenario,
we consider selfish nodes that always (i) free-ride the chunk-exchange protocol by sending
fewer video chunks than what was requested by the other party, and (ii) under-report their
chunk availability to reduce the probability of receiving chunk requests. The above deviations
have been described in Tables 3 and 4 using the classification framework for selfish behaviours
we presented in Chapter 2.
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FullReview applies to each node i in the system, requiring i to log all its activities, and as-
signing it to a set of witnesses that periodically verify whether i is correctly executing the live
streaming protocol. If any deviation is detected, i’s witnesses inflict a punishment of a given
severity on i. In our experiment, we assume that a system designer aims to create a selfishness-
resilient live streaming protocol such that:
1. The video received by correct nodes maintains good quality despite the presence of up
to 50% selfish nodes. Traverso et al. [166] set the quality threshold to 3% of jitter, above
which the quality of experience is significantly impaired.
2. Correct nodes are not wrongfully expelled from the system, even if the network suffers
from up to 5% of message loss.
3. The average bandwidth consumption per node including both the video stream and Full-
Review does not exceed 1 Mbps.
To reach this objective, we start with the FullReview default configuration (e.g., with an au-
dit period being 10 seconds) and vary the severity of punishments inflicted on nodes by the
accountability mechanism.
Figure 11 shows the percentage of correct nodes wrongly evicted by FullReview and the
percentage of selfish deviations observed in the system for various values (in our experiment
less than 10% selfish deviations for the selfish nodes translates into an experienced jitter lower
than 3%). As expected, the results show a clear increase in the percentage of correct nodes
wrongly evicted from the system. Nevertheless, the punishment values 1 and 1.5 satisfy the
first two requirements set by the designer.
  











  % Wrongful Evictions




Acceptable % Wrongful Evictions
Figure 11: Impact of the punishment values. The gray box indicates the acceptable percentage of devia-
tions and of wrongful evictions (up to 10%).
We thus go further and measure the communication overhead incurred in the system for 1.5,
which has the lowest % of deviations, while varying the FullReview audit period, as this param-
eter highly impacts the communication overhead. The results, depicted in Figure 12, show that,
on the one hand, increasing the audit period decreases the overhead, because logs are requested
and audits are made less often by monitors; on the other hand, the longer the audit period, the
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slower faults are deterred, thereby increasing the percentage of selfish deviations. However,
none of the tested values achieves a bandwidth consumption that meets the third requirement
set by the designer. The designer has thus to continue the manual calibration process by testing
other pairs of parameter values and running further experiments.
  
Acceptable % Bandwidth Overhead








  % Bandwidth Overhead
  % Deviations
     Audit Period
%
Acceptable % Deviations
Figure 12: Impact of the audit period. The light gray box indicates the acceptable percentage of deviations
(up to 10%), whereas the dark gray box shows the acceptable percentage of overhead (up to
40%).
From this experiment, it is clear that manually calibrating accountability mechanisms to meet
both selfish-resilience and performance objectives is a challenging and time-consuming task.
We show in the following chapter how RACOON helps the system designer in reaching these
objectives.
4.3 S U M M A R Y
This chapter concludes our survey on selfishness and its countermeasures in cooperative sys-
tems, which constitutes the first contribution of this thesis (C.1). More particularly, in this
chapter, we addressed the research challenge (D.1) by reviewing two groups of state-of-the-art
countermeasures against selfish nodes, namely, incentive mechanisms and accountability.
We started by presenting objectives, characteristics, and limitations of incentive mechanisms.
To this end, we proposed a classification framework based on a taxonomy of incentive schemes.
According to this framework, we could categorise incentive mechanisms into reciprocity-based
and economy-based mechanisms. We showed that reciprocity-based mechanisms were more
suitable for large scale and heterogeneous systems, but require that nodes have mutual interest
for owned resources. In contrast, economy-based solutions overcome the problem of mutual
interest by introducing money as universal compensation for any contribution cost, but rely
on trusted authorities (banks) and introduce economic issues in the system, such as price ne-
gotiation, inflation and deflation. We concluded the first part of this chapter by advocating
reputation systems as a candidate solution to address and overcome the design challenges (D)
set by this thesis. However, we showed that reputation might also introduce new deviation
opportunities for selfish nodes, such as the dissemination of false information and collusion.
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In the second part of this chapter, we argued that accountability techniques can be the perfect
complement to reputation systems. In fact, on the one hand, enforcing accountability into a rep-
utation system can improve its robustness and reliability; on the other hand, sanction schemes
for accountability mechanisms can rely on the flexibility of reputation to keep a fair balance
between severity and tolerance. We organised the overview of accountability techniques by,
first, introducing basic concepts, such as audits and secure logs. Then, we presented the Full-
Review system and described in greater detail its selfishness-resilient protocols for enforcing
accountability in distributed systems. Finally, we identified and discussed the main challenges
for enforcing accountability in cooperative systems, which are the additional (computational,
communication and storage) overhead on the nodes, and the difficulty in finding a satisfactory
trade-off between accountability and performance without any tool support.
Supporting the design of selfish-resilient cooperative systems while solving the trade-offs
between system performance and the effectiveness of a cooperation enforcement mechanism
will be the focus and main contribution of the next part of the thesis.
Part II
S E L F I S H N E S S - AWA R E D E S I G N O F C O O P E R AT I V E
S Y S T E M S :
T H E R A C O O N F R A M E W O R K

5
T H E R A C O O N F R A M E W O R K
In Chapter 2, we described many and varied examples of selfish behaviours in cooperative
systems. Then, in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we discussed different approaches to analyse and
counter such behaviours, showing their advantages and drawbacks. Based on the findings
described in these chapters, and taking a system design perspective, we can draw three con-
clusions. First, in real cooperative systems, it is not realistic to assume that all nodes behave
as expected. Thus, a defensive design approach should be adopted, bearing the selfishness of
nodes in mind. Second, existing tools for addressing selfishness (e.g., game theory, incentive
mechanisms, accountability systems) introduce new design decisions themselves, in the form
of trade-offs between selfish-resilience and efficiency of the system, as well as between gener-
ality and applicability of the mechanism to enforce cooperation. We also showed that finding
the right balance in these trade-offs is not trivial, and usually requires extensive manual effort.
Finally and consequently to the previous conclusions, designing cooperative systems resilient
to selfish nodes is a challenging task.
To facilitate the work of designers of cooperative systems, we propose in this chapter a uni-
fied framework, RACOON, that addresses the design challenges stated above. RACOON pro-
vides a semi-automatic and general methodology, along with its software implementation, for
designing, tuning and evaluating cooperative systems resilient to selfish nodes. The RACOON
framework adopts a model-based approach, in which models direct the design of a cooperative
system. To begin, the system designer (hereafter referred as “Designer") provides the functional
specification of the system (i.e., communication protocols) and a set of performance objectives.
RACOON uses these models to support and extensively automate the following activities: (i)
enforcement of practical mechanisms to foster cooperation (i.e., accountability and reputation
mechanisms for distributed systems), (ii) development of a behavioural model of selfish nodes
to predict their strategic choices, (iii) tuning of the accountability and reputation mechanisms so
as to meet the Designer’s objectives, for which we propose a novel combination of simulations
and game theory. RACOON results in a redesign of the system specification, which includes
finely tuned mechanisms to meet selfish-resilience and performance objectives. This output
serves as a reference to developers for the eventual implementation phase of the system.
In summary, this chapter makes the following contributions:
• We present specification models to define the communication protocols underlying a co-
operative system and the list of design objectives that the system must fulfil.
• We describe how RACOON integrates accountability and reputation mechanisms to foster
cooperation in the system under design.
• We propose an automatic method to generate a representative set of selfish deviations
from any communication protocol specified using the framework.
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• We develop a game-theoretic model to predict the strategic (possibly, selfish) choices of
nodes. Also, we provide an automatic methodology to generate such games using the
information contained in the RACOON specification model.
• We present a method to evaluate alternative configurations of the incentive mechanisms
to meet the Designer’s objectives, using simulations based on game-theoretic reasoning.
• We illustrate the benefits of using RACOON by designing a P2P live streaming system
and an anonymous communication system. Their extensive evaluation via simulations
and real testbed deployment shows that the systems designed using RACOON achieve
both resilience to selfish nodes and high performance.
Roadmap. In Section 5.1 we provides an overview of RACOON. A detailed explanation
of the Design and Tuning phases is given in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4, respectively. Sec-
tion 5.5 presents a performance evaluation of RACOON. Finally, we conclude this chapter
in Section 5.6.
Remark. Work presented in this chapter has been published in Proceedings of the 34th IEEE Sympo-
sium on Reliable Distributed Systems (IEEE SRDS’15) [106].
5.1 O V E RV I E W
RACOON is a design and simulation framework aimed at supporting Designers in building a
selfish-resilient cooperative system that meets desired performance objectives. As illustrated in
Figure 13, the operation of RACOON consists of two phases: (i) the assisted design of the sys-
tem specification and behavioural models, and (ii) the objective-oriented tuning of the system
parameters. The pink boxes at the top and on the right of the figure are the inputs provided by
the Designer. The output of RACOON (the blue boxes at the bottom of Figure 13) includes a
specification of the cooperative system that includes finely tuned mechanisms to achieve selfish-
resilience and desired performance. In the following, we give an overview of the design and
tuning phases of RACOON, and then provide more detail in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
The design phase is initiated by the Designer, who provides a specification of the coopera-
tive system. More precisely, the Designer specifies the communication protocols composing
the system as a set of state machines, each called Protocol Automaton. In Step (1) in Figure 13,
RACOON integrates the system specification with mechanisms to encourage nodes to coop-
erate. Specifically, RACOON uses two configurable Cooperation Enforcement Mechanisms
(CEM): a general accountability system to audit nodes’ behaviour and a reputation system to as-
sign rewards or punishments depending on the audit results. Then, the framework extends the
state machine representation of the system by adding new states and transitions that represent
selfish behaviours (Step (2)). The result is an Extended Specification of the cooperative system,
which includes selfish behaviours and cooperation enforcement mechanisms. Finally, in Step
(3), RACOON creates a Behavioural Model to describe the rationality expected in the selfish nodes
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Figure 13: RACOON Overview.
under consideration, in order to predict their strategic decisions and actions (i.e., sticking to the
communication protocols or deviating from them). To this end, the framework transforms the
Extended Specification into a game model of classical Game Theory (GT), which provides the
mathematical framework to model nodes’ rationality.
The goal of the tuning phase is to find a configuration setting for the CEM that makes the
system meet a list of Design Objectives set by the Designer. Tuning is an iterative refinement
process consisting of a sequence of two steps: configuration evaluation (Step (3) in Figure 13)
and configuration exploration (Step (4)). The evaluation is done using GT-driven simulations,
carried out automatically by the custom-built simulator included in the framework. More pre-
cisely, the RACOON simulator uses the Behavioural Model to simulate the strategic behaviour
of selfish nodes into an implementation, provided as input by the Designer, of the system spec-
ification in the simulator. Then, the framework uses the results of the evaluation to traverse the
configuration space and evaluate new configuration candidates for the CEM. Once RACOON
has found a configuration that meets the Design Objectives, the Designer can proceed with the
implementation of the system.
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5.2 I L L U S T R AT I V E E X A M P L E : T H E O & A P R O T O C O L
In the next sections, to support the description of the RACOON framework, we use the simple
protocol O&A (Offer & Accept) shown in Figure 14 as illustrative example. In the O&A protocol,
a node i offers some of its available resources (i.e., files) to a group of nodes collectively named
J,1 by sending a message gi0 with a list of such resources. Upon receiving this message, each
node j ∈ J replies with the list of resources offered by i that it accepts (message gj1 in Figure 14).
For instance, let i offer two files named file1 and file2. Then, assuming that j would not
accept files that it already owns, the message gj1 may be one of the following:
• gj1 : {file1, file2}, if j is missing both files specified in g
i
0;
• gj1 : {file1}, if j has only the second file offered by i;
• gj1 : {file2}, if j has only the first file offered by i;










Figure 14: The O&A protocol between nodes i and J.
If the node i is selfish, it may decide to limit the amount of resources to share with J. To this
end, i may provide false information to J, offering fewer files than what it owns. For example,
Figure 15(a) shows that node i offers only file1, thus preventing any acceptance of the second
file file2. In the extreme, the selfish node i might refuse to send any offer messages to J
whatsoever, as shown in Figure 15(b).
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Figure 15: Selfishness manifestations in the O&A protocol shown in Figure 14.
5.3 R A C O O N D E S I G N P H A S E
The design phase helps the Designer in specifying a cooperative system that embeds mech-
anisms for enforcing cooperation as well as in defining a behavioural model of the system
participants. These activities result in the generation of two artefacts, namely, the Extended
Specification of the system and the Behavioural Model of selfish nodes.
1 The capital letter for J denotes a set of unique nodes.
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In this section, we introduce the input of the design phase, we describe the accountability
and reputation mechanisms used in RACOON, we present the algorithm used to generate self-
ish deviations, and, finally, we describe an automatic approach for building a game-theoretic
behavioural model.
5.3.1 Input of the Design Phase
The input of the design phase is the functional specification of the cooperative system that should
be made resilient to selfish behaviours. The functional specification describes the correct (or
cooperative) behaviour of nodes using communication protocols, i.e., a set of rules of inter-
action that define what actions each node can take at each step. Like in many existing ap-
proaches [15, 53, 76, 98, 98], each communication protocol is specified using a state machine
representation [84]. More precisely, in RACOON, the Designer specifies the correct behaviour
of the nodes using a notation based on acyclic Deterministic Finite State Machines (DFSM),
called a Protocol Automaton.2
Remark. Over time, various formal approaches for describing communication protocols have been
proposed in the literature. From these, in his 2012 book on “Protocol Engineering”, König [101]
reports Finite State Machines (FSM), Petri nets, and process calculi as the most important and most
common. In particular, the author regards FSM as an adequate, intuitive and practical means for
protocol development, while considering the other approaches more useful for theoretical research.
Finite state machines have been defined and discussed in numerous publications, such as the book
“Introduction to Automata Theory, Languages and Computation” by Hopcroft et al. [84]. Among the
various types of FSM (e.g., extended state machines, pushdown automata, timed automata), our choice
to base the notation of the Protocol Automaton on DFSM is due to compatibility with the accountabil-
ity mechanism that we plan to use in RACOON, namely, FullReview [53], in which protocols are also
defined as DFSM (see Section 4.2.2).
The Protocol Automaton notation allows describing the participants, operations and mes-
sages of communication protocols by enriching the DFSM notation (states and transitions) with
additional information (roles, methods, messages, contents, and constraints). The elements of a
Protocol Automaton PA are not tied to a specific run of the protocol, but they rather provide
a template to describe any particular instance of it. To be more precise, the specification of a
given element in the PA (e.g., a role, a message, a content) describes a spectrum of possible valid
instances of that element in any protocol run. For example, in Section 5.2, we listed four alter-
native contents that may be included in the message gj1 in the O&A protocol; these alternatives
are captured by a single content definition in the PA, as we will discuss below.
Roles describe the parties involved in the protocol execution. More precisely, a role deter-
mines the responsibilities of a party (whether a node or a group of nodes) and constrains the
actions that the party is allowed to execute in a protocol run.
2 In this thesis, the terms “state machine” and “automaton” will be used interchangeably.
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Definition 5.1 (Role). A role r ∈ R is a triple 〈rId, cardinality, isSelfish〉, with:
• rId: the alphanumeric identifier of the role,
• cardinality: the number of nodes represented by r. It can either be a single number or
a variable number designated by a greater than (>), greater than or equal to (>), less
than (<), less than or equal to (6) conditions, and
• isSelfish: a boolean valued true if r can be played by a selfish node; false otherwise.
For instance, in the protocol O&A, there are two roles. The first role, i, has cardinality 1 and
can be selfish, as shown in Section 5.2. The second role, J, is played by a non-empty set of nodes
(cardinality “> 1”); also, nodes have no interest in behaving selfishly when playing this role.
Remark. The Protocol Automaton specifies the correct interactions among individual nodes, one for
each role, regardless of the cardinality of their current role. For instance, the PA of the protocol O&A
in Figure 14 defines the interactions between two individuals: the node playing as i and any node
j ∈ J. The cardinality attribute allows to express how many instances of the same communication
protocol are described by a certain Protocol Automaton. As an example, let the cardinality of role J
be 10; then, the PA of O&A describes the correct behaviour in ten separate but procedurally identical
protocol runs between the node i and each node playing the role J.
The states that the cooperative system goes through when implementing a communication
protocol can be formalised as follows.
Definition 5.2 (State). A state s ∈ S is a triple 〈sId, roleId, sType〉, with:
• sId: the alphanumeric identifier of the state,
• roleId: identifies the active role r ∈ R that with its actions can trigger a transition from s
or that can terminate the protocol execution, and
• sType: specifies whether s is an initial, final, or intermediate state [84].
A transition between two states of the Protocol Automaton corresponds to a protocol step,
i.e., the method call that determines the next protocol state.
Definition 5.3 (Transition). A transition t ∈ T is a quadruple
〈tId, state1Id, state2Id,methodId〉, with:
• tId: the alphanumeric identifier of the transition,
• state1Id and state2Id: identify the source and target states (defined in S) of t, and
• methodId: identifies the methodm ∈M executed in t.
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A method is the set of actions performed by a certain role that can trigger a protocol tran-
sition. In particular, a communication method represents the delivery of a message from one
role to another, while a computation method performs local computations. For instance, in the
O&A protocol, there are only communication methods, named offer and accept. Examples of
computation methods include data encryption and compression, logging of messages, physical
storage and retrieval of data from a local database.
Definition 5.4 (Method). A methodm ∈M is a couple 〈mId,messageId〉, with:
• mId: the alphanumeric identifier of the method, and
• messageId: identifies the message g ∈ G sent by m, if m is a communication method,
null otherwise.
A message conveyed by a communication method can be formalised as the couple below.
Definition 5.5 (Message). A message g ∈ G is a couple 〈gId, contentId〉, with:
• gId: the alphanumeric identifier of the message, and
• contentId: identifies the content c ∈ C carried by g.
Figure 14 shows that the roles participating in the O&A protocol exchange the messages gi0
and gj1. As discussed above, the PA specifies the correct interactions among individual nodes.
Thus, the message gj1 may convey different contents (i.e., accepting different files), depending
on the node j ∈ J that is interacting with node i. Note that the sender and receiver of a message
g can be inferred from the transition t that executes the communication method m sending
g. Specifically, the sender of g is the active role of the t’s source state (i.e., t.state1Id.roleId),
whereas the receiver of g is the active role of t’s target state (i.e., t.state2Id.roleId).
The data carried by a message, i.e., a content, can be either a single data unit (e.g., a binary
file) or a collection (e.g., a list of integers) of data units.
Definition 5.6 (Content). A content c ∈ C is a quadruple 〈cId, cType, cSize, cLength〉,
with:
• cId: the alphanumeric identifier of the content,
• cType: provides information about the data type,3
• cSize: indicates the memory size of a single data-unit in c (given in bytes), and
• cLength: specifies the number of data units that comprise the content c. It can either
be a single number or a variable number designated by a greater than (>), greater than
or equal to (>), less than (<), less than or equal to (6) conditions.
3 Defined by the XML Schema type system.
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A constraint prescribes a relationship that has to be fulfilled by two contents. In the specifi-
cation model of RACOON, a constraint is defined as follows.
Definition 5.7 (Constraint). A constraint k ∈ K is a quadruple
〈kId, content1Id, content2Id,kType〉, with:
• kId: the alphanumeric identifier of the constraint,
• content1Id and content2Id: identify the two contents ∈ C that are subject to k, and
• kType: specifies the type of relationship required by k, which can be either an ordering
relation (=, <, >) or a set operation (subset, strict_subset, equal).
Finally, we can formalise a Protocol Automaton as follows.
Definition 5.8 (Protocol Automaton). A Protocol Automaton is a tuple 〈R,S, T ,M,G,C,K〉,
with:
• R: finite, non-empty set of roles,
• S: finite, non-empty set of states,
• T : finite set of transitions,
• M: finite set of methods,
• G: finite set of messages,
• C: finite set of contents, and
• K: finite set of constraints on contents.
Table 16 summarises the value of the Protocol Automaton of the O&A protocol.
Element Value
Roles R = {〈i, 1, true〉, 〈J,> 1, false〉}
States S = {〈s0, i, initial〉, 〈s1, J, intermediate〉, 〈s2, i, final〉}
Transitions T = {〈t0, s0, s1,offer〉, 〈t1, s1, s2,accept〉}
Methods M = {〈offer,gi0〉, 〈accept,gj1〉}
Messages G = {〈gi0, c0〉, 〈gj1, c1〉}
Contents C = {〈c0, integer, 4,> 0〉, 〈c1, integer, 4,> 0〉}
Constraints K = {〈k0, c1, c0, subset〉}
Table 16: The Protocol Automaton of the O&A protocol.
The Protocol Automaton of the O&A protocol can be represented by the diagram in Figure 16.
The label on a transition provides information about the method that triggers the transition,
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and about the message that might be sent. For example, the label between states s1 and s2,








Figure 16: The state diagram representation of the Protocol Automaton specified in Table 16.
In the RACOON framework, protocol automata are encoded in an XML-based format, to
support portability, reuse, and extensibility of the specification. The Designer specifies a new
Protocol Automaton as an XML document.4 For example, Listing 1 shows the XML representa-




4 <role id="i" cardinality="1" isSelfish="true" />
5 <role id="J" cardinality=">1" isSelfish="false" />
6 </roles>
7 <states>
8 <state id="s0" roleId="i" type="initial" />
9 <state id="s1" roleId="J" type="intermediate" />
10 <state id="s2" roleId="i" type="final" />
11 </states>
12 <transitions>
13 <transition id="t0" state1Id="s0" state2Id="s1" methodId="offer" />
14 <transition id="t1" state1Id="s1" state2Id="s2" methodId="accept" />
15 </transitions>
16 <methods>
17 <method id="offer" messageId="g0i" />
18 <method id="accept" messageId="g1j" />
19 </methods>
20 <messages>
21 <message id="g0i" contentId="c0" />
22 <message id="g1j" contentId="c1" />
23 </messages>
24 <contents>
25 <content id="c0" type="integer" size="4" length=">=0" />
26 <content id="c1" type="integer" size="4" length=">=0" />
27 </contents>
28 <constraints>




33 <!-- specification of the design objectives (Section 5.4.1) -->
34 </design_objectives>
35 </racoon>
Listing 1: The XML document that specifies the Protocol Automaton described in Table 16.
Remark. The XML document provided as input by the Designer includes the specification of the
Protocol Automaton as well as of the design objectives presented later in Section 5.4.1.
4 The XML Schema for this document can be found in Appendix A.
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5.3.2 Cooperation enforcement
The RACOON framework uses accountability and reputation mechanisms to make cooperation
the most profitable behaviour for all nodes. In practice, the quality of service received by nodes
depends on their reputation values, which are updated based on accountability audits.
The first step of the design phase of RACOON is the integration of the Cooperation Enforce-
ment Mechanisms (CEM) into the functional specification provided by the Designer. Concretely,
in addition to the protocols specified by the Designer, RACOON applies to each node a set of
accountability protocols based on FullReview [53] and a distributed reputation system.
The CEM used in RACOON are discussed hereafter.
5.3.2.1 Accountability Mechanism
RACOON uses accountability techniques for detecting misbehaviours and assigning nodes non-
repudiable responsibility for their actions. Concretely, we developed the R-acc mechanism,
based on the FullReview protocols presented in the previous chapter. R-acc also shares some
assumptions with FullReview about nodes’ behaviours (i.e., no collusion) and the system (i.e., a
Public Key Infrastructure is available to create trusted identities by means of digital signatures),
whereas it differs from other assumptions (i.e., nodes are not risk averse and can remain in the
system for a short time).
RACOON can automatically integrate R-acc into the Protocol Automaton specified by the
Designer, thus enriching the system specification with accountability operations and protocols.
To begin, R-acc requires each node to maintain a secure log to record all the observable actions
occurred during its execution of the Protocol Automaton and of R-acc as well. Further, it assigns
each node i to a set of other nodes, called its witness setws(i). A witness is in charge of auditing
the log of its monitored nodes, generating provable evidence of their behaviour and assigning
punishments or rewards accordingly. Such operations are defined by the five protocols outlined
below. Overall, R-acc uses the same protocols of FullReview, apart from a simple but significant
modification in the audit protocol.
Commitment protocol: ensures that the sender and the receiver of a message have provable
evidence that the other party has logged the exchange. Figure 17 shows the integration be-
tween the Protocol Automaton PA of the O&A protocol and the commitment protocol. As
an example, consider the node i in the start state s0. Before it sends the message gi0 to J, i
records the action in a new log entry ew. Then, i generates an authenticator αiw and sends
it to J along with the message gi0.
5 Upon the reception of the message, each node j ∈ J logs
this event in a new log entry ez, and generates the corresponding authenticator α
j
z. Finally,
each node in J sends its authenticator to i (transition from state f0 to s1, in Figure 17), to
acknowledge the reception of gi0.
Consistency protocol: ensures that each node maintains a single and consistent linear log.
We refer to Section 4.2.2 for details.
5 For further details, we refer to the discussion on accountability techniques provided in Section 4.2 of the previous
chapter.






















i.offer(g0 + αw, J)
i J.accept(g1 + αz+1 , i)
ji i j
Figure 17: The integration between the commitment protocol of R-acc with the O&A protocol shown in
Figure 16.
Audit protocol: a proactive and periodic inspection of a node’s behaviour, based on the ex-
amination of its log. In contrast with FullReview, R-acc introduces the probability of audit
parameter, which allows more control over the number of audits instead of auditing at every
audit period. Figure 18 shows the PA of the audit protocol between a monitored node rm
and one of its witnesses rw. Upon receiving the audit request ga0, the witness may either (i)
terminate the protocol in state f7 without performing the audit, or (ii) demand (message ga1)
and obtains (ga2) from rm all log entries since rm’s last audit. Following the second case, rw
can then verify if rm’s log conforms to the correct Protocol Automaton making up the func-
tional specification of the cooperative system (transition “audit" in Figure 18). The witness
sends the audit result back to the monitored node (message ga3). Finally, once verified the
correctness of its audit as described in Section 4.2.2, rm terminates the protocol. If instead
the witness does not receive the requested log from rm (state f8 in Figure 18), it will address











































Figure 18: The Protocol Automaton of the R-acc audit protocol. For ease of reading, we do not represent
in the figure the required execution of the commitment protocol on each message exchange of
the audit protocol.
audit protocol, if a message loss occurs during the delivery of a log file, and in the absence of
retransmission functions (e.g., all data is sent using UDP6), the witness might falsely accuse
a cooperative node based on the audit of a corrupted log segment [174]. The challenge/re-
sponse protocols account for this issue. False negative detections, on the other hand, may
occur because of deviations from the audit protocol. For instance, a selfish witness may re-
6 Though using TCP is the natural choice for implementing a distributed accountability system, there are some reasons
why a developer might use UDP. For example, because a certain level of error tolerance can result in a big performance
gain, or due to legacy constraints.
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turn a negative audit result without actually checking the log, to save computation resources.
The FullReview protocols [53], on which R-acc is based, make this deviation detectable.
Challenge/response protocols: deal with nodes that do not respond to messages as provided
in PA (e.g., an offer message in the O&A protocol) or in R-acc (e.g., log requests, reception
acknowledgements), allowing certain tolerance for correct nodes that are slow or suffering
from network problems (e.g., message losses). Specifically, if a node i has been waiting too
long for a given message from another node j, i indicates the suspect state for j, and creates
one of the challenges described in Section 4.2.2 to allow j to prove it is correct and get trusted
again. Nodes in R-acc communicate only with non-suspected nodes.
Evidence transfer protocol: ensures that faulty nodes are eventually exposed by all correct
nodes in the system (see Section 4.2.2).
As a final remark, the commitment protocol is the only R-acc protocol that modifies the func-
tional specification of the system. The remaining protocols run in separate threads, scheduled
to execute periodically.
5.3.2.2 Reputation Mechanism
RACOON uses a reputation system (R-rep) to assist nodes in choosing a cooperative partner
to transact with. To provide this function, R-rep needs to collect information on the behaviour
of each node and aggregate this information to produce a reputation value for it. The R-acc
accountability system described in the previous section offers a practical and reliable solution
to carry out the information gathering task. Once the reputation of a node has been computed,
it can be used by the reputation mechanism to take action against selfish nodes while rewarding
the cooperative ones. Like in other studies (e.g., [72, 104]), we use reputation in combination
with an eviction condition, such that if the reputation of a node goes below a given threshold,
then no other node will accept to interact with it. This creates a credible deterrent to selfish
nodes, as being ignored would prevent them from receiving any service or resource from other
nodes.
Notation. In the remainder of this thesis, we say that a node is “evicted” from the system if it cannot
interact with any other node in the system.
I N F O R M AT I O N G AT H E R I N G A N D F E E D B A C K . The functionalities of the R-rep reputation
mechanism are distributed and decentralised, to better fit with the characteristics of cooperative
systems. In particular, using the terminology defined in Section 4.1.1, every node of the system
plays interchangeably the role of the trustor, trustee and recommender. The witness node in
R-acc plays also the role of recommender in R-rep, as it can form an opinion of a monitored
node (the trustee) based on the audit result. This solution keeps the computational overhead of
the CEM under control, as it does not require to perform the same type of operation twice (that
is, the evaluation of a certain behaviour). Furthermore, basing feedback on provable evidence
offers an effective defence against false feedback (e.g., bad mouthing, false praising).
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Apart from gathering information and provide feedback, the R-rep and R-acc cooperation en-
forcement mechanisms share also other features, to reduce design complexity and reuse avail-
able knowledge. First, R-rep identifies nodes using the same unique and permanent identity
assigned by R-acc. A strong identity system prevents many attacks against the registration pol-
icy of a reputation system, such as a Sybil attack or whitewashing [121]. Second, R-rep relies
on R-acc for storing the reputation data in a reliable manner. More precisely, nodes store their
reputation locally. To prevent manipulations, only witnesses — in their role of recommender —
can update the reputation value. Also, the update must be recorded in the R-acc secure log, so
that any tampering can be detected.
R E P U TAT I O N E S T I M AT I O N A N D R E P R E S E N TAT I O N . In R-rep, the reputation ρi of a
node i is an integer value between 0 (i.e., the eviction threshold) and ρmax. The upper limit
ρmax is a parameter of the reputation mechanism.
Every time a witness of the node i in R-acc performs an audit on i’s log, the reputation ρi is
updated depending on the audit result. In the case of a positive audit (i.e., the witness detected
at least one deviation of i from the correct behaviour), the reputation is decreased; otherwise,
the node i is rewarded with an increase of its reputation value. The decrease and increase of rep-
utations are calculated by the punishment function and reward function, defined in Definition 5.9
and Definition 5.10, respectively.
Definition 5.9 (Punishment function). The punishment function fP :N→N is:
fP(ρi) = d(ρmax − ρi) · dpe , with:
• ρmax ∈N: the upper limit of the reputation values in R-rep,
• ρi ∈ {0, ρmax}: the reputation of a node i, and
• dp ∈ R+0 : the degree of punishment that controls the intensity of the reputation decrease.
The punishment function returns an integer that is proportional to the distance of the reputa-
tion from the maximum reputation that (cooperative) nodes can achieve in R-rep. The rationale
for this choice is to punish with greater severity nodes that already have a bad reputation, in
order to inhibit recidivism. The rapidity of the reputation decrease can also be modulated by
the degree of punishment parameter, such that the greater dp, the greater the decrease.
Definition 5.10 (Reward function). The reward function fR :N→N is defined as:
fR(ρi) = bρi · drc , with:
• ρi ∈ {0, ρmax}: the reputation value of a node i, and
• dr ∈ R+0 : the degree of reward that controls the intensity of the reputation increase.
In the case of a negative audit, the reward function fR allows calculating the reward to assign
to the cooperative node in terms of a reputation increase. In the formula, the amount of increase
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is proportional to the reputation value of the node, in such a way as to reward more the nodes
that have been more cooperative in the past. Also, the magnitude of the reward can be further
tuned using the degree of reward parameter.
The reputation update mechanism of R-rep can be thus formalised as follows.
Definition 5.11 (Reputation update mechanism). Let ρoldi be the reputation of a node i






i ), 0}, in the case of a positive audit of node i
min {ρoldi + fR(ρ
old
i ), ρmax}, in the case of a negative audit of node i
, with:
• fP: the punishment function (Definition 5.9), and
• fR: the reward function (Definition 5.10).
Example 5.3.1. Let the reputation be in the range {0, 20} and the degree of reward be 0.2. Also,
let the current reputation of a cooperative node i be 5. Then, after being audited, the reputa-
tion update mechanism will assign iwith the reputation ρi = min{5+ b0.2 · 5c, 20} = 6.
Example 5.3.2. Let the reputation be in the range {0, 10} and the degree of punishment be 2.
Assuming the current reputation of node i be 6, then its new reputation after a positive audit
will be: ρi = max{6− (d2 · (10− 6)e), 0} = 0.
The set up of the R-rep parameters can yield different results, with varying effects on the
nodes’ behaviour. In Section 5.4, we will show how the tuning phase of RACOON can support
the automatic configuration of these parameters to induce the desired behaviour.
5.3.3 Selfishness injection
In the previous step of the design phase, RACOON extended the functional specification of the
system with accountability and reputation mechanisms to sustain the selfishness-resilience of
the system. Then, in the selfishness injection step, the framework creates the basis for evaluat-
ing their effectiveness. Concretely, RACOON provides automatic support to identify represen-
tative types of deviations from the cooperative behaviour of the system, as well as to model
their execution into its functional specification (i.e., the Protocol Automaton).
In our survey of research work on selfishness in cooperative systems, presented in Chapter 2,
we found that the most common motivation for a node to behave selfishly is to save bandwidth,
and that defection and free-riding are the primary types of deviation to achieve this objective.7
On the basis of these findings, we designed the selfishness injection step of RACOON with a
special focus on selfish deviations that aim to cut down the bandwidth consumed for coopera-
7 For ease of reference, we recall that a defection is an intentional omission in the execution of a system protocol, whereas
a free-ride is a reduction of the amount of resources contributed by a node without stopping the protocol execution.
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tion. The investigation of other types of selfishness (e.g., computational or information-related)
will be the subject and main contribution of the last part of this dissertation.
The bandwidth consumed in a communication protocol mainly depends on the number and
size of the messages that are exchanged between nodes. Based on this observation, RACOON
automatically generates three types of communication-related deviations: (i) timeout deviation:
the node does not perform the prescribed method within the time limit; (ii) subset deviation: the
node sends only a subset of the correct message content; and (iii) multicast deviation: the node
sends a message only to a subset of the legitimate recipients. Note that timeout deviations can
be classified as a defection, whereas subset and multicast as free-riding deviations.
Remark. In the present version of the RACOON framework, the selfishness injection algorithm can
create only subset and multicast deviations with the largest departure from the correct behaviour. In
practice, message contents are shrunk down to a single data unit by subset deviations, whereas multi-
cast deviations reduce the number of receivers of a message to one. Such a “worst-case” approach can
be useful to assess the effectiveness of the cooperation enforcement mechanisms, thereby providing a
conservative test of the selfishness-resilience of the system under design. Also, it makes the specifica-
tion model simpler, avoiding to introduce additional parameters (i.e., the intensity of each deviation).
On the other hand, focusing only on the most severe deviations can be too rigid and restrictive. We
will come back to this issue in the next chapter.
RACOON generates the three deviations listed above relying on the Communication Selfishness
Injection (CSI) algorithm shown in Alg. 1. The algorithm takes a Protocol Automaton as input
and extends it with new elements (states, transitions, roles, etc.) representing deviations. For
instance, Figure 16 shows the result of the application of the CSI algorithm to the Protocol
Automaton PA of the O&A case study. The figure shows that, in the correct execution of PA,
the role i sends a message (gi0) to J; however, if i is played by a selfish node, it may also (from
top to bottom in the figure): timeout the protocol, send a message with a smaller payload (gi
′
0 ),
or send the message to a subset of recipients (J ′′). Notice that the accept transitions have no




















Figure 19: The Protocol Automaton of the O&A protocol, extended with selfish deviations.
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Hereafter, we describe the pseudo-code of the CSI algorithm in more detail. For rapid identi-
fication, the parts of the pseudo-code in Alg. 1 that are specific to the same type of deviation are
highlighted in the same colour. Furthermore, for brevity, in the pseudo-code we use the nota-
tion get(elementId) to refer to the element of PA to which the elementId identifier is associated.
We assume the get notation as recursive; for example, the statement get(t.state1Id.roleId) refers
to the active role of the source state of the transition t.
A deviation point is a transition of the Protocol Automaton in which a deviation can take
place. To determine if a transition is a deviation point, the CSI algorithm first checks whether
the active role can be played by a selfish node (line 4 in Alg. 1). If so, the algorithm verifies if
the transition is a timeout (line 6), subset (line 10), or multicast (line 14) deviation point, and
invokes the generative procedures accordingly. Each procedure is discussed separately below.
Timeout Deviations. For each transition t ∈ T that is not triggered by a legit timeout method,
the CSI algorithm generates a timeout deviation by calling the procedure InjectTimeoutDev
(line 7 in Alg. 1). The procedure creates a new final state s ′ along with an empty transition
connecting the source state of t with s ′.
Subset Deviations. For each transition t ∈ T triggered by a communication method, the
CSI algorithm checks whether its conveyed message content c is a collection of data-units
(line 10). If so, line 11 calls the procedure InjectSubsetDev, which creates new elements to
represent the deviation. In particular, the procedure creates the new content c ′ (line 21),
which has the same data type and size as c, but has only a single data-unit. The generation
of a new content might also require the creation of new constraints. In fact, since c ′ replaces
the correct content in the communication protocol execution, it must be subject to the same
constraints as c. This operation is addressed by the UpdateConstraints procedure (invoked in
line 22 in Alg. 1), which duplicates any constraint k ∈ K related to c and replaces the correct
content’s identifier with that of c ′. The InjectSubsetDev procedure terminates by connecting
the new state generated in line 25 to the rest of the PA. This is done by copying the outgoing
transitions of the target state s of t (lines 28-20). As a concrete example, this task creates the
transition between states s4 and s2 in Figure 19, based on the transition connecting s1 to s2.
Multicast Deviations. For each transition t ∈ T triggered by a communication method, the
CSI algorithm checks whether the recipient of the message sent during t has a cardinality
greater than 1 (line 13 in Alg. 1). If so, line 15 calls the procedure InjectMulticastDev to create
the new role r ′ (line 31) with cardinality equal to 1. Then, the procedure proceeds following
the same pattern as seen before: creating and adding the new elements in PA (lines 32-37),
and adding the outgoing transitions of the new state created (line 38).
The Extended Specification of the cooperative system resulting from the execution of the CSI
algorithm is the output of the selfishness injection step.
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Alg. 1: The Communication Selfishness Injection (CSI) algorithm.
Input: A Protocol Automaton PA := 〈R,S, T ,M,G,C,K〉.
Output: PA.
Algorithm CSI(PA)
1 origT := T // transitions originally included in PA
2 foreach t ∈ origT do
3 activeRole := get(t.state1Id.roleId)
4 if activeRole.isSelfish = true then
5 method := get(t.methodId)
6 ifmethod.mId 6= “timeout” then
7 InjectTimeoutDev(t)
8 if get(method.messageId) 6= null then
9 c := get(method.messageId.contentId) // sent content
10 if c.cLength > 1 then
11 InjectSubsetDev(t, s, c)
12 s := get(t.state2Id) // target state
13 r := get(s.roleId) // recipient role
14 if r.cardinality > 1 then
15 InjectMulticastDev(t, s, r)
Procedure InjectTimeoutDev(t)
16 s ′ := 〈new_sId, null, final〉
17 m ′ := 〈“timeout”, null〉
18 sourceState := get(t.state1Id)
19 t ′ := 〈new_tId, sourceState.sId, s’.sId, m’.mId〉
20 add s ′,m ′, and t ′ to PA
Procedure InjectSubsetDev(t, s, c)
21 c ′ := 〈new_cId, c.cType, c.cSize, 1〉
22 UpdateConstraints(c’.cId)
23 g ′ := 〈new_gId, c’.cId〉
24 m ′ := 〈new_mId, g’.gId〉
25 s ′ := 〈new_sId, s.roleId, s.sType〉
26 t ′ := 〈new_tId, t.state1Id, s’.sId, m’.mId〉
27 add s ′, c ′, g ′,m ′, and t ′ to PA
28 foreach ot ∈ T | ot.state1Id = s.sId do
29 ot ′ := 〈new_otId , s’ , ot.state2Id , ot.methodId〉;
30 add ot’ to PA;
Procedure InjectMulticastDev(t, s, r)
31 r ′ := 〈new_rId, 1, r.isSelfish〉
32 s ′ := 〈new_sId, r’.rId, s.sType〉
33 correctMessage := get(t.methodId.messageId)
34 g ′ := 〈new_gId, correctMessage.contentId〉
35 m ′ := 〈new_mId, g’〉
36 t ′ := 〈new_tId, t.state1Id, s’.sId, m’.mId〉
37 add r ′, s ′, g ′,m ′, and t ′ to PA
38 add out-transitions of s ′ . as in lines 28-30
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The worst case running time of the CSI algorithm is O(|T | ·max{|K|, |S|}), where |T | is the
number of transitions in the PA, |K| the number of constraints, and |S| the number of states. This
bound follows from the fact that, for each transition of the Protocol Automaton, the algorithm
calls three methods having the following orders of complexity:
• InjectTimeoutDev is O(1), because it involves operations having constant-time perfor-
mance, such as the creation of new PA elements as well as the retrieval (function get) and
storage (function add) of elements from the PA.8
• InjectSubsetDev includes two non-constant time activities: (i) the UpdateConstraints
function (line 22 in Alg. 1), which is linear to the size of the constraints set K, and (ii) the
copy of out-transitions of a state in lines 28-30, which is linear to the number of states in
S.9 Thus, the overall complexity of InjectSubsetDev is linear to the cardinality of the
larger set between K and S, i.e., O(max{|K|, |S|}).
• InjectMulticastDev is O(|S|), due to the complexity of copying the out-transitions of a
state (line 38), already discussed in the previous bullet.
The complexity of InjectSubsetDev dominates that of the other functions executed in the
main loop of the CSI algorithm, which explains the total complexity of CSI presented above.
5.3.4 Rationality injection
Rationality is an inherent quality of selfish nodes, which determines their decision-making in
choosing and performing the behaviour that they expect to be the most profitable to adopt. We
recall from Chapter 2 that a behaviour can be considered more or less profitable than another
based on the utility that it yields to the node (Definition 2.3), and, therefore, based on the ben-
efits and costs of performing that behaviour when participating in the system (Definition 2.2).
Thus, in a nutshell, a selfish node relies on its rationality to decide whether to stick to the pro-
tocol specification or to deviate from it, depending on which option maximises its utility.
A Rationality Model is a mathematical or logical (rule-based) description of the decision-making
process of selfish nodes. The Extended Specification created in the previous step of the RACOON
methodology cannot serve for this purpose, because it is limited to describing possible be-
haviours of selfish nodes without giving any indication of the likelihood of a particular be-
haviour. In RACOON, the rationality model is built on Game Theory (GT) [130], which appears
as the natural candidate for the formal representation of the rationality of selfish individuals.10
Particularly, we rely on the most mature and well-developed branch of GT, i.e., classical GT.
RACOON provides an automatic tool to describe the Extended Specification within the mathe-
matical framework of GT, thereby translating a Protocol Automaton PA into a game, referred
to as the Protocol Game PG.
8 The get and add operations are implemented using hash tables, and, specifically, the Java class HashMap (JDK 8),
which enables O(1) lookups in the average case and O(logn) in the worst case.
9 Given a transition t and a target state s, the maximum number of out-transitions of s is |S|−2, i.e., all states in |S| but
s and the source state of t.
10 We refer to Section 3.2 for notation, terminology and background material.
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The Protocol Game is the final output of the design phase, i.e., the Behavioural Model, which
provides the necessary structure for predicting the dynamics of selfish nodes during the tuning
phase of the RACOON framework. Hereafter, we describe the Protocol Game as well as the
process to generate it in more detail.
G A M E T Y P E . From the classification of game types in classical GT (see Section 3.2.2), we
consider non-cooperative sequential games as the most suitable type for describing the Protocol
Game. The reason to choose non-cooperative GT is twofold: first, it studies rational utility-
maximisers that act individually, like the selfish nodes participating in cooperative systems;11
second, it aims to make predictions about the strategic behaviour of rational individuals, which
is one of the objectives of the RACOON framework. At the same time, the reason to choose
sequential games to describe a Protocol Game is that they allow modelling interactions in which
the participants act in turns, like the nodes participating in a communication protocol.
G A M E D E S C R I P T I O N . A non-cooperative sequential game is usually represented as a rooted
tree, also called extensive form representation. In the following, we provide a formal definition
of game tree and extensive form game.
Definition 5.12 (Game tree). A game tree T is a quadruple
〈
N, n0 ,L, pred
〉
, with:
• N: finite, non-empty set of nodes (Definition 5.15),
• n0 : a unique root node ∈ N,
• L: finite, non-empty set of terminal nodes (leaves), such that L ⊂ N. Also, letD = N \L.
D is called the set of decision nodes, and
• pred : N→ D∪ { null }: the immediate predecessor of a node n ∈N.
Definition 5.13 (Extensive form game). A finite extensive form game consists of:
• T = 〈N , n0 ,L ,pred〉: a game tree,
• P: finite, non-empty set of players (Definition 5.14),
• A: finite set of actions (Definition 5.16),
• H: finite set of information sets (Definition 5.18),
• A set of functions that describe for each n ∈ D,
– moves : N→ A: finite set of possible actions at n ,
– player : N→ P: the player who moves at n ,
– succ : N,A→ N: the successor node of n from action a, and
– info : N→ H: the information set that contains n .
• up(l )→ R: the utility assigned to player p as a function of the leaf l ∈ L.
11 This is because in Section 5.3.2 we made the assumption that nodes do not collude, similarly to FullReview and many
other cooperation enforcement mechanisms.
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G A M E M A P P I N G . A Protocol Automaton PA = 〈R,S, T ,M,G,C,K〉 is translated into ele-
ments of a Protocol Game PG, which is modelled as an extensive form game. Each player of
PG is assigned to exactly one role ∈ R, and it is defined as follows.
Definition 5.14 (Player). A player p ∈ P is a couple 〈pId, roleId〉, with:
• pId: the alphanumeric identifier of the player, and
• roleId: identifies the role of the Protocol Automaton PA that corresponds to p.
The game tree T of the Protocol Game comprises a set of nodes N, with each node represent-
ing a state in the Protocol Automaton. Particularly, each leaf node ∈ L translates to a final state
in the PA, and represents a possible outcome of the stage game. The edges of the game tree cor-
respond to the transitions of the PA, whose methods are translated into actions of the Protocol
Game. In the following, we provide the definition of nodes and actions.
Definition 5.15 (Node). A node n ∈ N is a tuple 〈nId, stateId,predId, infosetId〉, with:
• nId: the alphanumeric identifier of the node,
• stateId: identifies the state of the Protocol Automaton PA that corresponds to n ,
• predId: indicates the predecessor decision node ∈ D, and
• infosetId: specifies the information set that contains n .
Definition 5.16 (Action). An action a ∈ A is a tuple
〈aId,methodId,playerId, sourceNodeId, targetNodeId〉, with:
• aId: the alphanumeric identifier of the action,
• methodId: refers the method of the Protocol Automaton PA that corresponds to a,
• playerId: indicates the player ∈ P that performs the action,
• sourceNodeId: specifies the node ∈ D where the action can be triggered, and
• targetNodeId: specifies the node ∈ N where the action leads to.
A play y is a path of the game tree, i.e., a sequence of actions, elements of A, from the root to a
leaf. It describes a particular interaction between players. The strategy of a player is the ordered
sequence of actions that she takes in a certain play. The strategy set (or strategy space) Σ is
the set of possible strategies available to a player. A strategy profile is the vector that specifies a
strategy for every player.
Definition 5.17 (Strategy). The strategy σi,j ∈ Σi of a player pi ∈ P for a given play yj is
the ordered sequence of actions {a ∈ A | a ∈ yj , a.playerId = pi.pId}.
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The Protocol Game is a game with complete information [130], because all the factors of the
game mechanisms (e.g., players, order of moves, possible strategies) are specified in the PA,
and, therefore, are common knowledge to the players. Furthermore, the PG is a game with
imperfect information, because players, when making a decision, are not informed of all the
events that have previously occurred.12 Thus, when a player performs an action, she does not
know exactly in which decision node of T she currently is, because she cannot determine if the
previous player’s action was a deviation or the correct method. Such condition of uncertainty
is defined by an information set [130], which is the set of alternative decision nodes that might
be played by a given player at a certain turn and among which the player cannot distinguish.
In the PG, the definition of an information set consists only of its identifier, since the association
with the nodes is made in their definition (element infosetId).
Definition 5.18 (Information set). An information set h ∈ H is a singleton 〈hId〉, where hId
is the alphanumeric identifier of the information set.
The RACOON framework translates any Protocol Automaton PA into the elements defining
a Protocol Game PG using the algorithm PAtoPG shown in Alg. 2. For clarity, we highlighted
with different colours the parts of the pseudo-code that generate players (blue), nodes (green),
and actions (red). Also, note that we used the same get notation introduced in the previous
section to describe Alg. 1. Hereafter, we comment on some parts of the PAtoPG algorithm.
The first part of Alg. 2 populates the players set P (lines 2-4) and translates the initial state
of the PA into the root of the game tree (lines 6-7). The other nodes, along with actions and
information sets, are generated by the TraversePA procedure, during a recursive traversal of
the states of the Protocol Automaton. Each traversal iteration starts with the creation of a new
information set h (line 10), which will be assigned to the decision nodes created during the
iteration (line 18). Then, for each outgoing transition t of the visited state s, the TraversePA
procedure (i) creates a new node n to map the target state tState of the transition t, and (ii)
creates a new action a to map themethod in the PA that triggers t (lines 22-23). In particular, if
tState is a final state, then n is also added to the set of leavesL (lines 15-16); otherwise, after the
creation of n (lines 18-19), the procedure invokes the recursive call on the target state (line 20).
Finally, the algorithm PAtoPG terminates in line 9 with the calculation of the utilities. This task
is supported by the CalculateUtilities procedure, which assigns a utility to each player for each
outcome of the game. We discuss this task later in this section.
Table 17 reports the values of the players, nodes, actions, and information sets that trans-
late the extended Protocol Automaton of the O&A protocol shown in Figure 19. A graphical
representation of these values is provided by the diagram in Figure 20.
In Definition 5.13, we listed four functions that are needed to define an extensive form game,
namely, moves , play , succ, info. Alg. 3 shows how these functions can be implemented in RACOON
using the elements of the Protocol Game created by the PAtoPG algorithm.
12 This knowledge can be gained only after an audit.
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Alg. 2: Algorithm for the translation of a Protocol Automaton PA into a Protocol Game.
Highlighted in blue are the instructions to generate players, in green to generate nodes, and
in red to generate actions.
Input: A Protocol Automaton PA := 〈R,S, T ,M,G,C,K〉.
Output: A Game Tree T, the players P, the actions A, the information sets H, and the utilities.
Algorithm PAtoPG(PA)
1 create empty sets P,N,L,H,A
/* create the players */
2 foreach role ∈ R do
3 p := 〈new_pId, role.rId〉
4 add p to P
/* create the root of the game tree */
5 s := the initial state of PA
6 n0 := 〈“n0”, s.sId, null, null〉
7 add n0 to N
/* traverse the Protocol Automaton */
8 TraversePA(s,n0)
/* calculate the utility values */
9 CalculateUtilities()
Procedure TraversePA(s,pred)
10 h := 〈new_hId〉
11 p := GetPlayer(s.roleId) // return p such that p.roleId = s.roleId
12 foreach t ∈ T | t.state1Id = s.sId do
13 tState := get(t.state2Id)
14 if tState.sType = final then
15 n := 〈 new_nId, tState.sId, pred.nId, null 〉 // leaf node
16 add n to N,L
17 else
/* all decision nodes that can be reached from s belong to the same
information set h */
18 n := 〈 new_nId, tState.sId, pred.nId, h 〉 // decision node
19 add n to N
20 TraversePA(tState, n)
21 method := get(t.methodId)
22 a := 〈 new_aId, method.mId, p.pId, n.predId, n.nId 〉
23 add a to A
24 add h to H
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Element Value
Players P = {〈p0, i〉, 〈p1, J〉}
Nodes N = {〈n0, s0,null,null〉, 〈n1, s1, n0, h1〉, 〈n2, s4, n0, h1〉, 〈n3, s5, n0, h1〉,
〈n4, s2, n1,null〉, 〈n5, s2, n2,null〉, 〈n6, s2, n3,null〉, 〈n7, s3, n0,null〉}
Actions A = {〈a0,offer, p0, n0, n1〉, 〈a1,offer ′, p0, n0, n2〉, 〈a2,offer ′′, p0, n0, n3〉,
〈a3, timeout, p0, n0, n7〉, 〈a4,accept, p1, n1, n4〉, 〈a5,accept, p1, n2, n5〉,
〈a6,accept, p1, n3, n6〉}
Information sets H = {〈h1〉}

















n4 n5 n6 n7
p1p1
y0 : {σ0,0 , σ1,0} y1 : {σ0,1 , σ1,1} y2 : {σ0,2 , σ1,2} y3 : {σ0,3 , σ1,3}
n2
Figure 20: A visual representation of the Protocol Game described in Table 17. The label besides each
decision node indicates the player that takes action at that node. The label on each edge denotes
an action along with its corresponding method in the PA. Nodes in the same information set
are connected by a dashed line. The labels below each leaf denote the strategies of that play.
Algorithm 3: Implementation of the moves , play , succ, info functions of an extensive form game.
Input: A Game Tree T =
〈
N, n0 ,L, pred
〉
, the set of players P, and the set of actions A.
Function moves(n ∈N)
1 create the empty set actionsResult
2 foreach a ∈A | a.targetNodeId = n .nId do
3 add a to actionsResult
return actionsResult
Function play(n ∈N)
4 foreach a ∈A do
5 if a.sourceNodeId = n .nId then
6 return get(a.playerId)
Function succ(n ∈N, a ∈A)
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The complexity of the PAtoPG algorithm is determined by three operations:
• Generation of players, which is linear to the number of roles in R ∈ PA.
• Generation of the game tree, performed by the recursive method TraversePA. The method
traverses each state of each path of the Protocol Automaton; the traversal has linear com-
plexity O(|S|+ |T |), where |S| and |T | are the cardinalities of the states and transitions sets
in the PA.13 At each state visit, TraversePA executes only constant-time operations (e.g.,
generation of new elements, retrieval and storage of information from the PA). Hence,
the generation of the game tree has complexity O(|S|+ |T |).
• Calculation of the utilities associated with each outcome of the game tree, which, in the
worst case, it requires exploring every node in N and every edge (i.e., every action in A).
The time complexity of this activity can be expressed as O(|N|+ |A|) [46].
Based on the above observations, we can conclude that the overall complexity of the PAtoPG
algorithm is O(|R|+ |S|+ |T |+ |N|+ |A|).
U T I L I T Y F U N C T I O N . The utility function of a player assigns a value — called utility, or
payoff — to each outcome of a game [130]. In RACOON, the utility obtained by a player from
playing the Protocol Game has two terms: the cost of sharing resources and the incentives
(benefits or additional costs) provided by the cooperation enforcement mechanisms.14 Since
our focus is on selfish deviations that aim at saving bandwidth consumption, we calculate the
cost ki incurred by the player pi as the bandwidth necessary to implement a certain player’s
strategy. Furthermore, we calculate the incentives as a function fI of the selected strategy σi,j
and of the expected reputation that the player would get after her accountability audit in the
immediate future.
Definition 5.19 (Utility function). The utility function u : Σi → Z for player pi when
implementing the strategy σi,j is calculated as follows:
u(σi,j) = −k(σi,j) + fI , with:
• k ∈N: the communication costs incurred by the player, and
• fI :N,N→ Z: the incentive function (Definition 5.21).
The intuition behind the incentive function is based on two considerations. First, the underly-
ing assumption of any incentive mechanism is that the threat of future punishments (resp. the
promise of future rewards) has an impact on the decision-making of selfish nodes, and thus on
the utility they expect to derive from the execution of a certain strategy. In RACOON, the ratio-
nality model encourages the players to deviate from the protocol as much as possible (to save
resources), as long as this can be accomplished without being evicted by the CEM. Second, the
CEM links the probability of eviction to the reputation of the node. Therefore, if the reputation
13 The Protocol Automaton can be seen as a Directed Acyclic Graph, where each state corresponds to a node and each
transition to an edge. Finding the total number of paths in a DAG can be done in O(|nodes|+ |edges|) [46].
14 We assume that all players obtain the same benefit from playing the same game.
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ρi of a player pi increases at a point in time, then pi is more likely to deviate in the future, as
she will be further from the eviction threshold than before. On the other hand, if ρi decreases,
then the player will refrain from deviating in the future because she will get closer to eviction.
From the above considerations, we define the incentive function as follows.
Notation. For ease of exposition, we refer to the “reputation of a player” p ∈ P as the reputation of
the node in the system that is playing as p.
Definition 5.20 (Expected reputation). The expected reputation ρe of a player p is the repu-
tation that the player would get after an audit and consequent execution of the reputation
update mechanism.15
Definition 5.21 (Incentive function). Let ρi be the current reputation of a player pi play-
ing the strategy σi,j, and let ρei be the expected reputation of the same player. Then, the
incentive function fI :N,N→ Z is defined as:
fI(ρi, ρei ) =

IR, if ρei − ρi > 0
0, if ρei − ρi = 0
−IP, if ρei − ρi < 0
, with:
• IR ∈ [0,+∞): the benefits expected from future rewards, and
• IP ∈ [0,+∞): the costs expected from future punishments.
The incentive function fI quantifies the expected variations of a reputation value in terms of
costs or benefits. When a player gets a reward in the form of a reputation increase, then the
function fI assumes a positive value: since she is farther from the eviction threshold, she can
afford to perform more deviations in the future. This corresponds to the utility increment IR.
On the contrary, when a player pi gets a punishment in the form of a reputation decrease, then
the incentive function assumes a negative value. This value can be computed as follows. If the
expected reputation value ρei goes below the eviction threshold, then pi is evicted. This negative
event by itself corresponds to a cost, called eviction cost, conventionally set at a very high
nominal value. If instead, the expected reputation value ρei stays above the eviction threshold,
then the player, wishing to return to the previous reputation level, must behave correctly in the
future and give up to potential benefits from deviations.
S U M M A R Y E X A M P L E . Let us consider the following setting of the O&A protocol case study
(see Figure 14). The role i has to send an offer message gi0 to role J, with J having cardinality
5. The offer message conveys a content c0, containing the identifiers of the files that i wants
15 See Definition 5.11.
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Outcome Player Strategy J.cardinality c0.cSize c0.cLength Communication Cost
o0
p0 σ0,0 5 4 10 200
p1 σ1,0 1 4 10 40
p0 σ0,1 5 4 1 20o1
p1 σ1,1 1 4 1 4
o2
p0 σ0,2 1 4 10 40
p1 σ1,2 1 4 10 40
p0 σ0,3 0 0 0 0o3
p1 σ1,3 0 0 0 0
Table 18: Illustrative example of the computation of the communication costs incurred by the players of
the Protocol Game shown in Figure 20.
to offer to J. Let the identifiers be encoded as integers, each of size 4 byte, and the number of
identifiers sent via c0 be 10. Finally, let J accept all the identifiers offered by i. Given this setting,
and given the Protocol Game PGmodelling the O&A protocol (see Figure 20), in the following,
we calculate the utilities of the nodes participating in the protocol.
First, we calculate the communication costs. Consider for instance the communication cost
of the correct strategy σ0,0, played by the player p0 who maps the role i in the O&A protocol.
The cost is as follows:
k(σ0,0) = J.cardinality× (c0.cSize× c0.cLength) = 200 .
Table 18 summarises the communication costs of all strategies for each player. As another
example, consider the strategy σ1,1, played by the player p1 that maps the role J in PG. In
this case, the player received a single file identifier because the other player has performed a
subset deviation. Thus, the communication cost of p1 is:
k(σ1,1) = 1× (4× 1) = 4 .
Second, to calculate the (positive or negative) incentives provided by the cooperation enforce-
ment mechanisms of RACOON, let the reputation mechanism R-rep be configured as in the Ex-
ample 5.3.2 in Section 5.3.2: the maximum reputation be 10 and the degree of punishment be
2. Also, let the degree of reward be 0, like in FullReview [53].16 If the current reputation of
player p0 and player p1 is 6, then the incentive values contributed by the incentive function are
as reported in Table 19.
Finally, we can calculate the utility derived by each player for each strategy defined in the
PG by replacing the communication costs and incentive values calculated above into the util-
ity function presented in Definition 5.19. The results are displayed in Figure 21: the pairs of
numbers (one for each player) below each leaf are the utility values.
16 The only incentive included in FullReview is the threat of eviction from the system.
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Outcome Player Strategy Audit result Expected reputation Incentive value
o0
p0 σ0,0 Negative 6 0
p1 σ1,0 Negative 6 0
p0 σ0,1 Positive 0 -10000 ao1
p1 σ1,1 Negative 6 0
o2
p0 σ0,2 Positive 0 -10000 a
p1 σ1,2 Negative 6 0
p0 σ0,3 Positive 0 -10000 ao3
p1 σ1,3 Negative 6 0
a The nominal cost assigned to an eviction.
Table 19: Illustrative example of the calculation of the incentive values assigned to the players of the Pro-

















-200,-40 -10020,-4 -10040,-40 -10000,0
Figure 21: Illustrative example of the utility values that each player would obtain from playing a certain
strategy in the Protocol Game described in Table 17.
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The tuning phase of RACOON aims at configuring the accountability and reputation mecha-
nisms according to a list of design objectives input by the Designer. Tuning involves an iterative
two-step refinement process, which alternates evaluation with the tuning of the configuration
parameters. The evaluation involves Game Theory (GT) analysis and simulations to study the
system dynamics in a given configuration setting. Then, an exploration algorithm uses the
evaluation results to optimise the parameters of the CEM. The tuning process ends after a set
number of iterations, or when a configuration that satisfies the Designer’s objectives is found.
5.4.1 Input of the Tuning phase
RACOON allows defining selfish-resilience and performance objectives for the cooperative sys-
tems designed within its framework. Each of these design objectives specifies a predicate over
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a system metric, which can be evaluated by the RACOON evaluation tool. Examples of predi-
cates are “at most” and “at least”. Hereafter, we present the objectives natively supported by
RACOON:
• Deviation rate: the frequency of the deviations performed by selfish nodes.
• Cooperation level: the fraction of cooperative nodes in the system.
• Audit precision: the number of correct positive audits divided by the total number of posi-
tive audits.
• Wrongful eviction rate: the fraction of correct nodes wrongly evicted by the CEM, due to
false-positive audit results.
• CEM message overhead: the costs of the accountability and reputation mechanisms in terms
of extra messages.
• CEM bandwidth overhead: the costs of the accountability and reputation mechanisms in
terms of bandwidth consumed.
We selected these metrics based on two factors: the metrics should be application-independent,
so as to be meaningful for any cooperative system designed using RACOON; the metrics should
be commonly used in related work on incentive mechanisms (e.g., [28, 53, 72, 100, 111, 124]). Ex-
amples of design objectives are “cooperation level at least 0.8" and “CEM message overhead at
most 0.6".17
The Designer can also specify custom application-specific requirements, e.g., on through-
put [100, 165], jitter [72, 111], anonymity [27], or download time [89, 116, 135]. For each custom
objective added to the list of design objectives, the Designer needs to implement the specific
methods to collect and evaluate the related metrics in the evaluation tool.
Definition 5.22 (Design Objective). A design objective o ∈ O is a quintuple
〈oId,predicate, value,minValue,maxValue〉, with:
• oId: the alphanumeric identifier of the design objective. The design objectives
natively supported by the framework have reserved identifiers (i.e., deviation_rate,
wrongful_eviction_rate, CEM_message_overhead, CEM_bandwidth_overhead,
audit_precision, cooperation_level),
• predicate: the predicate imposed by the design objective o over a system metric. It can
be either at_least or at_most,
• value: the threshold value ∈ R imposed by the design objective o over a system metric,
• minValue: the minimum value ∈ R that can be associated with the design objective
(default: 0.0), and
• maxValue: the maximum value ∈ R that can be associated with the design objective
(default: 1.0).
17 Despite not all the metric-predicate combinations are logical or desirable (e.g., “audit precision at most 0.0"), the evalua-
tion tool of RACOON accepts their specification for the sake of flexibility.
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In the RACOON framework, the Designer specifies the design objectives in the same XML
document she used to specify the Protocol Automaton (see Section 5.3.1). Listing 2 shows an
example of such specification.
1 <racoon name="OfferAndAccept">
2 <protocol_automaton>
3 <!-- specification of the design objectives (Section 5.3.1) -->
4 </protocol_automaton>
5 <design_objectives>
6 <objective id="cooperation_level" predicate="at_least" value="0.8" />
7 <objective id="CEM_message_overhead" predicate="at_most" value="0.6"/>
8 <custom_objective id="jitter" predicate="at_most" value="0.03" />
9 </design_objectives>
10 </racoon>
Listing 2: The XML document that specifies the Design Objectives and the Protocol Automaton.
5.4.2 Configuration evaluation and exploration
Configuration evaluation and exploration are the two interleaving steps of the RACOON frame-
work that aim to find a satisfactory configuration for the cooperation enforcement mechanisms
that meets the design objectives set by the Designer. The automatic approach adopted by
RACOON is to simulate the cooperative system under design in different regions of the pa-
rameter space, using the Behavioural model resulting from the design phase to drive the be-
haviour of selfish nodes. The exploration ends after a predefined number of iterations, or when
a configuration satisfying the Designer’s objectives is found.
To simulate the behaviour of selfish nodes, we developed and integrated into the RACOON
framework an event-based simulator (R-sim) specialised for peer-to-peer overlay networks. The
simulator takes as input an implementation of the Extended Specification of the system (pro-
vided by the Designer), the Behavioural Model (i.e., the Protocol Game PG), and the design
objectives to achieve. R-sim supports a cycle-based simulation model. Specifically, at each cy-
cle, every node executes the Extended Specification in turn. Correct nodes will never deviate
from the correct execution of the system specification, while the behaviour of selfish nodes
can change from one cycle to another according to the action that maximises their utility. To
this end, the R-sim simulator performs a game-theoretic analysis of the Protocol Game PG. In
particular, at each simulation cycle, R-sim proceeds as follows:
1. It creates a new instance of the PG, which reflects the current state of the interacting nodes
(e.g., reputation values, available resources).
2. It conducts a game analysis of the PG to identify the rational strategy of each node.
3. It uses the solution of the game analysis to drive the execution of the system implementa-
tion.
The game-theoretic analysis performed at step (2) determines the possible steady states of PG,
which are the equilibrium points (see Section 3.2). RACOON uses the Sequential Equilibrium
(SE) solution [130], a refinement of the Nash Equilibrium for sequential game with imperfect
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information. To find the SE of PG, R-sim relies on Gambit,18 an open-source library of tools
for solving non-cooperative games. Specifically, Gambit implements the algorithm by Koller,
Megiddo and von Stengel [99], using linear programming. Consider for instance the Protocol
Game created in the summary example of Section 5.3.4, and shown in Figure 21. In this game,
the SE found by Gambit is the cooperative strategy profile (offer, accept), which indicates that
the best strategy of the two players is not to deviate from the correct execution of the system.
In fact, any selfish strategy played by the player p0 (e.g., omitting to send the offer message)
would worsen her utility due to the punishment imposed by the CEM. The RACOON simulator
uses this information and simulates the players’ behaviour accordingly. Thus, if at a given cycle
the equilibrium strategy of a selfish player p0 is to perform a timeout deviation, for example,
because her reputation is high enough to alleviate the severity of future punishments, then
R-sim will skip any execution of the communication protocol of that node.
A single simulation allows verifying the selfish-resilience and performance guarantees of-
fered by a given configuration of the accountability and reputation mechanisms. If the results
are not satisfactory with respect to the design objectives set by the designer, the last step of
the RACOON framework supports the automatic exploration of the configuration space of the
CEM. A configuration candidate is an assignment of the parameters for the R-acc and R-rep
mechanisms, summarised in Table 20.
R-acc accountability mechanism
Name Allowed Values Definition
ws: witness set size ws ∈N The number of witnesses associated with each node.
ape: audit period ape ∈N The time period (in seconds) between two execu-
tions of the audit protocol.
apr: audit probability apr ∈ [0, 1] The probability that a witness sends a log request
during the execution of the audit protocol.
R-rep reputation mechanism
Name Range Definition
dp: degree of punishment dp ∈ R+0 The parameter of the punishment function (see Defi-
nition 5.9) that controls the intensity of a reputation
decrease.
dr: degree of reward dr ∈ R+0 The parameter of the reward function (see Defini-
tion 5.10) that controls the intensity of a reputation
increase.
Table 20: The configuration parameters of the CEM.
The exploration is an iterative process, which generates new candidates based on the evalua-
tion of the previous ones until a configuration is found that satisfies all the Designer’s objectives.
RACOON explores the configuration space using a greedy constraint-satisfaction algorithm,
which is guided by a set of simple rules that govern the updating of the configuration candi-
date. For instance, if when simulating a given configuration the overhead is already above the
18 Gambit: http://sourceforge.net/projects/gambit/
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threshold fixed by the Designer, RACOON will not increase the number of witnesses, the proba-
bility of audit or the audit period in the next configuration to be explored as this would further
increase the overhead [53, 76]. If no feasible solution is found after a pre-defined number of it-
erations (e.g., because the objectives are contradictory or too demanding), the framework stops
the search, asking the Designer to improve the design manually or to relax the design objectives.
The tuning phase concludes the execution of the semi-automatic design and configuration
process of cooperative systems supported by the RACOON framework. The outcome of RACOON
is an automatic redesign of the system specification provided by the Designer, which integrates
general and practical mechanisms (accountability and reputation) aiming to provide resilience
against selfish nodes that try to contribute less than their fair share to the system. RACOON
also supports the automatic tuning process of such mechanisms, with the goal of achieving a
satisfactory level of selfish-resilience and performance set by the system designer. The selfish-
resilience specification, as well as the finely tuned configuration of the cooperation enforcement
mechanisms, can be used by the Designer as a reference for later development and deployment
of the cooperative system.
5.5 E VA L U AT I O N
In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of using the RACOON framework to design selfish-
resilient cooperative systems. First, we assess the design effort required by the system designer
to specify a P2P live streaming protocol, along with a set of objectives she wants to achieve. Sec-
ond, we assess the effectiveness of RACOON by comparing the quality of a configuration it finds
with a set of R-acc configurations. Third, we assess the accuracy of the simulations performed by
RACOON compared to a real implementation of this accountable live streaming system. Fur-
ther, we evaluate the performance of RACOON by measuring the average time necessary to find
satisfactory configurations in 30 different use cases. Finally, we show the degree of re-usability
of the RACOON specification and simulation code by evaluating the effort required by the De-
signer to specify and simulate an anonymous communication protocol starting from the live
streaming protocol.
5.5.1 Design and development effort
We show in this section, the effort necessary for the Designer to describe a cooperative system
using RACOON. As a use case, we consider the P2P live streaming system described below.
P2P Live Streaming. The basic design of this system consists of a source node that dissemi-
nates video chunks to a set of nodes over a network. Periodically, each node sends the chunks
it has received to a set of randomly chosen partners, and asks them for the chunks they are
missing. Each chunk is associated with a playback deadline, which, if missed, would render
a chunk unusable and the corresponding portion of the video unplayable. For the chunk
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exchange, we use the three-phase gossip-based live streaming protocol (3P) studied by Guer-







Figure 22: The sequence diagram of the chunk exchange protocol 3P, studied by Guerraoui et al. [72].
The functional specification of the protocol 3P involves two roles: the provider rp proposes
the set of chunks it has received to a set of consumers rC, which in turn request any chunks
they need. The protocol ends when rp sends to the nodes playing the role rC the requested
chunks. Figure 23 illustrates the Protocol Automaton (PA) of the protocol 3P.












Figure 23: The Protocol Automaton of the chunk exchange protocol 3P.
We recall from Section 5.3.1 that a Protocol Automaton describes the interactions among in-
dividual nodes, regardless of the cardinality of the role they are currently playing. Therefore,
the PA in Figure 23 defines the correct and separate executions of the protocol 3P between the
node playing as rp and each node playing as rC.
In our experiment, we assume that the Designer wants to meet the following objectives:
O1: A deviation rate lower than 10%;
O2: A bandwidth overhead lower than 40%;
O3: A wrongful eviction rate lower than 10%.
Overall, the XML specification of protocol and objectives contains 43 Lines of Code (LoC).19
In addition to writing this specification, the Designer has to develop a new module for the R-sim
simulator, which implements the P2P live streaming system. The implementation classes of this
module contain 500 LoC. This includes the implementation of the 3P protocol and the custom
monitors to measure live-streaming metrics (e.g., the number of chunks transmitted/received).
5.5.2 Meeting design objectives using RACOON
Given the above specification and the corresponding simulation code, RACOON explores the
space of possible configurations by running a set of simulations to find a configuration that
satisfies the objectives set by the designer. To carry out these simulations, we configured the
live streaming system using the parameters depicted in the column “Simulation” of Table 21.
19 The full specification is presented in Appendix B.
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Parameter Simulation Experiment
Network size (nodes) 1000 100
Broadcast bandwidth (Kbps) a 674 674
Partner set size (nodes) b 7 6
Play-out delay (rounds) c 6 6
Bandwidth capacity (Kbps) a 1000 1000
a Same as by Guerraoui et al. [72].
b Slightly larger than the logarithm of
the network size [96].
c Same as by Traverso et al. [166].
Table 21: Simulation and real deployment parameters.
The configuration proposed by RACOON is depicted in the last column of Table 22. We com-
pare the performance of this configuration with the five FullReview configurations depicted in
the same table. We selected these configurations by varying two parameters: the audit period
and the degree of punishment. The first four configurations correspond to four combinations
of low and high values of these parameters (referred to as L and H, respectively in the con-
figuration names). These values are the lowest and highest values tested in the experiments
of Section 4.2.3, respectively. Besides these combinations, we included the best configuration
found in Section 4.2.3 (labelled M-M in Table 22) as it already satisfies the first two requirements
set by the designer.
L-L L-H H-L H-H M-M RACOON
Audit period 5 5 30 30 15 5
Audit probability 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5
Degree of punishment 0.5 3.0 0.5 3.0 1.5 1.0
Table 22: FullReview Configurations
Figure 24 shows the simulation results of the six configurations. The RACOON configuration
is the only one that fulfils all the design objectives, which are depicted as horizontal dotted lines
in the figure. Furthermore, this configuration provides up to 33% fewer deviations, 42% fewer
wrongful evictions and 17% lower overhead than the others.
The results of this experiment show that RACOON can greatly facilitate the work of Design-
ers in making a cooperative system meet the desired design objectives. In fact, the automatic
tuning of the cooperation enforcement mechanisms performed by our framework can effec-
tively replace the manual trial-and-error calibration required by the existing approaches from
the literature (i.e., FullReview, in this experiment).
5.5.3 Simulation compared to real system deployment
To demonstrate the accuracy of RACOON simulations, we implemented a prototype of the live
streaming protocol described above. We configured the accountability and reputation mecha-
nisms using the parameters depicted in the last column of Table 22. Then, we deployed the
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Figure 24: RACOON vs FullReview Configurations.
prototype on real machines of the Grid’5000 testbed.20 Specifically, we ran 100 clients on 10
eight-core physical machines. Each machine is clocked at 2.5GHz with 32GB of RAM, and is
interconnected with the others via a Gigabit switch. We performed our experiment in this en-
vironment in order to measure the impact of selfish nodes on the video chunk loss without the
risk of fluctuating networking conditions. Otherwise, it would be always necessary to verify
whether a deteriorated stream quality comes from selfish nodes or the transient network, which
is tedious, imprecise, and time-consuming.
The column “Esperiment” of Table 21 describes our experimental settings. The only differ-
ences with the simulation settings are the lower number of nodes in the network and in the
partner set. Note also that the bandwidth of each client is still capped to 1000 Kbps in uplink.
In this experiment, we measure the chunk loss experienced by correct nodes as a function of
the fraction of selfish nodes in the system.
Figure 25 presents the results of our evaluation. This figure contains a curve showing the
impact of selfish nodes on traditional Gossip (i.e., without any accountability mechanisms) as
well as the two curves for the system designed using RACOON. The "SIM - RACOON" curve is
obtained using RACOON simulations, whereas the "G5K - RACOON" curve is obtained using
the real deployment. From this figure, we observe that without accountability mechanisms,
correct nodes experience 10% chunk loss with only 10% of nodes behaving selfishly, which
prevents them from watching the video stream. Further this figure shows that the simulated
curve and the real one, overlap up to the inclusion of 50% of selfish nodes in the system. Above
this value, the curves still exhibit a comparable shape.21 Finally, this figure shows that the
configuration found by RACOON is effective — i.e., correct nodes watch a high quality video
stream (video chunk loss lower than 3% [166]) — even when 90% of the network is composed
of selfish nodes.
20 Grid’5000: http://www.grid5000.fr
21 Notice that the maximum difference between them is 0.43% (“SIM - RACOON” = 0.5%, “G5K - RACOON” = 0.93%),
when the percentage of selfish nodes in the network is 90%.
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Figure 25: Simulation vs real deployment (logarithmic scale).
5.5.4 Execution time
To evaluate the time necessary for RACOON to find a satisfactory configuration, we performed
the following experiment. First, we defined a set of 30 different scenarios in the live streaming
application. Each scenario is a unique combination of the following elements: system objectives,
simulation settings (e.g., number of nodes, bandwidth capacity, play-out delay), percentage of
selfish nodes in the system, and message loss rate. Second, we measured the number of con-
figurations that RACOON explores in each case before finding a satisfactory solution. Finally,
we averaged these numbers over the total number of scenarios that have been considered. The
results show that for each scenario, an average of 26 configurations are explored by RACOON
before finding a satisfactory one (standard deviation 7, minimum configurations explored 8,
maximum 41). Considering that each configuration corresponds to one executed simulation
and that each simulation lasts approximately 42 seconds,22 the exploration algorithm takes on
average about 18 minutes to complete. This duration appears to be reasonable as all the activ-
ities performed by RACOON are done offline at design time. Finally, note that the execution
time of the RACOON framework is entirely dominated by the Configuration Evaluation step, as
the remaining steps take in average less than 30 milliseconds to be executed.
5.5.5 Expressiveness
To illustrate the generality of our framework, we use RACOON to design the simple anony-
mous communication protocol described below.
Anonymous Communication. The system is based on a simplified version of the Onion
Routing protocol for communication channel anonymity [70]. In Onion Routing, when a
source node wants to send a message to a destination node, the source node builds a circuit
of voluntary relay nodes. Circuits are updated periodically, and relays can participate in mul-
tiple circuits at the same time. To protect a message, the source encrypts it with the public
22 Average value over 1000 simulations, run on a 2.8 GHz machine with 8 GB of RAM.
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key of the destination. Furthermore, to protect the communication channel, the source uses
the public key of each relay node in the circuit to encrypt the address of the next relay node.
The resulting message is called an onion. A relay uses its private key to decrypt one layer of
the onion and contributes some of its bandwidth to forward the resulting message to the next
relay, until the message eventually reaches its destination.
Figure 26a illustrates the protocol enabling the forwarding of onions. In this protocol, each
relay R: (i) receives onion messages from their predecessor in the circuit (PR); (ii) decrypts the
external layer of each onion; (iii) forwards the resulting onions to their respective successorNR.
















Figure 26: Onion Forwarding Protocol.
To design a selfish-resilient onion forwarding protocol using RACOON, the Designer follows
the same steps we have seen to design the live streaming system. First, she provides the spec-
ification of the system. This specification describes three roles, which are the relay rr, and its
previous (rP) and next (rN) hops. Note that rP and rN have cardinality> 1, because they repre-
sent a set of relay nodes. The Protocol Automaton of the forwarding protocol can be modelled
as in Figure 26b. The protocol includes a communication method and a computation method.
The communication methods sendToRelay and relay send messages that carry the single onion to
forward. The method decrypt is a decryption operation (i.e., local computation). A selfish relay
rr that aims at saving bandwidth strategically drops onions that are not intended for it.
Designing this system using RACOON only required writing 39 lines of XML specification
and 350 LoC for the implementation of the simulation module.23 The full XML specification is
presented in Appendix B.
We simulate an anonymous network of 1000 nodes, with different fractions of selfish partic-
ipants. Each node is the source of 50 onions. Every 5 rounds, a source node creates a circuit
of 3 node relays, which are randomly selected. This setting is similar to other state-of-the-art
protocols (e.g., [54]). We set the period of the audit to 10 rounds, with a probability of 0.5. In
the case of a positive audit, the misbehaving node incurs a punishment with a degree of 1. Mea-
surements in simulations are averaged over 50 independent runs, which ensures a standard
deviation less than 1%. As the evaluation metric, we consider the onion loss rate (i.e., the aver-
23 We assumed the same design objectives set for the P2P live streaming use case.
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age percentage of onions missed by the destination node) of nodes as a function of the fraction
of selfish nodes in the system.
Figure 27 presents the results of our evaluation. The figure contains two curves. The “Tradi-
tional Anon. Comm.” logarithmic curve shows the results of an anonymous communication
system designed without any mechanism to prevent deviations. Unsurprisingly, in this case,
the onion loss rate increases significantly as the number of selfish nodes increases, up to above
90% of loss onions when one out of two nodes is selfish. On the contrary, the onion loss rate
of the anonymous communication system designed using RACOON ("SIM - Racoon" curve)
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Figure 27: Onion loss rate as a function of the percentage of selfish nodes in the system (logarithmic scale).
5.6 S U M M A R Y
In this chapter, we presented RACOON, an integrated framework for the design and configu-
ration of cooperative systems resilient to selfish nodes. RACOON consists of two phases: the
assisted design of the system and the performance-oriented tuning of its parameters.
The first phase begins with the description of the protocols of the system to make resilient to
selfish nodes. RACOON includes a specification model, the Protocol Automaton, to facilitate
the designers in this task. To enforce cooperation, the framework extends the system specifica-
tion with two general, scalable and distributed mechanisms, namely, an accountability system
for auditing the nodes’ behaviour and a reputation mechanism to assign incentives depending
on the audit results. RACOON enables the later evaluation of these mechanisms by further
extending the system specification with selfish behaviours. For this purpose, it includes an
algorithm for the automatic injection into the Protocol Automaton of three types of selfish de-
viations, chosen based on the survey on selfishness presented in Chapter 2. The output is a
static representation of (cooperative and selfish) behaviours that might be played in the system.
To predict which behaviours are more likely to be played by selfish nodes, RACOON relies on
classical game theory: it transforms the extended Protocol Automaton into a game, thereby
providing the behavioural model to simulate selfishness in the next phase of the framework.
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The goal of the tuning phase is to configure the cooperation enforcement mechanisms ac-
cording to a list of selfishness-resilience and performance objectives set by the designer. Tuning
involves an iterative two-step refinement process, which alternates evaluation with the tuning
of the configuration parameters. The evaluation is done using the game theory-driven sim-
ulator developed for RACOON. The simulator performs an automatic game analysis of the
behavioural model, thereby simulating the interactions of selfish nodes into a software imple-
mentation of the Protocol Automaton provided by the designer. If the evaluated configuration
fails to meet the design objectives, the framework explores the configuration space of the ac-
countability and reputation mechanisms automatically, until it finds a satisfactory solution or
after a set number of iterations.
We demonstrated the benefits of using the RACOON framework by designing two selfish-
resilient cooperative systems: a P2P live streaming system and an anonymous communication
system based on the onion routing protocol [70]. Experiments in simulation and (at a smaller
scale) in a real deployment on Grid’5000 showed that the live streaming system configuration
chosen by RACOON allows correct nodes to visualize a stream of good quality in the presence
of selfish nodes, as well as to meet other performance requirements set by the designer (e.g.,
limiting the bandwidth overhead to a fixed threshold). Also, these experiments proved that
the RACOON simulations are accurate compared to the performance of the corresponding real
system, with a maximum absolute difference of less than 1%. Finally, we evaluated the perfor-
mance of the framework in finding a satisfactory configuration in the live streaming use case,
showing that in the 30 scenarios considered this task took on average less than 20 minutes.
The RACOON framework is the central contribution of this thesis (C.2). It provides a general
and semi-automatic methodology, along with its software implementation, to address three
research challenges: (D.2) it facilitates the work of designers in enforcing practical and fine-
tuned mechanisms to foster cooperation in their particular system; (A.3) and (D.3) it simplifies
the development, evaluation, and use of behavioural models of selfish nodes for testing the
selfishness-resilience of cooperative systems. Related to the last two challenges, Table 23 po-
sitions the automatic tools included in RACOON in relation to the state-of-the-art approaches
for analysing selfishness in cooperative systems presented in Chapter 3. In particular, the table
shows that RACOON offers more domain-specific support to selfishness analysis than experi-
mental approaches, while still being more usable than pure analytical tools like game theory.
Nevertheless, some limitations in RACOON were found, revealing space for improvement.
In particular, we note three major issues in the current version of the framework, both theoreti-
cal and practical: (i) the selfish behaviours that can be generated during the selfishness injection
step are fixed and poorly customizable, (ii) the behavioural model builds on the assumptions
of classical game theory, notably, the notion of perfect rationality, which requires making some
unrealistic assumptions on the nodes’ capabilities, and (iii) the simulator at the heart of the tun-
ing phase is custom-built. The second issue explains the lowest score of RACOON with respect
to the refinement level (column Ref in Table 23), whereas the last issue determines its lower
usability than the other well-established simulation tools.
Providing solutions to the above issues is the aim and focus of the next chapter.
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General and cooperative systems criteria a Selfishness criteria b
Approaches Usa Rep Ref Sc He Ra D F M C
Analytical
Game theory [130]  ####       #### Unlimited Controllable √ √ √ √ √
Experimental: real experiments
Grid’5000 [37]    ##    ##      1000 Fixed χ √ c χ χ χ
PlanetLab [41]   ###    ##      1000 Fixed χ √ c χ χ χ
Experimental: emulation
ModelNet [168]     #          # 100 Controllable χ √ c χ χ χ
Emulab [173]     #          # 1000 Controllable χ √ c χ χ χ
Experimental: simulation
NS-2 [3]     #         ## 100 Controllable χ √ c χ χ χ
OMNeT++ [4]     #         ## 105 Controllable χ √ c χ χ χ
PeerSim [122, 128]             ### 106 Controllable χ √ c,d χ χ χ
Analytical + Experimental: simulation
RACOON    ##       #### 104 Controllable √ √ √ χ χ
a Usa = usability, Rep = reproducibility, Ref = refinement (inverse of abstraction), Sc = scalability, He = heterogeneity.
b Ra = rationality, D = defection , F = free-ride, M = misreport, C = collusion.
c Implemented as faults or churn.
d Highly controllable using the RCourse library [122].
Table 23: Comparison between RACOON and the existing approaches for selfishness analysis.

6
T H E R A C O O N + + F R A M E W O R K : R A C O O N M E E T S E V O L U T I O N
In this chapter, we present RACOON++, an enhanced and extended version of the framework
described in the previous chapter. Capitalising on the modularity of the RACOON methodol-
ogy, in RACOON++ we introduce new models and tools to address a number of limitations as
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Figure 28: The RACOON++ framework overview.
RACOON++ have different inputs than the previous version of the framework. In particular,
RACOON++ provides a more expressive model for the system specification, along with a richer
model to describe the design objectives to meet. Furthermore, the new framework provides
the system designer with a simple yet expressive specification model to define the utility func-
tion and the behaviour of selfish nodes, which in RACOON were predefined and fixed for all
application scenarios. This model, called the Selfishness Model, shapes the utility function of a
node by assigning costs and benefits to specific actions of the communication protocols, and
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parametrizes some aspects of selfish behaviours (who deviates, from which action, with what
type of deviation). The introduction of this input affects the operation of the Selfish Deviation
Generation component of the original RACOON framework, requiring the definition of a new
algorithm to generate selfish behaviours given a system specification and a selfishness model.
As a second major contribution of RACOON++, we model the behaviour of selfish nodes us-
ing Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT) [172] instead of the traditional non-cooperative approach
adopted in the previous version of the framework. Using EGT, we can relax the strict assump-
tion of perfect rationality of the nodes and consider them as active learners, who can adjust their
strategy over time in response to repeated observations of their own and others’ utilities. Such
learning and adaptation processes fit better with the computational and decisional capabilities
of real nodes [120, 171, 183]. Furthermore, as noted by Palomar et al. [142], an evolutionary
approach is more appropriate for modelling the dynamic behaviour of cooperative systems.
We integrate the RACOON++ functionalities with the state-of-the-art P2P simulator Peer-
Sim [92]. To the best of our knowledge, the simulator we developed in RACOON was the first
P2P simulator able to dynamically simulate selfish behaviours, based on GT analysis. However,
like all custom built simulators, it has neither the maturity, nor the efficiency, nor the acceptance
of well-known tools like PeerSim [24].
To summarise, the primary contributions of this chapter are the following:
• We present a declarative model for defining the utility function of a node and parametriz-
ing some aspects of selfish behaviours.
• We develop a more suitable model for reasoning on the strategic and dynamic interactions
of nodes, based on EGT.
• We integrate the state-of-the-art P2P simulator PeerSim into our framework, for scalability
and reproducibility purposes.
• We propose a new automatic configuration method for the accountability and reputation
mechanisms used by the framework.
• We assess the design effort and the effectiveness of using RACOON++ by designing three
cooperative systems: a live streaming system [72], a load balancing protocol [92], and an
anonymous communication system based on Onion Routing [70].
We released a Java implementation of the RACOON++ framework as an open-source project.
The code and data to reproduce the experiments presented in this chapter are freely available
on GitHub: https://github.com/glenacota/racoon.
Roadmap. The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 6.1 we provide
a quick overview of the RACOON++ framework. Section 6.3 and Section 6.4 present an
updated version of the design and tuning phases of the framework, which accounts for
the new contributions. We report a performance evaluation of RACOON++ in Section 6.5,
and we conclude the chapter in Section 6.6.
The contents of this chapter are currently under review for the IEEE Transactions on Depend-
able and Secure Computing (TDSC).
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6.1 O V E RV I E W
RACOON++ is an extension of the RACOON framework presented in Chapter 5. The frame-
work aims at supporting system designers (hereafter “Designer", for brevity) in building a
selfish-resilient cooperative system that meets desired design objectives. As depicted in Fig-
ure 28, the operation of RACOON++ consists of two phases: the assisted design of the system
and the objective-oriented tuning of its parameters. These phases share the same vision and
goals of the previous version of the framework, as we briefly show in the following.
The Designer initiates the design phase providing a state-machine representation of the com-
munication protocols composing the system, which RACOON++ integrates with a slight mod-
ification of the two Cooperation Enforcement Mechanisms (CEM) used in RACOON, namely,
accountability and reputation mechanisms (Step (1) in Figure 28). In Step (2), RACOON++ pro-
ceeds with the injection of selfish behaviours into the system specification, which results in the
Extended Specification of the system. For a better control over the injection process, we provide
the Designer with a Selfishness Model to describe the preferences and capabilities of selfish nodes.
Finally, in Step (3), RACOON++ transforms the Extended Specification into a game model of
Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT), which provides the mathematical framework to describe the
Behavioural Model of the selfish nodes under consideration.
The goal of the tuning phase is to find a configuration setting for the CEM that makes the
system meet a list of Design Objectives set by the Designer. As in RACOON, tuning is an iter-
ative refinement process consisting of game-theory driven simulations (Step (3)) to evaluate a
configuration candidate, and an exploration process to traverse the configuration space of the
CEM (Step (4)). Once RACOON++ has found a configuration that meets the design objectives,
the Designer can proceed with the implementation of her system.
6.2 I L L U S T R AT I V E E X A M P L E : T H E S - R - R P R O T O C O L
In the next sections, to support the description of the RACOON++ framework, we use the sim-
ple communication protocol S-R-R (Search, Request & Response) shown in Figure 29 as an illustra-
tive example. In the S-R-R protocol, a node r0 queries other nodes for some desired resources
(e.g., files). To this end, r0 sends a query message g0 to a group of nodes collectively named R1
(the capital letter denotes a set of nodes). Each node in R1 processes the query and replies with
the list of available resources (message g1). Upon receiving the list, r0 sends a new message
g2 to R1, requesting (a subset of) the resources listed in g1. Finally, each node in R1 sends the
requested data (message g3).
6.3 R A C O O N + + D E S I G N P H A S E
In this section, we introduce the new inputs of the design phase of RACOON++, and we
describe the updates in the accountability and reputation mechanisms adopted. Then, we
present the modifications in the algorithm to generate selfish deviations, along with the new
Behavioural Model based on Evolutionary Game Theory.










Figure 29: The S-R-R protocol between nodes r0 and R1.
6.3.1 Input of the Design phase
The inputs of the design phase are (i) the functional specification of the functionalities of the
cooperative system that should be made resilient to selfish behaviours, and (ii) the selfishness
model adopted by selfish nodes.
6.3.1.1 Functional specification
The functional specification describes the correct behaviour of nodes by means of a state-machine
representation of the communication protocols of the system. In RACOON++, we extend the
Protocol Automaton PA defined in Chapter 5 (Definition 6.5) with new information about the
role, transition, message, and content elements. We denote the new Protocol Automaton as
PA++.
A role determines the responsibilities of a party (whether a node or a group of nodes) and
constrains the actions that the party is allowed to execute in a protocol run. Every PA++ has
at least two types of roles: the provider of a resource or service, and the requester. However,
other types are also possible (e.g., brokers, auditors, recommenders). For example, in the S-R-R
protocol, there are two roles: r0 and R1, where r0 is a requester, and R1 corresponds to a given
number of potential providers.
Definition 6.1 (Role in RACOON++). A role r ∈ R++ is a triple 〈rId, cardinality, rType〉,
with:
• rId: the alphanumeric identifier of the role,
• cardinality: the number of nodes represented by r. It can either be a single number or
a variable number designated by a greater than (>), greater than or equal to (>), less
than (<), less than or equal to (6) conditions, and
• rType: specifies whether r is a provider, requester, or has other types of role.
A transition corresponds to a protocol step, i.e., the set of method calls that determine the
next protocol state. RACOON++ supports the definition of three types of transitions: abstract,
communication, and computation. An abstract transition groups many method calls into a sin-
gle “black box” transition, which may simplify the protocol representation by hiding some
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implementation details. On the contrary, the remaining transition types allow to characterise a
(communication or computation) method that triggers the transition. For example, the protocol
S-R-R has three transitions: search (abstract), request and response (communication).
Definition 6.2 (Transition in RACOON++). A transition t ∈ T++ is a quadruple
〈tId, state1Id, state2Id,methodId〉, with:
• tId: the alphanumeric identifier of the transition,
• state1Id and state2Id: identify the source and target states ∈ S of t, and
• methodId: identifies the method m ∈ M executed in t. It is defined only for non
abstract transitions, null otherwise.
A message conveyed by a communication method (Definition 5.4 in the previous chapter) is
formalised as the quadruple below.
Definition 6.3 (Message in RACOON++). A message g ∈ G++ is a quadruple
〈gId, senderId, receiverId, contentId〉, with:
• gId: the alphanumeric identifier of the message,
• senderId and receiverId: identify the sender and receiver roles ∈ R++ of g, and
• contentId: identifies the content c ∈ C++ carried by g.
The content sent via a communication message in the Protocol Automaton can be either a
single data unit (e.g., a binary file) or a collection (e.g., a list of integers) of data units. With
respect to the definition provided in the previous chapter, we removed the information about
the memory size of a single data unit (element cSize). In RACOON, we used this information
to calculate the communication costs contributing to the utility function of selfish nodes (see
Definition 5.19); by contrast, in RACOON++ we provide a more expressive means to define
costs and benefits of selfish nodes, which we will describe in the next section.
Definition 6.4 (Content in RACOON++). A content c ∈ C++ is a triple
〈cId, cType, cLength〉, with:
• cId: the alphanumeric identifier of the content,
• cType: provides information about the data type,1and
• cLength: specifies the number of data units that comprise the content c. It can either
be a single number or a variable number designated by a greater than (>), greater than
or equal to (>), less than (<), less than or equal to (6) conditions.
1 Defined by the XML Schema type system.
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Finally, we can formalise the Protocol Automaton used in RACOON++ as follows.
Definition 6.5 (Protocol Automaton in RACOON++). A Protocol Automaton PA++ in
RACOON++ is a tuple 〈R++,S, T++,M,G++,C++,K〉, with:
• R++: finite, non-empty set of roles,
• S: finite, non-empty set of states (the same as in RACOON, see Definition 5.2),
• T++: finite set of transitions,
• M: finite set of methods (the same as in RACOON, see Definition 5.4),
• G++: finite set of messages,
• C++: finite set of contents, and
• K: finite set of constraints on contents (the same as in RACOON, see Definition 5.7).
Figure 30 shows the state diagram of the S-R-R protocol. The label on a transition provides
information about the method that triggers the transition, and about the message sent. For
example, the label between states s1 and s2 indicates that role r0 invokes the communication
method request, which conveys the message g2 to role R1. The role indicated in the label of
an abstract transition, such as the one between states s0 and s1 in Figure 30, is the one that





Figure 30: The Protocol Automaton of the S-R-R protocol.
Notation. For simplicity, in the remainder of this chapter we use the notation PA instead of PA++
to refer to the updated Protocol Automaton used in RACOON++. Similarly, for the set of roles R,
transitions T , messages G, and contents C (instead of R++, T++, G++, and C++, respectively).
As in the RACOON framework, protocol automata in RACOON++ are encoded in an XML-
based format.2 The Designer specifies a new Protocol Automaton as an XML document, which
also includes the specification of the Selfishness Model and design objectives presented later
in this chapter. For example, Listing 3 shows the XML representation of the PA described in
Figure 30.
2 The XML Schema can be found in Appendix A.




4 <role id="r0" cardinality="1" type="requester" />
5 <role id="R1" cardinality=">=1" type="provider" />
6 </roles>
7 <states>
8 <state id="s0" roleId="r0" type="initial" />
9 <state id="s1" roleId="r0" type="intermediate" />
10 <state id="s2" roleId="R1" type="intermediate" />
11 <state id="s3" roleId="r0" type="final" />
12 </states>
13 <transitions>
14 <transition id="search" state1Id="s0" state2Id="s1" methodId="" />
15 <transition id="t1" state1Id="s1" state2Id="s2" methodId="request" />
16 <transition id="t2" state1Id="s2" state2Id="s3" methodId="response" />
17 </transitions>
18 <methods>
19 <method id="search" messageId="" />
20 <method id="request" messageId="g2" />
21 <method id="response" messageId="g3" />
22 </methods>
23 <messages>
24 <message id="g2" contentId="c2" senderId="r0" receiverId="R1" />
25 <message id="g3" contentId="c3" senderId="R1" receiverId="r0" />
26 </messages>
27 <contents>
28 <content id="c2" type="integer" size="4" length=">=0" />
29 <content id="c3" type="integer" size="4" length=">=0" />
30 </contents>
31 <constraints>




36 <!-- specification of the selfishness model (subsection below) -->
37 </selfishness_model>
38 <design_objectives>
39 <!-- specification of the design objectives (Section 6.4.1) -->
40 </design_objectives>
41 </racoon>
Listing 3: The XML document that specifies the Protocol Automaton described in Figure 30.
6.3.1.2 Selfishness Model
The selfishness model carries the information about the economic drivers of a node. It does
so by specifying the utility (i.e., benefits and costs) that a node obtains in participating in the
cooperative system; furthermore, it indicates the possible deviations from the node’s correct
execution. A definition of selfishness model is provided below.
Definition 6.6 (Selfishness Model). A Selfishness Model SM is a couple 〈V ,D〉, with:
• V : finite set of valuations (Definition 6.7), and
• D: finite set of selfish deviations (Definition 6.10).
VA L U AT I O N S . Valuations describe the contributions to the overall utility of a certain be-
haviour. As in RACOON, the utility that a node receives from participating in the system is
given by the benefit obtained by consuming resources and the cost of sharing resources. A
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valuation specifies this information at the granularity of transitions and messages of a Protocol
Automaton PA.
Definition 6.7 (Valuation). A valuation v ∈ V is a tuple
〈vId, scope, scopeId, roleId,benefit, cost〉, with:
• vId: the alphanumeric identifier of the valuation,
• scope: specifies whether v applies to a transition or a message,
• scopeId = {t.tId : t ∈ T }∪ {g.gId : g ∈ G}: identify a transition or a message in the PA,
• roleId: the identifier of the role r ∈ R associated to the valuation, and
• benefit and cost: the numerical values ∈N that quantify the benefit and cost.
In practice, a valuation specifies the costs and benefits obtained by a given role when a certain
transition takes place or a particular message is sent or received. We evaluate the contribution
of a given valuation to the overall utility as defined below.
Definition 6.8 (Valuation function). A valuation function υ : V → (Z) is defined as:
υ(v) =
v.benefit− v.cost, if v.scope = “transition” (a)r.cardinality · c.cLength · (v.benefit− v.cost), if v.scope = “message” (b)
with:
• r: the receiver of the message g ∈ G such that g.gId = v.scopeId, corresponding to the
role r ∈ R such that r.rId = g.receiverId, and
• c: the content {c ∈ C | c.cId = g.contentId}.
As an example, consider the search transition of the S-R-R protocol. It is reasonable to ex-
pect that role r0 receives more benefit than cost from the transition because the node will
eventually receive useful information. This consideration can be expressed by the valuation
〈v0, “transition ′′, search, r0, 10, 1〉, which results in a contribution to the utility of υ(v0) = 9
(case (a), in Definition 6.8). Note that another system designer may have valued the same tran-
sition differently, according to her expertise and knowledge of the system.
By contrast, to evaluate the contribution to the overall utility of a valuation that applies to a
message, Definition 6.8 presents a formula (case (b)) that accounts for the cardinality of the re-
ceiver role of the message as well as the number of data units comprising the delivered content.
The rationale for this formula is based on the observation that costs and benefits of a message
are usually proportional to the number of data units transmitted or received (e.g., the commu-
nication costs of a message depends on its length and number of recipients). Consider, for in-
stance, the request transition of the S-R-R protocol, which involves the transmission of message
g2 to role R1. Let c2 be the content transmitted by g2, and let v1 = 〈v1, “message ′′,g2, r0, 5, 1〉
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be the valuation associated with g2. Then, the contribution of v1 to the overall utility is:
υ(v1) = R1.cardinality · c2.cLength · 4. Note that it is also possible to define a valuation
associated to g2 that specifies benefits and costs of the receiver R1 of the message; for instance,
v2 = 〈v2, “message ′′,g2,R1, 5, 1〉).
S E L F I S H D E V I AT I O N S . The Selfishness Model of RACOON++ allows the Designer to spec-
ify where in the Protocol Automaton selfish deviation can occur, along with information about
their type and degree. The types of deviations supported by the framework are the same pro-
posed in RACOON, namely, timeout, subset, and multicast deviations (see Section 5.3.3). The
degree of a selfish deviation indicates the distance from the correct behaviour, as defined next.
Definition 6.9 (Deviation degree). The degree ∈ [0, 1] of a selfish deviation specifies the
intensity of a deviation as follows:
• The degree of a timeout deviation is always equal to 1.
• The degree of a subset deviation specifies the fraction of data units comprising a mes-
sage content that is to be dropped.
• The degree of a multicast deviation specifies the fraction of the intended receivers of a
multicast message to whom the message is not to be sent.
According to the above definition, timeout deviations can only occur to the maximum degree.
This is because there is no gradation in the intensity of timing out a prescribed action: when a
timeout occurs the protocol is stopped.
We can now present a definition of selfish deviation in the SM.
Definition 6.10 (Deviation). A selfish deviation d ∈ D is a tuple
〈dId, transitionId,dType,degree〉, with:
• dId: the alphanumeric identifier of the deviation,
• transitionId: identifies the transition of the Protocol Automaton that is the subject of
the deviation d. The wildcard value “*” specifies that all transitions in PA are subject
of d,
• dType: specifies whether d is a timeout, subset or a multicast deviation, and
• degree: the deviation degree (Definition 6.9).
For instance, 〈d0, t2, timeout, 1〉 describes the behaviour of a selfish node that never replies
to a request (see Figure 30). As another example, suppose the Designer wants to account for
selfish nodes that only send half of the content in any message exchange of the S-R-R protocol
(e.g., half of the requested resources). The selfish deviation 〈d1, ∗, subset, 0.5〉 represents this
behaviour. As a final example, let the Designer want to describe a selfish behaviour such that
selfish nodes send one-fourth of the requested contents only to half of the intended recipients.
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Such combination of subset and multicast deviations can be described by defining a pair of
deviations, e.g., 〈d2, ∗, subset, 0.25〉 and 〈d3, ∗,multicast, 0.5〉.
To conclude, notice that different types of transition (abstract, communication, or computa-
tion) are subject to different types of deviation. For example, a computation transition is not
affected by subset or multicast deviations because there is no message exchange. Table 24 lists
the possible combinations of deviation and transition types, showing the combinations that
may lead to an actual deviation (“
√
”) and those that cannot be applied (“χ”). Inapplicable
deviations will be ignored by the RACOON++ framework during the selfishness injection step.
Transition type Deviation type Applicable? Brief description
Abstract Timeout
√
The node terminates the protocol before the ex-
ecution of the abstract transition.
Abstract Subset χ Cannot be applied because communication
methods may be encapsulated into the transi-
tion.
Abstract Multicast χ Cannot be applied because communication




The node terminates the protocol before the ex-
ecution of the communication method.
Communication Subset
√




The node sends a message to a random subset
of the legitimate recipients.
Computation Timeout
√
The node terminates the protocol before the ex-
ecution of the computation method.
Computation Subset χ Cannot be applied because the transition in-
volves no message exchange.
Computation Multicast χ Cannot be applied because the transition in-
volves no message exchange.
Table 24: Selfish deviations .
The Designer specifies the Selfishness Model in the same XML document she used to specify
the Protocol Automaton. Listing 4 reports the specification of some of the valuations and selfish
deviations presented as examples in this section.
1 <selfishness_model>
2 <valuations>
3 <valuation id="v0" scope="transition" scopeId="search" roleId="r0"
4 benefit="10" cost="1" />
5 <valuation id="v1" scope="message" scopeId="g2" roleId="r0"
6 benefit="5" cost="1" />
7 <valuation id="v2" scope="message" scopeId="g2" roleId="R1"
8 benefit="1" cost="1" />
9 </valuations>
10 <deviations>
11 <deviation id="d0" transitionId="t2" type="timeout" degree="1" />
12 <deviation id="d2" transitionId="*" type="subset" degree="0.25" />
13 </deviations>
14 </selfishness_model>
Listing 4: The XML document that specifies the Selfishness Model and the Protocol Automaton.
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6.3.2 Cooperation enforcement
The first automatic step of the design phase of RACOON++ is the integration of the Coopera-
tion Enforcement Mechanisms into the functional specification provided by the Designer. The
CEM includes protocols (i) to enforce accountability, (ii) to form, aggregate, and disseminate
reputation values, and (iii) to ensure that requester nodes can get the requested resource or
service with a probability proportional to their reputation. In particular, if the reputation of
a node hits the lower bound, no other node will accept its requests, thus preventing the node
from receiving any benefit from the system.
The two CEMs used in RACOON++ are discussed hereafter.
A C C O U N TA B I L I T Y M E C H A N I S M . RACOON++ can detect misbehaviours and assign nodes
non-repudiable responsability for their actions by relying on a refinement of the R-acc account-
ability mechanism presented in the previous chapter (Section 5.3.2). The main differences of
the current version, named R-acc++, with respect to the one used in RACOON involve the chal-
lenge/response and evidence transfer protocols, as described below:
Challenge/response protocols: deal with nodes that do not respond to messages as provided
in PA or in R-acc++, allowing certain tolerance for correct nodes that are slow or suffering from
network problems (e.g., message loss). Specifically, if a node i has been waiting too long for
a given message from another node j, i indicates the suspect state for j (see Section 4.2.2), and
creates a challenge for it. In the previous R-acc mechanism, nodes communicate only with
non-suspected nodes. R-acc++ adopts a more tolerant approach: while in the suspect state, the
probability of j to communicate with i is locally decreased by a fixed amount, until j responds
to the challenge and gets trusted again.
Evidence transfer protocol: R-acc++ does not include the evidence transfer protocol used in
R-acc. The same goal of ensuring that faulty nodes are eventually exposed by all correct nodes
in the system is accomplished by the reputation mechanism described next.
RACOON++ includes a Protocol Automaton specification for each protocol. The Designer
can refer to these specifications when writing the Selfishness Model, to define valuations and
deviations also for R-acc++, and test whether accountability still holds when this mechanism is
enforced by selfish nodes.
For the sake of completeness, we report in Figure 31 the result of the integration of the Proto-
col Automaton of the S-R-R protocol (Figure 29) and the commitment protocol of R-acc++.
R E P U TAT I O N M E C H A N I S M . The CEM used in RACOON++ includes the reputation sys-
tem R-rep designed for RACOON and described in Section 5.3.2. In a nutshell, the reputation of
a node is the summary of its history of behaviours, which is extracted by the accountability sys-
tem. Cooperation leads to a good reputation, while selfish behaviours lead to a bad reputation.
The difference with the previous framework lies in the use of the reputation value to encourage
nodes to cooperate.
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Figure 31: The integration between the commitment protocol of R-acc++ with the S-R-R protocol shown
in Figure 30.
In RACOON, reputation was used to trigger the eviction of the node from the system. By
contrast, the CEM of the RACOON++ framework imposes an allocation regime such that the
probability of a node receiving a service or a resource in the future is proportional to its current
reputation. In particular, a node with zero reputation can still act as a service provider, because
the CEM prevents only those interactions in which it plays as a requester. The advantage of
this strategy over the eviction is twofold: first, it allows nodes with zero reputation to redeem
themselves by cooperating again (a win-win situation from both the node and the system point
of view); second, it alleviates the impact of false positive audits, which in RACOON could lead
to the irreversible eviction of a node.
6.3.3 Selfishness injection
In the selfishness injection step of the framework, RACOON++ automatically generates selfish
deviations from the functional specification of the system as well as the CEM. This is imple-
mented by the Selfish Deviation Injection (SDI) algorithm given in Alg. 4. The algorithm takes as
input a Protocol Automaton PA and the Selfishness Model SM. Then, it extends the PA with
new elements (states, transitions, roles, etc.) representing the deviations specified in the SM.
We now describe the pseudo-code of the SDI algorithm in more detail. For rapid identifica-
tion, the parts of the pseudo-code in Alg. 4 that are specific to the same type of deviation are
highlighted in the same colour. Furthermore, for brevity, we use the same get(elementId)
notation presented in the previous chapter to refer to the element of PA to which the elementId
identifier is associated.
A deviation point is a transition of the PA in which a deviation can take place. To determine
if a transition t ∈ T is a deviation point, the SDI algorithm first checks if the selfishness model
contains a selfish deviation d that affects t (line 3). In the affirmative case, Alg. 4 looks for
deviation points in lines 4 (timeout), 8 (subset), and 11 (multicast).
Timeout Deviations. For each deviation point t ∈ T , the algorithm generates a timeout de-
viation by calling the procedure InjectTimeoutDev (line 5 in Alg. 4). This procedure creates a
new final state s ′ and a new abstract transition connecting the source state of t with s ′.
Subset Deviations. For each deviation point t ∈ T triggered by a communication method,
SDI checks if the message content c comprises more than a single data unit (line 8). If so, line 9
calls the procedure InjectSubsetDev, which creates new elements to represent the deviation. In
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particular, the procedure creates a new content c ′ (line 18) that shares the same data type as
c, but has a shorter length, calculated by taking d.degree into consideration (line 17).3
Multicast Deviations. For each deviation point t ∈ T triggered by a communication method,
the algorithm checks if the receiver of the message sent during t has a cardinality greater
than 1 (line 11 of Alg. 4). If so, line 12 calls the procedure InjectMulticastDev to create the
role r ′ (line 31) with a smaller cardinality than the correct one (calculated in line 30 using the
deviation degree d.degree).
Figure 32 shows the result of executing the SDI algorithm on the Protocol Automaton of Fig-
ure 30. Consider for example state s2. In the correct execution of the PA, the role R1 sends a
response message (g3) to r0. However, if R1 is selfish, it may also timeout the protocol, or send
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Figure 32: The Protocol Automaton of the S-R-R protocol, extended with selfish deviations.
In order to assess the complexity of the SDI algorithm, we observe that each iteration of the
main loop (over the transitions of the PA) involves the following activities:
• Verification of deviation points, i.e., finding a deviation in the set D ∈ SM that satisfies
certain properties. The time complexity of such verification is linear to the size of D.
• The possible execution of the InjectTimeoutDev, InjectSubsetDev, and InjectMulticastDev
methods to generate selfish deviations. These methods have the same complexity of their
counterparts in the CSI algorithm used in RACOON. In fact, their implementations differ
only for constant-time performance operations.4
Based on the above observations, we can conclude that the overall complexity of the SDI
algorithm is O(|T | · |D| ·max{|K|, |S|}), where |T | is the number of transitions in the PA, |D| is the
number of selfish deviations defined in the SM, |K| the number of constraints in the PA, and |S|
the number of states.
3 We refer to Section 5.3.3 of the previous chapter for a more detailed discussion of the UpdateConstraints procedure call
in line 19 of Alg. 4, as well as for the instructions in lines 27-29.
4 We refer to Section 5.3.3 for a discussion on the complexity analysis of these methods.
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Alg. 4: The Selfish Deviation Injection (SDI) algorithm.
Input: A Protocol Automaton PA := 〈R,S, T ,M,G,C,K〉, a Selfishness Model SM := 〈V ,D〉.
Output: PA.
Algorithm SDI(PA,SM)
1 origT := T // transitions originally included in PA
2 foreach t ∈ origT do
3 if ∃d ∈ D | d.transitionId = {t.tId, “*”} then
4 if d.dType = “timeout” then
5 InjectTimeoutDev(t)
6 if get(t.methodId).messageId 6= null then
7 c := get(t.methodId.messageId.contentId) // sent content
8 if d.dType = “subset” and c.cLength > 1 then
9 InjectSubsetDev(t, c,d)
10 r := get(t.state2Id.roleId) // recipient role
11 if d.dType = “multicast” and r.cardinality > 1 then
12 InjectMulticastDev(t, r,d)
Procedure InjectTimeoutDev(t)
13 s ′ := 〈new_sId, null, final〉
14 sourceState := get(t.state1Id)
15 t ′ := 〈new_tId, sourceState.sId, s’.sId, null〉 // defined as abstract transition
16 add s ′ and t ′ to PA
Procedure InjectSubsetDev(t, c, d)
17 length ′ := bc.cLength (1 - d.degree)c
18 c ′ := 〈new_cId, c.cType, length’〉
19 UpdateConstraints(c’.cId)
20 message := get(t.methodId.messageId)
21 g ′ := 〈new_gId, message.senderId, message.receiverId, c’.cId〉
22 m ′ := 〈new_mId, g’.gId〉
23 targetState := get(t.state2Id)
24 s ′ := 〈new_sId, targetState.roleId, targetState.sType〉
25 t ′ := 〈new_tId, t.state1Id, s’.sId, m’.mId〉
26 add c ′, g ′,m ′, s ′, and t ′ to PA
27 foreach ot ∈ T | ot.state1Id = targetState.sId do
28 ot ′ := 〈new_otId , s’ , ot.state2Id , ot.methodId〉
29 add ot’ to PA
Procedure InjectMulticastDev(t, r, d)
30 cardinality ′ := br.cardinality (1 - d.degree)c
31 r ′ := 〈new_rId, cardinality’〉
32 s ′ := 〈new_sId, r’.rId, s.sType〉
33 message := get(t.methodId.messageId)
34 g ′ := 〈new_gId, message.contentId〉
35 m ′ := 〈new_mId, g’.gId〉
36 t ′ := 〈new_tId, t.state1Id, s’.sId, m’.mId〉
37 add r ′, s ′, g ′,m ′, and t ′ to PA
38 add out-transitions of s ′ . as in lines 27-29
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6.3.4 Rationality injection
In the RACOON++ framework, the rationality of a selfish node is described by a Behavioural
Model, which determines its decision-making in choosing and carrying out the behaviour that it
expects to be the most profitable. From our extensive review of the related work on selfishness,
game theory has appeared as the most suitable candidate to formalise the rationality of selfish
individuals (see Chapter 3). Differently than in the previous version of the framework, in which
we used theoretical tools from classical Game Theory [130], to develop the Behavioural Model
in RACOON++ we rely on Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT) [172].
The first advantage of using EGT is that we can relax the strict assumption of perfect ratio-
nality of the nodes, which was imposed by classical game theory. Perfect rationality brings, in
fact, a great burden to nodes’ computational and analytical abilities, because it requires them
to solve a complex combinatorial problem [99] to assess the best action to take at each protocol
step. On the contrary, EGT allows modelling nodes as active learners with bounded rational-
ity [172], who can adjust their strategy over time in response to repeated observations of their
own and others’ utilities. Such learning and adaptation processes assume much lighter capa-
bilities on the part of the nodes, thereby providing a more feasible behavioural model for real
nodes [120, 183]. Furthermore, as argued by several authors (e.g., Palomar et al. [142], Wang et
al. [171]), the second advantage of adopting an evolutionary approach is that it appears more
appropriate for modelling and studying the dynamic behaviour of cooperative systems.
In the remainder of this section, we present the evolutionary game used in the framework for
modelling how selfish nodes evolve their behaviour in the cooperative system under design.
The components of an evolutionary game are: (i) a static representation of the system interac-
tions, in some cases called Stage Game; (ii) one or more populations of players; (iii) a function
to calculate the utility of a given behaviour; and (iv) the dynamics of the learning and imitation
processes. We describe each component separately below.
S TA G E G A M E . Evolutionary games involve the repetition of strategic interaction between
self-interested individuals. We model this interaction as a sequential game called the Stage
Game (SG), which we represent as in RACOON using the extensive form (or game tree) [130].
Figure 33 shows the game tree of the stage game derived from the S-R-R protocol illustrated
in Figure 32. To generate the SG, RACOON++ relies on the PAtoPG algorithm developed for
RACOON (pseudo-code in Alg. 2), which uses the information contained in the Extended Spec-
ification resulting from the selfishness injection step. Specifically, the tool translates the Protocol
Automaton included in the Extended Specification into elements of a stage game, as informally
described below.5
Players. A player p ∈ P corresponds to a role in the PA. For example, players p0 and p1 in
Figure 33 map to roles r0 and R1 of the S-R-R protocol. For ease of notation, let pk.type refer
to the type of the role mapped by player pk.
5 A formal definition of each element and of the mapping rule is provided in Section 5.3.4 of Chapter 5.
















Figure 33: The SG derived from the S-R-R protocol in Figure 31.
Node. A node n ∈ N of the stage game is derived from a state in the PA, and is labelled with
the player who has to take action. A leaf node of the SG corresponds to a final state of the PA,
and represents a possible outcome of the stage game. In Figure 33, each leaf is labelled with
the corresponding outcome ok.
Actions. An action is a move of the player in the Stage Game, and is derived from a method
in the PA. Note that an edge of the game tree in Figure 33 corresponds to a transition in the
Protocol Automaton.
Strategies. A play is a path through the game tree from the root to a leaf. It describes a
particular interaction between two (or more) players. The ordered sequence of actions that a
player takes in a certain play constitutes her strategy. Consider for instance the left-most play
in Figure 33, which represents the correct execution of the S-R-R protocol: Table 25 reports
the strategies of players p0 and p1 to implement it.
P O P U L AT I O N O F P L AY E R S . A population is a group of individuals with common economic
and behavioural characteristics. Because of the symmetric nature of cooperative systems, in
RACOON++ we consider a single population of nodes, who can play the strategies in the strat-
egy space defined by the stage game. In conformity with the previous works [142] and [171],
we divide the strategy space into non-overlapping subsets, each representing a distinct combi-
nation of behaviours for the nodes (i.e., cooperative, selfishness of a certain type). We call these
subsets strategy profiles s ∈ S. RACOON++ creates a strategy profile sk for each play k of the SG,
such that sk includes the strategies carried out by all players participating in that play. Thus,
for example, and with reference to Figure 33, the strategy profile s0 represents the behaviour of
cooperative nodes and includes the strategies presented in Table 25.
We partition the overall population into sub-populations, so as to establish a one-to-one map-
ping with the strategy profiles. A sub-population ωk represents the group of nodes that adopt
the behaviour defined by sk. In accordance with the EGT model, a member of ωk participates
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Player Strategy
p0 {a0:search, a1:request, a6:ack}
p1 {a2:ack, a3:response}
Table 25: The strategies comprising the strategy profile s0, implementing the correct execution of the stage
game in Figure 33.
in the system by repeatedly playing what is specified by her strategy profile, regardless of the
outcome of the play. However, a member of ωk can join another sub-population ωj if she ex-
pects to increase her utility by playing sj. Thus, the size of a sub-population reflects the success
of the associated strategy profile. As the system evolves, the distribution of members of the
sub-populations can vary. We call this information the population state of the system.
U T I L I T Y F U N C T I O N . The utility function of a player assigns a value (i.e., the utility) to each
outcome of a game. An outcome o of the SG depends on the sub-populations of the interacting
players, whose strategies determine the particular play that leads to o. For example, consider
the stage game in Figure 33, and let players p0 and p1 be members of sub-populationω1 andω3,
respectively. Table 26 lists the planned sequence of actions of the two players. The interaction
starts with player p0 executing the search transition and then sending a request message to
the other player. Player p1 will first acknowledge the reception of the message, and then she
will terminate the protocol. The interaction described above corresponds to the play {a0:search,
a1:request, a2:ack, a5:timeout} in Figure 33, which leads to the outcome o2 induced by the strategy
profile s2. The outcomes of a stage game describe the results of the interaction between every
possible combination of players from different sub-populations.
Player Strategy profile Strategy
p0 s1 {a0:search, a1:request, a6:ack}
p1 s3 {a2:ack, a5:timeout}
Table 26: The strategies implemented in the SG of Figure 33 when players p0 and p1 are from sub-
populationsω1 andω3.
In RACOON++, the utility received from playing a stage game has two terms: the protocol
payoff, and the incentives introduced by the CEM. The protocol payoff γj evaluates the costs and
benefits of a player when the outcome of SG is oj. To calculate this value, RACOON++ evaluates
the valuation elements defined in the selfishness model by the Designer (see Section 6.3.1.2). Let
us illustrate the procedure to evaluate the protocol payoff γ0 in the stage game of Figure 33, in
the case of interaction between members of the cooperative sub-population ω0. Consider the
following valuations associated to role r0 and, thus, to player p0:
• v0 = 〈v0, “transition ′′, search, r0, 10, 1〉 , which specifies benefits and costs associated to
role r0 when performing the abstract transition search (a0:search action in Figure 33).
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• v1 = 〈v1, “message ′′,g3, r0, 3, 1〉 , which specifies benefits and costs associated to role r0
when receiving the message g3 from role R1 (a3:response action in the figure).
Let the content c ∈ C transmitted by the message g3 comprise a list of 10 data units. Then,
the protocol payoff of player p0 is:
γ0(p0) = υ(v0) + υ(v1) = 9+ 2 · r0.cardinality · c.cLength = 9+ 2 · 1 · 10 = 29.
The protocol payoff is the expected utility that would be received if no incentives for cooper-
ation were attached to the system. However, the CEM used in RACOON++ establishes that the
ability of a player to obtain a requested service is proportional to her reputation value (see Sec-
tion 6.3.2). Thus, the utility uj ∈ R obtained by a player pi depends on whether she plays as a
service requester in the stage game. Formally:
uj(pi) =
γj(pi) · ρ(pi) if pi.type = “requester"γj(pi) otherwise
, where the function ρ : P → [0, 1] determines the probability that player pi ∈ P will receive
the protocol payoff, calculated as the reputation of pi divided by the upper bound ρmax of
reputation values.
Following on the previous example, let the reputation mechanism allow values between 0
and 10, and let the requester player p0 have reputation 6. Then, her utility can be calculated as:
u0(p0) = γ0(p0) · ρ(p0) = 29 · 0.6 ' 17.4 .
E V O L U T I O N A R Y D Y N A M I C S A common assumption in traditional game theory is that
players have the information and skills to assess and choose the best strategy to play in the
current system’s state [130]. However, as other works have highlighted [142, 171, 183], this
assumption places a heavy burden on nodes’ computational and communication capabilities,
which is infeasible in most cooperative systems. On the contrary, EGT assumes that individuals
are not fully rational, but tend to implement the most remunerative strategies through learning
and imitation [172].
In RACOON++, each node monitors the utility it has obtained for playing the strategy profile
of its sub-population. If the utility decreases for more than a given number of consecutive ob-
servations, or if a specified time has elapsed, then the node will look for a fitter sub-population
to join. The accountability audits of R-acc++ provide the means to learn what are the fittest
sub-populations in the system. More precisely, we assume that a witness can infer the sub-
population and the utility of a node by auditing its logs, as the recorded actions can be traced
back to a particular strategy profile (the space of strategy profiles, as well as the costs and bene-
fits of each action, are common knowledge to all nodes, because we assume a single population).
After an audit, the witness compares its own utility against that of the monitored node. If the
witness has a lower utility, it will join the sub-population of the monitored node with a given
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probability [171, 183]. Note that this probability determines the evolution rate: the smaller its
value, the slower the fittest sub-population in the system increases.
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The tuning phase of RACOON++ aims at configuring the accountability and reputation mecha-
nisms according to a list of design objectives input by the Designer. Tuning involves an iterative
two-step refinement process, which alternates evaluation with the tuning of the configuration
parameters. The evaluation involves Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT) analysis and simula-
tions to study the system dynamics in a given configuration setting. This task is performed by
the R-sim simulator integrated into the framework. Then, an exploration algorithm uses the
evaluation results to optimise the parameters of the CEM. The tuning process ends after a set
number of iterations, or when a configuration that satisfies the Designer’s objectives is found.
6.4.1 Input of the Tuning phase
RACOON++ offers a predefined set of selfish-resilience and performance objectives for the co-
operative systems designed within its framework. As in RACOON, each of these design ob-
jectives defines a predicate over a system metric (see Definition 5.22), which can be evaluated
by the RACOON++ evaluation tool, namely, the R-sim simulator. Examples of predicates are
at most and at least. Hereafter, we present the application-independent objectives natively sup-
ported by RACOON++.
• Cooperation level: the fraction of cooperative nodes in the system;
• Cooperation persistence: the probability that a cooperative node stays cooperative;
• Cooperation attractiveness: the probability that a selfish node becomes cooperative;
• Audit precision: the number of correct positive audits divided by the total number of posi-
tive audits;
• Audit recall: the number of correct positive audits divided by the number of audits that
should have been positive;6
• CEM bandwidth overhead: the costs of the accountability and reputation mechanisms in
terms of additional bandwidth;
• CEM message overhead: the costs of the accountability and reputation mechanisms in terms
of extra messages.
Examples of design objectives are “cooperation level at least 0.8" and “CEM message overhead
at most 0.6". RACOON++ allows specifying further objectives on application-specific metrics
(e.g., throughput, jitter, anonymity level). For each custom objective, the Designer needs to
implement the methods to collect and evaluate the related metrics in the evaluation tool.
6 We recall that a selfish witness of the accountability system may decide not to perform an audit in order to save local
resources and return a false negative audit result instead. More details are provided in Section 4.2.2.
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The second input of the tuning phase is an implementation of the functional specification of
the designed system in the R-sim simulator, which we discuss in more detail in the next section.
6.4.2 Configuration evaluation
To evaluate a configuration setting for the CEM, RACOON++ simulates the system behaviour
using the simulation framework R-sim, which is based on the PeerSim simulator [128]. The
simulation results indicate whether the evaluated CEM configuration has satisfied the list of
design objectives set by the Designer or not. In the following, after a brief overview of the main
components of PeerSim, we present R-sim in detail.
6.4.2.1 PeerSim overview
PeerSim is a scalable simulation environment written in Java and released under the GPL open
source licence. Although originally designed for P2P systems, it can be easily adapted to simu-
late cooperative systems in general, as we will show in Section 6.5.
A simulation in PeerSim consists of different components (objects), where every component
is easily replaceable by another one implementing the same functionality (interface). Among
the main interfaces are Node, Protocol, Linkable, and Control. Concretely, in PeerSim, the
network in composed of nodes, which are containers of protocols. A linkable is a protocol that en-
ables communication between neighbour nodes, thereby defining an overlay network. Finally,
a control can monitor or modify every other component,7 and can be executed before or during
the simulation. The controls executed before the simulation are also called initializers.
The simulation engine of PeerSim offers cycle-based and event-based simulations. The cycle-
based model achieves extreme scalability and performance, at the cost of some loss of realism:
nodes communicate with each other directly (no message passing), and each node protocol
is executed in turn at every cycle. In contrast, the event-based model enables more realistic
simulations of the underlying communication network but is less scalable.8
An experiment in PeerSim is fully specified by a plain text configuration based on Java prop-
erty files, i.e., collections of pairs associating a property name to a property value. Properties
specify the simulation engine to use, the implementation (Java classes) of components to load
at runtime, and the numeric or string parameters for these components. Each component must
implement the appropriate interface of the PeerSim Java API.
The example configuration in Figure 34(a) defines a network composed of one million nodes.
Figure 34(b) illustrates the resulting PeerSim components. The simulation is run using the
cycle-based engine for 600 cycles. At each cycle, each node runs (i) an overlay protocol labelled
overlay that is implemented by the class Newscast [91],9 with parameter cache set to 20, and
(ii) an implementation of the S-R-R protocol (class SRR), labelled as srr in the configuration file.
7 For example, a control can add new nodes to the network or remove existing ones; or it can interact with protocols
providing them with external inputs of modifying their parameters.
8 The PeerSim developers tested up to 105 nodes in event-based simulations and 107 nodes in the cycle-based ones [128].
9 The Newscast overlay protocol maintains a robust random topology, based on the continuous exchange of up-to-date
information about neighbours (node addresses and timestamps). The amount of information exchanged depends on
the fixed-sized cache at the nodes, which is a protocol parameter.




























Figure 34: A simple PeerSim configuration file (a) and the corresponding PeerSim components (b). De-
picted in light colour in (b), are the additional components that can easily be added.
The property “protocol.srr.linkable” assigns the Newscast overlay to SRR. The configura-
tion in Figure 34(a) also defines an initializer i1 and a control c1 for the protocols overlay and
srr, respectively.
As said above, the class SRR provides an implementation of the S-R-R protocol, and, specif-
ically, of its Protocol Automaton (Figure 30). Listing 5 presents the basic element of this class.
In particular, SRR needs to implement the CDProtocol interface10 and to provide the method
nextCycle that initiates the PA execution. Note that the SRR object calling this method acts as
the role r0 in the PA and interacts with each node that plays as R1 (lines 6-7 in Listing 5). More
precisely, r0 interacts with the SRR instance associated with a node in R1, which is maintained in
the list roleR1 declared in line 2. In Listing 5, the implementation of PA transitions is provided
in separate methods. Although this is is not a necessary restriction, it facilitates the conversion
of the PA into source code. The arguments of the search, request, and response methods are
the SRR instance of the interacting node and the content of the possible message exchange (e.g.,
the list messageG2 of resources requested by r0 in the message g2 ∈ PA.G).
1 public class SRR implements CDProtocol {
2 List<SRR> roleR1; // the role ’R1’ in the PA
3 // ...
4 public void nextCycle( Node node, int protocolID ) {
5 // ...
6 for(SRR r1 : roleR1)
7 search( r1 );
8 }
9 // impl. of transition ’search’ in the PA
10 public void search( SRR r1 ) { /* .... */ }
11 // impl. of transition ’t1’ (method ’request’) in the PA
12 public void request( SRR r1, List messageG2 ) { /* ... */ }
13 // impl. of transition ’t2’ (method ’response’) in the PA
14 public void response( SRR r0, List messageG3 ) { /* ... */ }
15 }
Listing 5: Source code of the main elements of the SRR class imlpemented in PeerSim.
10 The cycle-based extension of the Protocol interface.






































Figure 35: Integration between the R-sim and PeerSim configuration properties (a) and components (b).
6.4.2.2 R-sim simulator
The RACOON++ simulation framework R-sim uses the evolutionary game model of the coop-
erative system to simulate the system dynamics in the candidate configuration setting. R-sim
supports a cycle-based model, in which time is structured into rounds. At each round, each
node plays a certain strategy of the SG, according to the evolutionary dynamics described in
Section 6.3.4. During the simulation, R-sim collects statistics about such dynamics, to evaluate
the design objectives. To the best of our knowledge, R-sim is the only available software tool
for the dynamic simulation of selfish and strategic behaviours in distributed systems.
In contrast with RACOON, which includes a custom-built simulator for cooperative systems,
RACOON++ relies on the state-of-the-art PeerSim simulator, thereby improving the usability,
accuracy and performance of the framework. We have chosen PeerSim among other simu-
lation tools (see [24] for a comprehensive review) for the following reasons: (i) it meets the
requirements of scalability and dynamicity imposed by the evolutionary model; (ii) it supports
the integration with RACOON++ thanks to its modular architecture; (iii) it is an active project,
with a good developer community and support.
As shown in Figure 35, R-sim exploits the modular architecture of PeerSim extending it with
new components to develop, simulate and evaluate the cooperative system resulting from the
design phase of the RACOON++ framework. Hereafter, we present the main components.
C O N F I G U R AT I O N PA R A M E T E R S . R-sim introduces new configuration parameters to set
up its additional components. These parameters can be specified in the PeerSim configuration
file by using the prefix “racoon.”. The portion of configuration file depicted in Figure 35(a),
for example, specifies six R-sim parameters, which we discuss in the remainder of this section.
R A C O O N M O D E L S . The set of Java classes collectively denoted as RACOON Models in Fig-
ure 35(b) allow representing in PeerSim the specification artefacts used in RACOON++, i.e., the
Protocol Automaton PA, Selfishness Model SM, design objectives, and Evolutionary Game EG.
The instances of these classes contain the information to simulate the behaviour of each sub-
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population of nodes defined in EG. Also, RACOON Models includes the CEMConfigCandidate
class to model the CEM configuration to evaluate.
C E M C L A S S E S . The RAcc and RRep protocol components implement the accountability and
reputation mechanisms used in RACOON++. In particular, RAcc extends the abstract class
Accountability, which maintains a SecureLog and provides the methods to invoke the ac-
countability protocols described in Section 6.3.2 (e.g., commit the reception of a message, audit
the log of a node, create challenges with createAuditChallenge and createSendChallenge). R-sim
also includes an implementation of the FullReview accountability mechanism.11 The configura-
tion parameter “racoon.accountability” indicates the accountability mechanism to enforce
between R-acc++ (“r-acc” or “racc”) and FullReview (“fullreview”). Note that the proper-
ties values are case insensitive and “r-acc” is the default.
R - S I M P R O T O C O L S . The RSProtocol class extends a standard PeerSim protocol to enable
its interaction with the RACOON++ framework. In the following, we discuss the additional
functionalities provided by RSProtocol, with reference to the re-implementation of the SRR
class shown in Listing 6. For ease of presentation, we denote the node that runs the extended
protocol as its actor.
1 public class SRR extends RSProtocol implements CDProtocol {
2 List<SRR> roleR1; // the role ’R1’ in the PA
3 // ...
4 public void nextCycle( Node node, int protocolID ) {
5 // ...
6 for(SRR r1 : roleR1) {
7 if( r1.acceptInteraction( this ))
8 search( r1 );
9 }
10 }
11 // impl. of transition ’search’ in the PA
12 public void search( SRR r1 ) {
13 processRTransition( "Search", this, "r0" );
14 // ...
15 }
16 // impl. of transition ’t1’ (method ’request’) in the PA
17 public void request( SRR r1, List messageG2 ) {
18 processRMessage( "g2", messageG2.size(), this, "r0", r1, "r1" );
19 // ...
20 }
21 // impl. of transition ’t2’ (method ’response’) in the PA
22 public void response( SRR r0, List messageG3 ) {
23 processRMessage( "g3", messageG3.size(), this, "r1", r0, "r0" );




28 double deviationDegree = getDeviationDegree( "t2" );
29 /* implementation of the subset deviation */
30 break;
31 default:




Listing 6: Source code of the main elements of the SRR class implemented in R-sim.
11 To enable a comparative evaluation of the R-acc++ and FullReview performance, presented in Section 6.5.5.
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RSProtocol provides attributes and methods to maintain the current sub-population of an
actor as well as the utility obtained since its last accountability audit. If on the one hand, the
sub-populations management is automatically carried out by R-sim at run-time, on the other
hand, the Designer needs to put information to calculate the utility directly into the source
code. RSProtocol simplifies this task by exposing two methods to retrieve such information
from the valuations defined in the SM (see Section 6.3.1.2):
• processRTransition ( String tId, RSProtocol rsp, String rId ). It retrieves the valua-
tions v ∈ SM.V that satisfies the following: v.scope = “transition”, v.scopeId = tId, and
v.roleId = rId. Then, it updates the utility of the protocol instance rsp based on the costs
and benefits specified in each valuation v retrieved. E.g., line 13 in Listing 6.
• processRMessage ( String gId, int cLength, RSProtocol sender, String senderId,
RSProtocol receiver, String receiverId ). It retrieves the valuations v ∈ SM.V such
that v.scope = “message”, v.scopeId = gId, and v.roleId = senderId∪ receiverId. Then,
it updates the utility of the protocol instances sender and receiver based on the costs
and benefits specified in the respective valuations retrieved, also taking into account the
length of the content conveyed by the message (see Definition 6.8). E.g., lines 18 and 23.
To facilitate the implementation of the selfish behaviours defined in the SM, the RSProtocol
class exposes the following methods:
• DeviationType getDeviationType ( String tId ). It returns the type12 of the deviation that
an actor may perform from the transition {t ∈ PA.T | t.tId = tId}. The result depends on
the strategy implemented by the current sub-population of the actor. The method can be
used as the argument of a switch-case statement, where each case-block implements the
execution of the transition according to the deviation type (lines 24-33 in Listing 6).
• double getDeviationDegree ( String tId ). If the deviation type of t ∈ PA.T with t.tId =
tId is NONE, then the method returns 0; otherwise, it returns the degree of the deviation
performed by the actor in t, which depends on the strategy implemented by its current
sub-population. For example, line 28 aims to get the degree of possible deviations from
the t2 transition of the S-R-R protocol (i.e., the execution of the response method).
Finally, the RSProtocol class enables the interaction between the extended protocol and
the RRep and RAcc instances ran by the same actor. In particular, RSProtocol exposes the
acceptInteraction method that returns true if the actor of the extended protocol can start an in-
teraction with the actor of the protocol passed as an argument;13 otherwise, the method returns
false. For example, in Listing 6, the actor playing as R1 in line 7 decides whether to accept or
not to interact with the actor playing the role r0.
The binding of the extended protocol to the other components of the R-sim simulator occurs at
run-time based on the value of the configuration parameter “racoon.protocol”. For example,
the configuration file in Figure 35(a) specifies that the protocol to extend is the one labelled as
srr and implemented by the SRR class.
12 DeviationType is an enum type whose values are TIMEOUT, SUBSET, MULTICAST, and NONE.
13 We recall that a node imay accept to interact with another node j based on (i) the current reputation value of j, and (ii)
whether j has been suspected by the R-acc++ mechanism (see Section 6.3.2).
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R - S I M C O N T R O L L E R S . The RSInit control component initializes every RSProtocol in-
stance involved in the simulation. The initialization consists of three operations. First, it as-
signs a sub-population in EM to each node in the network, in such a way that the selfish sub-
populations are uniformly represented. The size of the cooperative sub-population, instead,
depends on the configuration parameter “racoon.coop_fraction”, which indicates the pro-
portion of cooperative nodes in the system. For example, the configuration file in Figure 35(a)
specifies that only one-fourth of the network consists of selfish nodes. Second, RSInit initial-
izes the accountability protocol (R-acc++ or FullReview) and the initial reputation value of each
node. Finally, the initializer sets the message loss rate to simulate in R-sim, which allows evalu-
ating the performance of systems deployed over unreliable networks. The rate of the message
loss is specified by the “racoon.messageloss” configuration parameter (default value: 0).
The RSAccControl component controls the operation of the Accountability instances in
R-sim, by checking at every simulation cycle what are the accountability protocols to execute.
R - S I M M O N I T O R S . R-sim includes three control components for monitoring a set of simu-
lation metrics and performance. Specifically, it includes monitors for the design objectives na-
tively supported by RACOON++ (class NativeDOMonitor), the performance of the accountabil-
ity mechanisms (class AccountabilityMonitor), and the performance of the sub-populations
(class SubPopulationMonitor) such as their size, average utility, and average reputation of
their members. Each of these monitors implements the PeerSim Control interface and extends
the R-sim abstract class DOMonitor, which defines what are the basic functions to implement for
measuring and evaluating a system metric. The Designer can implement her custom monitors
— e.g., the SRRMon class in Figure 35(b) — by extending the DOMonitor class and implementing
its abstract methods.
The RSMonitors controller is responsible for the periodic execution of the DOMonitor in-
stances, namely, the three monitors included in R-sim and the set of custom monitors indicated
in the configuration parameter “racoon.monitors”. The value of this parameter is the list of
full class names of each custom monitor to enable, each separated by a space. The number
of cycles between two monitoring executions is determined by the configuration parameter
“racoon.monitors.step” (default value: 1, i.e., every cycle). Finally, note that the RSMonitors
controller relies on the service class OutputWriter to write the simulation results as comma-
separated values (CSV) files.
6.4.3 Configuration Exploration
The output of the RACOON++ framework is the design and configuration of a cooperative
system that achieves the objectives set by the Designer. Thus far, we have described how
RACOON++ fosters cooperation using accountability and reputation mechanisms (Section 6.3.2),
and how it evaluates the system performance using EGT and simulation (Section 6.4.2). The last
step of the framework relies on the evaluation results to tune the configuration parameters of
its cooperation enforcement mechanisms, aiming to achieve the desired design objectives.
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T H E T U N I N G A L G O R I T H M . RACOON++ uses an iterated local search algorithm to sup-
port the automatic exploration of the CEM configuration space, moving from one configuration
candidate to a neighbouring one until all design objectives are met [107]. A configuration can-
didate χ ∈ X is a vector containing the CEM parameters, namely, witness set size, audit period,
audit probability, degree of punishment, and degree of reward (defined in Table 20 in the previous
chapter). Two configuration candidates are considered neighbours if they differ in exactly one
parameter value. In local search, neighbours are selected based on the performance achieved
by the last evaluated solution, i.e., based on the number and type of design objectives met by
the previous configuration candidate.
Alg. 5 presents the Tuning algorithm used in RACOON++, which is an instantiation of the lo-
cal search process described above. The algorithm takes as input an initial configuration conf ∈
X, and iteratively decides whether to explore or not neighbour configurations (lines 7-14) de-
pending on the performance computed by the Evaluate and Score functions (lines 5-6). Both
functions, along with the Neighbour function (line 14) for exploring the configuration neigh-
bourhood, are discussed next.
If no feasible solution is found after a number of iterations tMax,14 then the Tuning algo-
rithm stops the search, asking the Designer to improve the system design manually or to relax
the objectives. Nevertheless, the algorithm returns the best configuration found during the
exploration process, i.e., the configuration that has achieved the highest performance score
(lines 11-13 in Alg. 5).
Alg. 5: The Tuning algorithm to explore the configuration space of the CEM in RACOON++.
Data: A list of design objectives O.
Input: The maximum number of iterations tMax ∈N, and the initial configuration conf ∈ X.
Output: A configuration bestConf ∈ X.
Algorithm Tuning(tMax, conf)
1 bestConf := conf
2 bestScore := 0
3 t := 0
4 while t < tMax do
5 performance := Evaluate(conf)
6 score := Score(performance) // return 1.0 if all the objectives were met
7 if score = 1.0 then
8 bestConf := conf
9 break // stop the search
10 else
11 if score > bestScore then
12 bestConf := conf // store the best configuration evaluated so far
13 bestScore := score
14 conf := Neighbour(conf,performance)
15 t := t+ 1
16 return bestConf
14 For example, because the design objectives were contradictory or too demanding.
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P E R F O R M A N C E E VA L U AT I O N . The Tuning algorithm uses the Evaluate function (lines 1-
5 in Alg. 6) to compute the performance of a configuration on the objectives O set by the De-
signer. This function invokes the R-sim simulator to simulate the behaviour of the cooperative
system configured as specified in conf (line 1). The simulation results are saved in a vector of
real numbers, results, where the i-th element stores the metric value associated with the i-th
objective inO. Each simulation result is then evaluated against the corresponding design objec-
tive by the EvaluateObjective function reported in lines 6-12 in Alg. 6. This function returns a
real number ∈ [0, 1], in such a way that the higher the value the best the performance — notably,
the function returns 1.0 if the objective was met (lines 8-12). Note that as the evaluation metrics
can be defined in very different ranges,15 they are normalised into [0, 1] before to be used in the
EvaluateObjective function, in order to give to each metric a similar weight.
Alg. 6: The functions to calculate the performance and the score of a configuration candidate.
Data: A list of design objectives O.
Function Input: The configuration conf ∈ X to evaluate.
Function Output: The vector performance.
Function Evaluate(conf)
1 results := RSim.simulate(conf)
2 performance := {}
3 foreach o ∈ O do
4 performance[o] := EvaluateObjective(o, results[o])
5 return performance
Function Input: An objective o and the associated value r resulting from the simulation.
Function Output: A value ∈ [0, 1] that indicates the level of achievement of o.
Function EvaluateObjective(o, r)
6 r ′ := r/(o.maxValue− o.minValue) // rescaled result value
7 t ′ := o.value/(o.maxValue− o.minValue) // rescaled threshold
8 if o.predicate = at_least then
9 eval := r/t ′
10 else
11 eval := (1.0− r ′)/(1.0− t ′)
12 return min(eval, 1.0)
Function Input: The vector performance, i.e., the output of the EvaluateObjective function.
Function Output: The value score ∈ [0, 1].
Function Score(performance)
13 score := 1.0
14 foreach p ∈ performance do
15 score := score · p
16 return score
The execution of the Evaluate function returns a vector of real numbers, called the performance
vector. The Score function converts this vector into a single real number in [0, 1], calculated as
15 See the Definition 5.22 of design objectives presented in Chapter 5.
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the product of its values (lines 13-16). The score value is used in the Tuning algorithm to verify
whether the current configuration candidate has met all the design objectives (line 7 in Alg. 5)
as well as to keep track of the best configuration evaluated (lines 11-13).
G E N E R AT I N G C O N F I G U R AT I O N N E I G H B O U R S . If a configuration candidate conf ∈ X
fails to meet all the design objectives set by the Designer, then the Tuning algorithm explores
the neighbourhood of conf searching for better configurations. This process is carried out by
the Neighbour function in lines 1-17 in Alg. 7, which takes as input the current configuration
conf and its performance vector, and returns a neighbour configuration conf ′ that has not
been tested yet.
Alg. 7: The functions to generate the neighbours of a configuration candidate.
Data: A list of design objectives O and the set of configurations already tested.
Function Data: The set of configurations to_test.
Function Input: A configuration conf ∈ X and the associated vector performance.
Function Output: The neighbour configuration conf ′ ∈ X.
Function Neighbour(conf, performance)
1 add conf to tested
2 pScore := ParametersScore(performance)
3 max_p := max absolute value in pScore
/* Create the new configurations to test */
4 foreach p ∈ pScore such that p = max_p do
5 newConf := conf
6 if p > 0 then
7 newConf[p] := Increment(conf[p])
8 else
9 newConf[p] := Decrement(conf[p])
10 add newConf to to_test;
/* Return a new configuration to test */
11 conf ′ := conf
12 while conf ′ ∈ tested do
13 if to_test 6= ∅ then
14 conf ′ := Poll(to_test)
15 else
16 conf ′ := Random(conf ′) // random update of a random parameter of conf’
17 return conf ′
Function Input: The vector performance, i.e., the output of the EvaluateObjective function.
Function Output: A vector of values pScore to guide the update of a configuration candidate.
Function ParametersScore(performance)
18 pScore := [0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
19 foreach o ∈ O do
20 if performance[o] < 1.0 then
21 UpdatePScore(pScore,o)
22 return pScore
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The neighbour selection is guided by a set of rules derived from an empirical analysis of the
CEM parameters and their impact on the design objectives natively supported by RACOON++.
Concretely, we performed a systematic evaluation of 250 configuration candidates in three co-
operative systems,16 for a total of 750 evaluations. For each system and each configuration
parameter, we evaluated the performance of the design objectives when increasing that param-
eter value, while keeping constant the other parameters. The relations emerging from every
combination parameter-objective were classified into the five categories listed below:
• Direct relation: an increase in the parameter value corresponds to an improvement in the
design objective performance greater than 5%.
• Weak direct relation: an increase in the parameter value corresponds to a slight improve-
ment in the design objective performance (between 1% and 5%).
• Unrelated: there is no significant correlation between the parameter value and the perfor-
mance of the design objective.
• Weak indirect relation: an increase in the parameter value corresponds to a slight degrada-
tion in the design objective performance (between 1% and 5%).
• Indirect relation: an increase in the parameter value corresponds to a degradation in the
design objective performance greater than 5%.
Table 27 summarises the results of the empirical analysis (for ease of presentation, “unre-
lated” results are omitted). For instance, we observe that the higher the number of witnesses,
the higher the CEM bandwidth overhead, because each witness increases the amount of log
transmissions and checking. As another example, we observe that the shorter the audit pe-
riod, the higher the cooperation level, because selfish nodes are detected earlier and punished
more often. Note that the relations listed in Table 27 have been observed in all the cooperative
systems considered for the empirical analysis; any other relation that did not reach uniform
consensus in the three systems was discarded.
The integration of these observations into the neighbour generation process is realised by the
function ParametersScore (lines 18-22 in Alg. 7). The function takes as input the performance
vector associated with a configuration candidate, and uses information derived from Table 27
to determine whether the CEM parameters could be modified (and how) to improve the overall
performance. To this end, ParametersScore creates a support vector of five elements, named
pScore, where each element is associated with a CEM parameter. For each design objective that
was not satisfied (lines 19-20), the function UpdatePScore increments or decrements the pScore
values as specified by the updating rules reported in Table 28. These rules are derived from the
relations in Table 27: direct and weak direct relations map to an increment of the pScore value
(+1 and +0.5, respectively), indirect and weak indirect relations map to a decrement (−1 and
−0.5), and unrelated cases do nothing. For example, let the unsatisfied design objectives be the
cooperation level and the CEM bandwidth overhead. Then, the overall pScore vector returned by
ParametersScore is {1− 1,−1, 1+ 1, 0.5+ 0.5, 0.5+ 0.5} = {0,−1, 2, 1, 1}.
16 The use cases selected for the evaluation of the RACOON++ framework, which we present in Section 6.5.1.
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Native Design Objective Parameter Relation
Cooperation Level Witness set size Direct
Cooperation Level Audit period Inverse
Cooperation Level Audit probability Direct
Cooperation Level Degree of punishment Direct (weak)
Cooperation Level Degree of reward Inverse (weak)
Cooperation Persistence Degree of punishment Direct (weak)
Cooperation Persistence Degree of reward Inverse (weak)
Cooperation Attractiveness Witness set size Direct (weak)
Cooperation Attractiveness Degree of punishment Direct
Audit Precision Witness set size Direct
Audit Precision Audit probability Direct
Audit Recall Witness set size Direct
Audit Recall Audit probability Direct
CEM Bandwidth Overhead Witness set size Inverse
CEM Bandwidth Overhead Audit probability Direct
CEM Bandwidth Overhead Degree of punishment Direct (weak)
CEM Bandwidth Overhead Degree of reward Inverse (weak)
CEM Message Overhead Witness set size Inverse
CEM Message Overhead Audit period Direct
CEM Message Overhead Degree of punishment Direct (weak)
CEM Message Overhead Degree of reward Inverse (weak)
Table 27: Observed relations between the design objectives natively supported by RACOON++ and the
CEM configuration parameters.
pScore update variations a
Unsatisfied Design Objective ws ape apr dp dr
Cooperation Level +1 -1 +1 +0.5 -0.5
Cooperation Persistence 0 0 0 +0.5 -0.5
Cooperation Attractiveness +0.5 0 0 +1 0
Audit Precision +1 0 +1 0 0
Audit Recall +1 0 +1 0 0
CEM Bandwidth Overhead -1 0 +1 +0.5 -0.5
CEM Message Overhead -1 +1 0 +0.5 -0.5
a ws = witness set size, ape = audit period, apr = audit probability ,
dp = degree of punishment, dr = degree of reward.
Table 28: Rules to update the pScore vector created by the ParametersScore function in Alg. 7.
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The Neighbour function uses the pScore vector for two purposes: (i) to determine the param-
eters to modify for generating the neighbour configuration, i.e., the parameters corresponding
to the pScore elements with the greatest absolute value (lines 3-4 in Alg. 7),17 and (ii) to de-
termine whether to increment or decrement the selected parameter, based on the sign of the
associated pScore value. For instance, given the pScore vector {0,−1, 2, 1, 1}, the Neighbour
function will generate a neighbour configuration newConf characterised by an increment of
the audit probability (line 6-7), and will add it to the set of configurations to_test (line 10).
As another example, consider the vector {−2, 2, 0, 0, 0}. In this case, Neighbour will generate
two neighbour configurations to add to the to_test set: one configuration that decrements the
current witness set size, and the other one that increments the audit period. If no rules are avail-
able for updating a particular configuration (i.e., all elements in pScore are equal to 0), then no
neighbour configuration is generated.
The last part of the Neighbour function returns a configuration candidate conf ′ to the Tuning
algorithm. Note that conf ′ is either retrieved from the set of pending configurations to_test
(line 14 in Alg. 7) or is randomly generated if the to_test set is empty (line 16). Note that in
order to avoid the re-exploration of the regions of the configuration space, the algorithm keeps
memory of the previously generated candidates by storing them into the tested set.
6.5 E VA L U AT I O N
In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of using RACOON++ to design selfish-resilient co-
operative systems. We start by introducing the three use cases considered in the evaluation,
namely, a live-streaming protocol, a load balancing protocol, and an anonymous communica-
tion system. Then, we assess the effort required by a Designer to specify and implement the
use cases. Second, we evaluate the capability of RACOON++ to auto-configure the CEM, by
measuring the time needed to find a satisfactory configuration in 90 different scenarios. Third,
we evaluate the effectiveness of the RACOON++ cooperation enforcement mechanisms in with-
standing the impact of selfish nodes on a set of performance objectives. Finally, we compare the
performance of the CEM’s accountability mechanism with FullReview, showing that R-acc++
achieves better results while imposing less overhead than FullReview.
The RACOON++ framework is provided as a program, which is freely available on the
Racoon project website [6]. The framework consists of roughly 8,300 lines of Java code. To
facilitate the reproducibility of our results, the implementation of the use cases as well as the
configuration files related to the experiments reported in this section can also be downloaded
from the project website.
6.5.1 Use cases
We consider the following use cases.
17 The rationale behind this selection criterion is that the higher the pScore value of a parameter, the more empirical
observations were supporting its choice.
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Live Streaming. We consider the P2P live streaming system presented by Guerraoui et al. [72]
and already discussed in the previous chapter (Section 5.5.1).
Load Balancing. The heterogeneity of nodes and the high dynamics of P2P systems can lead
to a load imbalance.18 We assume a P2P system in which nodes are allowed to transfer all or
a portion of their load among themselves. The goal of a load balancing protocol is to regulate
these transfers in a way that evenly distributes the load among nodes, to optimise the use of
node capabilities. The load balancing protocol considered as a use case is the one proposed
by Jelasity et al. [92].
Anonymous Communication. We consider the basic anonymous communication protocol
presented in the previous chapter (Section 5.5.5), based on a simplified version of the Onion
Routing protocol for communication channel anonymity [70].
6.5.2 Design and development effort
To show the benefits of using RACOON++ in terms of design and development effort, we
present the operations that allow the Designer to specify, develop, and test the use cases.
I N P U T S S P E C I F I C AT I O N . The first step for the Designer is to decide what parts of the
system should be included in the RACOON++ functional specification (i.e., the Protocol Au-
tomata). The selected parts should fulfil two criteria. On the one hand, these parts should
represent system functionalities that are sensitive to selfish behaviours — specifically, to the de-
viation types described in Section 6.3.1.2. On the other hand, the selected parts should involve
actions that can be observed by other nodes (e.g., a message exchange), to allow accountability
audits [76]. Figures 36-38 illustrate the protocol automata defined for our use cases, presented
in turn hereafter.
The live streaming protocol (see Figure 36) involves two roles and three protocol steps: the
provider rp proposes the set of chunks it has received to a set of consumers rC, which in turn
request the chunks they need. The protocol ends when rp sends the requested chunks to rC.
s1
rp.propose(g0, rC)            rC.request(g1, rp)            rp.serve(g2, rC)
s0 s2s3s2
Figure 36: The PA of the live streaming protocol [72].
In the load balancing protocol, each node starts with a certain amount of load. We assume
that time is divided in cycles and that each node has a limited amount of load (quota) that it can
transfer in a given cycle. The basic idea proposed by Jelasity et al. [92] is that each node peri-
odically picks the neighbour that has the maximally different load (larger or smaller) from its
local load and has sufficient residual quota. If such a node can be found, then the load transfer
is performed. Figure 37 illustrates the Protocol Automaton designed using RACOON++. First,
the node playing as role r0 looks in its neighbourhood for a partner R1 for the load transfer,
18 The load can be measured in terms of different metrics, such as the number of queries received per time unit.
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asking the neighbours for their current load and quota. Then, based on this information, r0
negotiates with R1 the amount of load to transfer (abstract transition negotiation), so that the

















Figure 37: The PA of the load balancing protocol [92].
In the anonymous communication protocol, every time a relay rr receives an onion message
from its predecessors (rP) in the circuit, rr decrypts the external layer of the onion, and forwards
the resulting onion to the next hops rN in the circuit. If rr is the final destination of the onion,
then the protocol will end after the decrypt transition (state s2 of Figure 38).
s1
rP.sendToRelay(g0, rr)              rr.decrypt()           rr.relay(g1, rN)
s0 s2s3s2
Figure 38: The PA of the anonymous communication protocol.
Once the Designer has provided the functional specification of the system, she defines the
selfishness model. For example, consider the anonymous communication protocol. A selfish
relay rr that wants to save bandwidth may strategically avoid to forward onions that are not
intended for itself. Concretely, rr could avoid to relay any onion to its successors (timeout
deviation) or relay onions only to a subset of them (multicast deviation). As another example,
consider a selfish provider rp that wants to participate in the live streaming protocol but limits
its bandwidth consumption. A possible strategy for rp is to propose fewer chunks than it
has available (subset deviation), or send proposals to only a subset of its neighbours (muticast
deviation), in such a way as to reduce the number of chunks that could be requested.
Finally, the Designer provides RACOON++ with a list of design objectives that the system
must satisfy. Recall from Section 6.4.2 that an objective can be application-independent or
application-specific. Examples of application-specific objectives related to our use cases are
(i) a load distribution with a Coefficient of Variation (CoV) close to zero,19 (ii) a low fraction of
onions that do not reach their final destination, or (iii) a low fraction of video chunks that are
not played in time.
The Designer provides the RACOON++ specification inputs as an XML document. The first
column of Table 29 illustrates the conciseness of the XML representation of the inputs, showing
that the full specification of a use case does not require many Lines of Code (LoC). The full XML
specifications are presented in Appendix B.
R - S I M I M P L E M E N TAT I O N . The RACOON++ methodology requires the Designer to im-
plement the functional specification of the designed system in the integrated R-sim simulator,
19 The Coefficient of Variation is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean, and it indicates the extent of
variability in relation to the mean of the data set.
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R-sim Implementation a
Use case Specification
Std RS TOT CM
Live Streaming 55 384 28 444 32
Load Balancing 49 232 28 290 30
Anonymous Communication 49 212 23 289 31
a Std = standard operation, RS = R-sim functionalities, TOT = Std + RS, CM = custom monitor.
Table 29: Lines of Code needed for the use cases.
based on PeerSim. As discussed in Section 6.4.2, R-sim facilitates this task by providing a set
of ready-to-use components and an intuitive API to interface a standard PeerSim protocol with
the RACOON++ models and functionalities. For example, the framework includes an imple-
mentation of the CEM, the algorithms to simulate the rationality of selfish nodes, and native
monitors to assess application-independent system performance (e.g., audit precision and re-
call, bandwidth overhead). These software facilities reduce the number of functionalities to
code, allowing the Designer to focus only on implementing the application specific parts of
her system, such as the code to implement the correct execution of the protocol and the selfish
deviations from it.
The “R-sim Implementation” columns in Table 29 summarise the LoC of the use cases’ im-
plementations, distinguishing between the LoC needed to implement the standard operation
(“Std” column) from those introduced to invoke the R-sim functionalities (“RS” column). The
RS lines of code are in the range 6.3% − 9.6% of the total implementation code (average 8%,
standard deviation 0.02), which appears reasonable as it corresponds to only 28 additional LoC,
at most. Finally, the column “CM” in Table 29 indicates the size in lines of code of the R-sim
custom monitors created for each use case. Note that implementing the same monitors without
using R-sim would require almost 110 additional LoC, with a more than fourth-fold increase in
the size of the Java classes.
6.5.3 Meeting design objectives using RACOON++
To evaluate the capability of RACOON++ to find a satisfactory configuration for its cooperation
enforcement mechanisms, we performed the following experiment. First, we defined 30 dif-
ferent scenarios for each use case, for a total of 90 scenarios, where a scenario is a unique and
random combination of design objectives, system parameters (e.g., number of nodes, message
loss rate), application specific parameters (e.g., play-out delay associated with a video chunk,
length of a circuit of relays, initial distribution of loads), and fraction of selfish nodes in the
system.20 Second, we used RACOON++ to find a satisfactory configuration for each scenario,
20 The full specification of each scenario is available on the project website [6]. A specification includes: Protocol Automa-
ton, Selfishness Model, design objectives, and R-sim configuration.
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while measuring the number of tested configurations and the duration of the process. The
results of the experiment are summarised in Table 30.
Configurations tested Time duration [s]
Use Case
Avg Median Range Not found Avg Median Range
Live Streaming 7.1 4.0 1–56 2 1,954 829 201–12,479
Load Balancing 6.1 3.5 2–25 0 1,151 407 183–9,695
Anonymous Communication 7.4 4.0 1–37 1 61 28 10–282
All use cases 6.8 4 1–56 3 1,046 355 10–12,479
Table 30: Performance of the tuning process of RACOON++ in terms of time duration and number of
configurations tested.
We observe that RACOON++ evaluates between 1 and 56 configurations before finding a
satisfactory one. This wide range is mainly due to the random characteristics of the scenarios
generated, which makes meeting the design objectives in some scenarios more challenging than
in others. Consider, for instance, the two Live Streaming scenarios compared in Table 31: the
objectives set for the scenario that required only one configuration to evaluate (column “LS
Scenario #6”) are apparently less strict than those of the other scenario (“LS Scenario #12”).
Design objective LS Scenario #6 LS Scenario #12
(at least) Cooperation level 0.8 0.95
(at most) CEM bandwidth overhead 0.6 0.45
(at most) Chunk loss 0.05 0.03
Configuration tested 1 56
Table 31: Design objectives of two scenarios generated for the Live Streaming (LS) use case.
Although the large variations of number of configurations tested, Figure 39 shows that their
distribution is skewed toward low values in all use cases.21 Thus, we consider the median of 4
configurations tested as a representative indicator of the RACOON++ performance in meeting
the design objectives, rather than the average value of almost 7 configurations.
The column “Not found” of Table 30 indicates the number of scenarios for which RACOON++
could not find a satisfactory configuration within a set number of attempts (i.e., 100). Overall,
the tuning process failed to meet all the design objectives in only three scenarios over 90, which
we consider as an acceptable result. The failures were due to too hard constraints on the ef-
ficiency and effectiveness of the cooperation enforcement mechanisms, which were expressed
as cost overhead and custom performance objectives (such as low video chunk loss rate), re-
spectively. In these cases, RACOON++ returns to the Designer the tested configuration that
has obtained the best performance over the design objectives (see Section 6.4.3). However, if
21 This explains the large difference between average and median in Table 30, especially in the time duration performance,
as we will discuss next.
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Figure 39: Frequency of the number of configurations tested for each use case.
not satisfied with this outcome, the Designer can either relax the performance requirements or
optimise some application-specific operation or parameter. For instance, in the live streaming
use case, the Designer could increase the partner set of each node to enhance its possibility to
interact with a cooperative partner and thereby receiving more video chunks.
Finally, we analyse the time performance of the tuning process. As reported in Table 30, the
median duration of the process is less than 6 minutes (average 18 min, range 10 s–208 min),22
which we consider as reasonable, as RACOON++ runs offline at design time. The large time
variation of the process is due not only to the number of configurations that have been explored
but also to the simulation time of a given scenario, which depends, among the other factors, on
the use case as well as the network size. For example, simulating the live streaming use case
takes longer than the other use cases, mainly because of the very large number of video chunk
objects to generate, disseminate, and process.
6.5.4 RACOON++ effectiveness
In this section, we show that the cooperative systems designed using RACOON++ can effec-
tively foster cooperation as well as achieve application-specific objectives in the presence of an
increasing proportion of selfish nodes. To this end, we evaluated 9 scenarios, 3 scenarios per
use case, randomly selected from the ones generated for the previous experiment. The Pro-
tocol Automaton, Selfishness Model, and CEM configuration of each scenario are reported in
Appendix B.2.1-B.2.2, whereas the code and R-sim configurations are available on the project
website [6].
In the first experiment, we assess the effectiveness of the CEM in fostering cooperation in the
tested systems. The experiment consists of a set of simulations, which monitor the dynamics
of 2,000 nodes for 3,000 simulation cycles. We initialize each simulation with an increasing
proportion of cooperative nodes (from 0.1 to 1), and we measure the cooperation level achieved
at the end of the simulation. Median results in Figure 40 show that the CEM succeeds in making
the nodes behave cooperatively in all use cases, with the worst results showing a dramatic
increase of the cooperation level, from 0.1 to 0.94 (Live Streaming use case)
22 Measures made on a 2.8 GHz machine with 8 GB of RAM.
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Figure 40: Cooperation levels of the Live Streaming (LS), Load Balancing (LB), and Anonymous Commu-
nication (AC) use cases, when varying the initial fraction of selfish nodes.
We now focus on the correlation between cooperation level and application-specific perfor-
mance. Figures 41(a-b-c) present the median results of our evaluation for the three use cases.
The figures display a curve showing the impact of selfish nodes when no cooperation enforce-
ment mechanism is adopted (curve no CEM in the figures), and another curve for the results
obtained when using RACOON++ (curve CEM). For example, Figure 41(c) shows that without
any mechanism to prevent selfishness the fraction of onions that do not reach destination in
the anonymous communication use case increases linearly with the number of selfish nodes
in the system and reaches very high values (e.g., 40% of selfish nodes lead to a loss of almost
half of the transmitted onions, thereby making the system ineffective in practice). Similar con-
clusions hold for the number of chunks in the live streaming use case Figure 41(a). The initial
cooperation level also has an impact on the performance of the load balancing protocol, which
we measured in terms of CoV of the load distribution (the lower the CoV, the better the per-
formance). As we can observe in Figure 41(b), when no mechanism to foster cooperation is in
place the CoV increases with the number of nodes that refuse to participate in the balancing
protocol. In contrast, the results achieved by the systems designed using RACOON++ show
that the CEM can effectively withstand the impact of large populations of selfish nodes.
6.5.5 RACOON++ vs FullReview
In this section we present the benefits of using the RACOON++ CEM instead of the original
FullReview protocols [53]. The main differences between these mechanisms, already discussed
in Section 6.3.2, are (i) the approach to punishing selfish and suspect nodes, which is more
tolerant in the CEM, (ii) the possibility in R-acc++ to control the probability of auditing other
nodes, (iii) the dissemination of proofs of misbehaviour in the system, which in RACOON++
is realized by R-rep. To compare the performance of the RACOON++ CEM and of FullReview
in our use cases, we initialized the tested systems with a scenario randomly chosen from the
set created for the previous experiment. Then, we performed two sets of simulations for each
system. In one set we used the RACOON++ CEM to foster cooperation, and in the other set we
used FullReview. Both the CEM and FullReview were optimised for the scenario. In particular,
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Figure 41: Application-specific performance of the Live Streaming (LS) (a), Load Balancing (LB) (b), and
Anonymous Communication (AC) (c) use cases, when varying the initial fraction of selfish
nodes.
the CEM was automatically configured by the RACOON++ tuning phase, whereas FullReview
was tuned manually.
The first important benefit of using CEM is shown in Figure 42(a), which represents the frac-
tion of nodes that are participating in the cooperative system at the end of the simulation. This
figure readily illustrates the opposite approaches adopted by RACOON++ and FullReview to
deal with selfishness: RACOON++ aims to motivate selfish nodes to change their strategy and
behave cooperatively, while FullReview operates by isolating non-cooperative nodes. We ad-
vocate our approach as the most appropriate for cooperative systems, for two reasons. First,
it takes into account the high heterogeneity of nodes and allows low-resource nodes to occa-
sionally behave selfishly because of resource shortages (e.g., low battery in mobile devices).
Second, it fits better with the cooperative design principles, which are based on participation
and inclusion rather than on punitive restrictions.
On the performance side, Figure 42(b) shows that the RACOON++ CEM can decrease the
bandwidth overhead in the tested systems, notably by up to 22% in the Live Streaming use
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case. This is mainly due to the replacement of the evidence transfer protocol of FullReview
with a lightweight reputation system, in which reputation values are exchanged by piggyback-
ing on the accountability protocols messages. Also, the CEM allows probabilistic audits, which
further reduces the traffic and computation overhead associated with the audit activities. As is
apparent from Figure 42(b), the types of cooperative system that gain the most from these opti-
misations are the ones performing an extensive message exchange, such as P2P live streaming
and anonymous communication. In fact, R-acc++ scales better than FullReview as the commu-




































Figure 42: Performance comparisons between FullReview and RACOON++ CEM in the Live Streaming
(LS), Load Balancing (LB), and Anonymous Communication (AC) use cases.
In the previous experiments, we assumed the systems running over a reliable network. How-
ever, as shown in earlier work [106], FullReview is very sensitive to message loss, which can sig-
nificantly increase the number of suspect nodes, and might even lead to the wrongful eviction
of a correct node. We evaluated the robustness of the RACOON++ CEM against message loss
by assessing the performance of the tested systems when running over an unreliable network
with up to 20% message loss. Figures 43(a) illustrates the cooperation levels achieved by the
tested systems at the end of the simulations when using the RACOON++ CEM and FullReview.
The curves show that message loss has a small impact on the cooperation, due to the mitigating
effect of the challenge/response protocol used by both mechanisms (see Section 6.3.2). Notice
that the FullReview curves in Figure 43(a) confirm what was already discussed for Figure 42(a),
that is the dramatic decrease of active nodes because of the extreme punishment enforced by the
accountability mechanism. Such performance degradation is much more severe for application-
specific objectives, as can be observed in Figures 43(b-c-d). The main reason is the FullReview
suspicion mechanism, which prevents a suspect node from interacting with others. Because
temporary message loss can trigger node suspicion, the larger the message loss rate, the longer
a node could be stuck in a suspect state. Conversely, in the RACOON++ CEM, a suspect node
can continue to interact with other nodes, though with a lower probability. This gives the sus-
pect node more opportunities to get out of the suspect state by behaving cooperatively, which
is also beneficial for the system. The Racoon++ curves in Figures 43(b-c-d) demonstrate that this
simple strategy is enough to guarantee resilience from selfish nodes while being tolerant to mes-
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sage loss. Particularly, in the load balancing use case, the CoV of the load distribution decreases
as the message loss rate increases (see Figure 43(c)). This is because, on the one hand, message
loss does not significantly impair the protocol performance; on the other hand, because the ad-
ditional penalisation caused by the suspicion mechanism makes selfish nodes more likely to
stop deviating and persist in cooperation.
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Figure 43: Experiment results with different proportions of message loss.
6.6 S U M M A R Y
In this chapter, we presented RACOON++, an enhancement of the RACOON framework for the
selfishness-aware and performance-oriented design of cooperative systems. It improves most
of the functionalities and supporting tools of the original framework, with a special focus on
addressing the following issues:
1. RACOON offers limited customisation of the characteristics of the selfish behaviours to evaluate.
RACOON++, instead, provides system designers with a simple yet expressive means, the
Selfishness Model, to parametrize various aspects of selfish behaviours, including details
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on their execution (who deviates, from which step of the protocol, with what type of deviation)
as well as the utility obtained by the nodes. To account for this additional information, we
designed a new algorithm for the automatic generation and injection of selfish behaviours
into the specification of a given system.
2. The behavioural model used by RACOON is based on classical game theory, which requires restric-
tive and rather unrealistic assumptions on nodes’ rationality.
RACOON++, instead, relies on evolutionary game theory, which provides a more suitable
behavioural model for making predictions about the strategic and dynamic interactions
of nodes in cooperative systems.
3. RACOON relies on a custom-built simulator, which might hinder the usability and general accep-
tance of the framework.
RACOON++, instead, has been integrated with the state-of-the-art simulator PeerSim.
Table 32 illustrates the improvements of RACOON++ over RACOON with respect to the
evaluation criteria presented in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3). The use of the well-established and
extensively used simulator PeerSim increases the usability (column “Usa”), performance (col-
umn “Sc”), and accuracy (column “Ref”) of the framework. Furthermore, the new behavioural
model, along with the application-specific information provided by the Selfishness Model, are
also beneficial for the accuracy of the framework results, as they decrease the level of abstrac-
tion with which the cooperative system is specified and analysed (column “Ref”).
General and cooperative systems criteria a Selfishness criteria b
Approaches Usa Rep Ref Sc He Ra D F M C
RACOON    ##       #### 104 Controllable √ √ √ χ χ
RACOON++     #        ### 106 Controllable √ √ √ χ χ
a Usa = usability, Rep = reproducibility, Ref = refinement (inverse of abstraction), Sc = scalability, He = heterogeneity.
b Ra = rationality, D = defection , F = free-ride, M = misreport, C = collusion.
Table 32: Comparison between RACOON and the existing approaches for selfishness analysis.
We evaluated RACOON++ on three use cases: a P2P live streaming system, a load balanc-
ing protocol, and an anonymous communication system. First, we described the operations to
specify and implement the use cases, showing that the facilities made available by the frame-
work can effectively reduce the design and development effort required from system design-
ers. Second, we assessed the effectiveness of the RACOON++ cooperation enforcement mech-
anisms (accountability and reputation) in achieving application-specific objectives in each use
case in the presence of selfish nodes. Third, we evaluated the capability of RACOON++ to
auto-configure the CEM, by measuring the time needed to find a satisfactory configuration in
90 different scenarios. Results showed that the process took on average less than 18 minutes
to complete. Finally, we compared the performance of the CEM’s accountability mechanism
with FullReview, showing that the accountability system included in RACOON++ can achieve
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dramatic improvements while imposing less overhead than FullReview.
This chapter concludes the central part of the dissertation, devoted to the presentation of the
second contribution of this thesis (C.2), i.e., RACOON (along with its extension RACOON++),
a framework for designing cooperative systems that achieve desired performance objectives in
the presence of selfish nodes. For determining the achievement of such objectives, RACOON
includes an analysis tool to assess the impact of certain types of selfish behaviours on a sim-
ulated model of the system. However, as readily apparent in Table 32, the selfish behaviours
supported by the RACOON and RACOON++ frameworks do not cover all the types that we
identified in the survey on selfishness presented in Chapter 2. Moreover, the scope of the self-
ishness analysis supported by the RACOON frameworks is further restricted to systems that
use accountability and reputation mechanisms.
Such limitations motivated the search for a general and comprehensive tool for assessing the
impact of selfishness on cooperative systems, which will be the last contribution of this thesis
and the subject of the next part.
Part III
S E L F I S H N E S S I N J E C T I O N A N A LY S I S I N C O O P E R AT I V E
S Y S T E M S :
T H E S E I N E F R A M E W O R K

7
T H E S E I N E F R A M E W O R K
As extensively discussed in the previous chapters, selfishness is one of the key issues that de-
signers of cooperative systems have to deal with. It has the potential to severely degrade the
system performance and to lead to instability and failures. For instance, in the peer-to-peer
live streaming system described by Guerraoui et al. [72], experiments shown that if a quarter
of nodes stop sharing their available resources, then half of the remaining 75% of nodes receive
a degraded stream. In the evaluation of the RACOON and RACOON++ frameworks (Chap-
ters 5-6), we presented similar experiments, showing that selfishness is a many-faceted and
widespread problem in cooperative systems.
In this context, understanding the impact that selfish behaviours may have on the system
is crucial for the design of reliable and effective countermeasures to mitigate such impact. In
Chapter 3, we argued that this can be done only by designing and injecting selfish behaviours
into the system under consideration, which is a non-trivial task, requiring multi-domain ex-
pertise. Indeed, to carry on this task, the system designer has to first analyse the functional
specification of the considered system and identify those steps (e.g., functions) for which selfish
nodes may behave in a non-cooperative way. Then, on each of the identified steps, the designer
has to determine what are the possible selfish behaviours that are meaningful in the context
of her application and implement the corresponding behaviours. Finally, the designer has to
invest considerable effort in experiments to assess the impact of the introduced behaviours on
the performance of the system.
To the best of our knowledge, the RACOON frameworks developed in this thesis are the first
tools to provide designers with domain-specific support for analysing selfishness in coopera-
tive systems. In fact, the frameworks include a semi-automatic simulation environment that
can assess the selfish-resilience of a system against a fixed set of three simple deviations. How-
ever, such deviations cover only a small subset of the many possibilities of deviation presented
at the beginning of this dissertation, in Chapter 2. Moreover, the deviations need to be manually
implemented for the simulators integrated into the RACOON frameworks.
To overcome these difficulties and limitations, we propose SEINE, a simulation framework
for rapid modelling and evaluation of selfish behaviours in a given cooperative system, aimed
at supporting the design and testing of selfishness-resilient systems. SEINE relies on a Domain-
Specific Language (DSL), called SEINE-L, for describing the behaviour of selfish nodes, along
with an annotation library to associate such specification with a system implementation for the
state-of-the-art simulator PeerSim [128]. We based our design of SEINE-L on the extensive sur-
vey on selfishness in cooperative systems that we presented in Chapter 2. SEINE-L provides
a unified semantics for defining Selfishness Scenarios, which allow describing capabilities, in-
terests and behaviours of the different types of nodes participating in the system. The SEINE
framework provides a compiler and the run-time system supporting the automatic and system-
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atic evaluation of different Selfishness Scenarios in the PeerSim simulation framework. Simu-
lations return a set of statistics on the behaviour of the system in the presence of the specified
type of selfish nodes.
The use of the SEINE framework supports a clear separation of selfishness concerns from the
main logic of a cooperative distributed system. This separation improves overall maintainabil-
ity, reuse, and reproducibility of both the system implementation and experiments. Particularly,
the SEINE-L specification allows to describe and easily compare the same experimental condi-
tions in different versions of the same cooperative system.
Overall, this chapter aims to make the following contributions:
• We present the design of the SEINE-L language and we evaluate its expressiveness by
showing that it can capture the semantics of the selfish behaviours described in the papers
from the survey.
• We assess the impact of a Selfishness Scenario in a PeerSim simulation. Through the
evaluation of three complete use cases, namely, a gossip-based dissemination protocol,
a live streaming protocol (i.e., BAR Gossip [111]), and a file sharing system (i.e., BitTor-
rent [45, 116]), we show that the simulations enabled by SEINE are accurate with respect
to real measurements performed on these systems.
• We show that SEINE facilitates a substantial reduction of the effort required to model,
code, and evaluate selfish behaviours in a given system.
Roadmap. The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 7.1 we present the Selfishness
Scenario model, based on the survey on selfishness presented in Chapter 2. Section 7.2
provides an overview of SEINE, followed by a detailed description of its components: the
DSL for modelling a Selfishness Scenario (Section 7.3) and the support tools for injecting it
into a PeerSim simulation (Section 7.4). Section 7.5 presents a performance evaluation of
SEINE, and, finally, the chapter concludes in Section 7.6.
Work presented in this chapter has been accepted for publication in the 47th IEEE/IFIP Interna-
tional Conference on Dependable Systems and Networks (DSN 2017).
7.1 D O M A I N A N A LY S I S
In Chapter 2, we performed a systematic analysis of selfish behaviours in cooperative systems.
Given the vast body of literature on the subject, we selected 25 state-of-the-art papers that are of
particular interest to the research community and provide detailed and concrete descriptions of
selfish behaviours. For ease of presentation, we report fifteen of these papers in Table 33 below
(the complete list can be found in Table 2). For each paper, the table indicates some characteris-
tics of the studied system (i.e., application domain, service provided, architecture type), along
with further information to characterise the selfishness manifestation therein investigated.
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Table 33: Subset of the papers considered in our review, along with the characteristics of the cooperative
systems investigated and the types of selfish deviations therein described.
Cooperative System Deviation types a
Reference Domain Name and/or Service Architecture D F M C O





Ben Mokhtar et al. [26] Data Distribution FireSpam P2P (struct.)
√ √
χ χ χ
Guerraoui et al. [72] Data Distribution Media streaming P2P (unstruct.) χ
√ √ √
χ
Hughes et al. [87] Data Distribution Gnutella (file-sharing) P2P (unstruct.)
√
χ χ χ χ
Li et al. [111] Data Distribution BAR Gossip (live streaming) P2P (unstruct.) χ
√ √ √
χ
Lian et al. [114] Data Distribution Maze (file-sharing) P2P (unstruct.) χ χ χ
√
χ





















Kwok et al. [104] Computing Grid Computing Client-server χ
√ √
χ χ
Cox and Noble [47] Backup & Storage Samsara P2P (struct.) χ
√
χ χ χ
Gramaglia et al. [71] Backup & Storage P2P Storage P2P (struct.)
√
χ χ χ χ
Mei and Stefa [124] Networking Message switching DTN
√ √
χ χ χ
Ngan et al. [135] Anonym. Comm. Tor [54] Proxy servers
√ √
χ χ χ
a D = defection , F = free-riding, M = misreport, C = collusion, O = other types.
The goal of the domain analysis was to identify possible commonalities in the motivations
and executions of selfish behaviours, so as to build a domain-specific terminology and seman-
tics for their representation and understanding. The output of such analysis is the Selfishness
Scenario model, which provides the conceptual framework to characterise interests and capa-
bilities of different types of nodes participating in a cooperative system, as well as possible
executions of selfish behaviours. A visual representation of the overall model is given by the
feature diagram in Figure 44.1
Remark. The Selfishness Scenario model presents many common features with the classification
framework of selfish behaviours introduced in Chapter 2. Nevertheless, the two models differ in their
focus and objectives. On the one hand, the classification framework provides the conceptual template
to categorise one particular behaviour of a selfish node, based on the node’s motivation and a high-level
description of the behaviour execution. On the other hand, the Selfishness Scenario aims to describe in
greater details the implementation aspects of each selfish behaviour that may affect a given system, in
order to enable their replication for (analytical or experimental) analysis.
Hereafter, we define and discuss each component of the Selfishness Scenario model.
1 The feature diagram in the figure is a cardinality-based extension of the FODA notation [49].
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Figure 44: Feature diagram of a Selfishness Scenario.
Definition 7.1 (Selfishness Scenario). A Selfishness Scenario is a tuple 〈N,Σ〉, with:
• N: finite, non-empty set of node models (Definition 7.2) to describe the types of nodes in
the system, and
• Σ: finite set of selfishness models (Definition 7.5) to describe the behaviours of selfish nodes.
The participants of a cooperative system constitute a heterogeneous population both in their
personal interests and capabilities. A node model describes interests and capabilities of each type
of participants in terms of resources.
Definition 7.2 (Node Model). A node model n ∈ N is a tuple 〈E,Π〉, with:
• E: finite, non-empty set of resources of interest (Definition 7.3), and
• Π: finite set of capabilities that might hold over the resources in E (Definition 7.4).
Definition 7.3 (Resource). A resource  ∈ E is a physical or logical commodity that in-
creases the personal utility of the nodes that possess it.
A physical resource represents a node’s capacity, such as bandwidth, CPU power, storage
space, or energy. A logical resource can be a high-level and application-specific service offered
by the cooperative system (e.g., file-sharing, message routing), or the incentive created by a
cooperation enforcement mechanism (e.g., money, level of trust).
Definition 7.4 (Capability). A capability pi ∈ Π of a node model n ∈ N is a constraint on a
resource  ∈ n.E.
Consider, for example, a cooperative system consisting of mobile and desktop nodes. Mobile
nodes usually have lower communication and computation capabilities than desktop nodes.
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Then, a Selfishness Scenario may describe this system using two node models (mobile and desk-
top) characterised by the same resources of interest (bandwidth and CPU) but different capabili-
ties (less bandwidth and CPU capacities for mobile nodes).
According to Definition 7.1, a Selfishness Scenario describes the possible behaviours of selfish
nodes as a set of selfishness models,2 whereby each selfishness model is characterised by a set of
selfish behaviours as well as the actors that might perform them.
Definition 7.5 (Selfishness Model). A selfishness model σ ∈ Σ is a tuple 〈A,B〉, with:
• A ⊂ N: finite, non-empty set of actors (Definition 7.6), and
• B: finite, non-empty set of selfish behaviours (Definition 7.7).
Definition 7.6 (Actor). An actor α ∈ (A ⊂ N) of a selfishness model σ ∈ Σ is a node model
that might exhibit the selfish behaviours described by σ.
In the Selfishness Scenario model, a selfish behaviour is characterised by a set of deviations
from the correct execution of the cooperative system, along with, possibly, the activation rule
that motivates an actor to adopt that behaviour.
Definition 7.7 (Selfish Behaviour). A selfish behaviour β ∈ B is a tuple 〈ar,∆〉, with:
• ar: the optional activation rule (Definition 7.8), and
• ∆: finite, non-empty set of selfish deviations (Definition 7.9).
Definition 7.8 (Activation Rule). The activation rule ar of a selfish behaviour β ∈ B de-
scribes the condition that will trigger each deviation specified in β.∆ to be executed.
Examples of activation rules are exceeding a threshold amount of resource consumption or
the delivery of a service (e.g., a file download). Another typical situation is providing false infor-
mation to a monitoring mechanism to cover up previous deviations. Thus, a selfish behaviour
may be the activator of other selfish behaviours.
Definition 7.9 (Deviation). A selfish deviation δ ∈ ∆ describes a type of deviation from the
correct execution of the protocols underlying a cooperative system. A deviation point is a
step of a system protocol in which the deviation may take place.
The wide range of motivations behind selfish behaviours, as well as the application-specific
nature of their implementation, generates a tremendous number of possible deviations for any
2 If the set of selfishness models is empty, then the Selfishness Scenario describes a cooperative system composed solely
of cooperative nodes.
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given cooperative behaviour. Nevertheless, based on our review of the available literature, we
could identify four recurring types of deviations, named defection, free-riding, misreport, and
collusion. As shown in the last columns of Table 33, these types match almost all the selfish
behaviours analysed in our review. The only exception is the rarest-first policy for requesting
file pieces, which is very specific to the implementation of BitTorrent [116].
A defection is an intentional omission in the execution of a system protocol. A selfish node
performs a defection to stop the protocol execution, so as to prevent requesters from consuming
or even asking for its resources. Free-riding is a reduction of resources contributed by a node
without stopping the protocol execution. The literature on cooperative systems offers other
definitions of free riding, such as the complete lack of contribution [116, 135, 165], or download-
ing more data than what is uploaded [87]. Our definition is more general because it applies
to any resource, and it is more precise because it can be clearly distinguished from deviations
that achieve a similar result by stopping the system protocols. A misreport is the communica-
tion of false or inaccurate information, to avoid contribution or gain better access to resources.
Finally, a collusion is the coordinated execution of a selfish behaviour by a group of nodes that
act together to increase their benefits. Collusions are more difficult to detect than individual
deviations [28, 72], because colluders can reciprocally hide their misbehaviours.3
7.2 S E I N E O V E RV I E W
The SEINE framework aims to help cooperative system designers to evaluate the impact of
selfish behaviours on the system performance. The framework builds on the lessons learnt
from the domain analysis presented above, providing designers with modelling and simulation
tools to describe and experiment with Selfishness Scenarios in a given system. SEINE relies on
the PeerSim open-source simulator for large-scale distributed systems [128]. The results of the
simulation experiments are the output of SEINE.
Figure 45 provides an overview of the SEINE framework. To begin, the system designer
(hereafter "Designer", for brevity) produces the input files required by the framework, namely,
a Selfishness Scenario (S in the figure) specified using the SEINE-L DSL, a configuration file to
set up the simulation (C), and a Java implementation of the application protocols used in the
system (P). The clear separation between selfishness and implementation concerns facilitates
the maintenance and reuse of the S and P artefacts. To associate the DSL declarations to the
protocol implementation components (e.g., classes, variables, methods), the Designer decorates
such components using a library of Annotations provided by the SEINE framework.
Upon creating all the input files, the Designer uses SEINE to study the behaviour of the sys-
tem defined by C and P when faced with the Selfishness Scenario described in S. First, the
SEINE-L Compiler generates the configuration file C*, which extends C with instructions for in-
jecting selfish behaviours into P as well as for monitoring the system performance. Second,
SEINE calls the Configuration Manager included in the PeerSim library to build the experiment
at run-time via reading C* and instantiating the specified simulation components. These com-
3 We refer to Section 2.3.2 in Chapter 2 for a more detailed presentation of the deviation types considered in our work.















Figure 45: Overview of the SEINE framework.
ponents are Java classes that implement (i) the nodes that compose the network, (ii) the set
of protocols hosted by each node (including P), (iii) control objects to monitor or modify the
behaviour of the simulated system, and (iv) the Selfishness Scenario Generator that injects the
Selfishness Scenario into the simulation run-time. In particular, the Selfishness Scenario Gener-
ator uses Aspect-Oriented Programming techniques [61] and relies on a library of Java classes
(SSPeerSim, in Figure 45) to interact with the PeerSim simulator. Finally, the SEINE framework
presents the results of the simulation as a collection of statistics describing the behaviour of the
simulated cooperative system for the given Selfishness Scenario.
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SEINE-L provides a clear and concise description of the capabilities, interests and behaviours of
different models of node participating in the protocols of a cooperative system. The semantics
of the DSL builds on the domain analysis presented in Section 7.1, while its syntax is designed
in the style of the PeerSim configuration file to offer a more coherent integration with this sim-
ulation framework. In fact, the system designer can write the SEINE-L program as a separate
file or integrate it directly into a PeerSim configuration file. Concretely, the SEINE-L syntax is
based on Java property files, i.e., collections of pairs associating a property name to a property
value. A formal specification of SEINE-L is provided as a context-free grammar, which can be
found in Appendix C.
The outline of a SEINE-L program is illustrated in Figure 46. The entry point is the keyword
seine followed by a dot and the name of the Selfishness Scenario. Then, the DSL provides
five top-level language constructs: resources of interest, indicators of the system state, node mod-
els, selfishness models, and observers to monitor the system behaviour. The declarations of the
first four constructs have the format keyword.[construct_name], whereas the observers are
defined inside a block of statements in curly braces.
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seine.[selfishness_scenario_name] {
   resource.[r1_name]
   ...
   indicator.[i1_name]
   ...
   node.[n1_name] { ... }
   ...
   selfishness.[s1_name] { ... }
   ...
   observers { ... }
}
Figure 46: The outline of a SEINE-L specification.
We illustrate the usage of the SEINE-L constructs by describing in detail the specification
of a Selfishness Scenario for the live streaming system described by Guerraoui et al. [72] and
already presented as use case of the RACOON and RACOON++ frameworks (see Section 5.5.1).
Listing 7 shows the SEINE-L specification of this scenario, called LSS, which we refer to in the
remainder of this section.
1 seine.LSS { # Live Streaming Selfishness scenario
2 resource.bwCapacity uniform(1000) # kbps
3 indicator.batteryLeft
5 node.mobile {
6 fraction 0.3 # fraction of mobile nodes in the system
7 selfish 0.5 # fraction of mobile nodes that are selfish
8 capability bwCapacity(500)
9 }
10 node.desktop { selfish 0.1 }
11 node.exclude 0 # the id of the node for which LSS does not apply
13 selfishness.smMobile {
14 actor mobile(0.8) # fraction of selfish mobile nodes and actors of smMobile
15 behaviour.bhvAggressive { # 1st behaviour of smMobile, with activation rule
16 activation batteryLeft < 30
17 freeriding { # characteristics of the deviation of bhvAggressive
18 degree 0.8 # degree of deviation
19 on send_SERVE # deviation point
20 }
21 }
22 behaviour.bhvWeak { # 2nd behaviour of smMobile, always triggered
23 freeriding { degree 0.3 on send_SERVE } # 1st deviation of bhvWeak




28 actor desktop mobile(0.2)
29 behaviour.bhvCollusive {




34 period 100 # monitoring period
35 name package.path.LSSObserver # class implementing the monitoring process
36 }
37 }
Listing 7: SEINE-L specification of a Selfishness Scenario for the live streaming system studied
in [72].
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In LSS, a node can be either mobile or desktop, depending on its device type (lines 5-10). The
scenario shows that mobile nodes have severely constrained resources, and, particularly, their
upload bandwidth capacity is half of the desktops’ capacity (line 8). The selfish behaviours
declared in the LSS example aim to reduce the bandwidth dedicated to other nodes (lines 13-26
in Listing 7) or non-colluders (lines 27-32).
C O M M E N T S . Comments begin with # and continue to the end of the line, as illustrated, for
example, in lines 1, 2, 6 and many others.
R E S O U R C E S . The keyword resource introduces the declaration of a physical or logical re-
source. The declared resources must be associated with a value, which can function as an
indicator of its current state. Line 3 of the LSS scenario declares the bwCapacity resource, which
refers to the upload bandwidth capacity of nodes. A resource declaration can also provide in-
structions to initialize its values. In our example, all nodes are initialised with the same upload
capacity (mode uniform) of 1000 kbps. SEINE-L allows other two initialisation modes: random
and linear (i.e., a linearly increasing distribution of values within a specified range).
I N D I C AT O R S . An indicator declaration specifies a quantifiable attribute of either the sys-
tem or a node model that depends upon its current state. For instance, the batteryLeft indicator
in line 3 of Listing 7 can be used to guard the battery level of mobile nodes. Indicators cannot
be initialised within a SEINE-L program.
N O D E M O D E L . Each node model is declared using the node keyword followed by a name
and a block of properties delimited by curly braces. The LSS scenario declares mobile and
desktop nodes, respectively, in lines 5-9 and line 10. The properties that can characterise a node
model are listed below:
• fraction is the proportion of nodes in the system that hold this node model. If omitted,
the fraction is set evenly by the preprocessor so that all node fractions sum up to 1. For
instance, desktop nodes in the considered scenario will have the fraction set to 0.7.
• selfish is the fraction of selfish nodes within this node model. The default value is 1, i.e.,
all nodes holding this model are selfish.
• capability is a list of constraints over the values of the declared resources. Line 8 of
the LSS scenario, for example, halves the upload bandwidth capacity of mobile peers, to
500 kbps. The DSL syntax prevents the definition of capabilities on resources that are not
specified in the program.
There might be reasons to exclude a given set of nodes from the scope of the Selfishness
Scenario, for instance, because they represent special devices or trusted parties. In SEINE-L,
this can be achieved using the node.exclude keywords followed by the identifiers (i.e., inte-
gers) of the nodes to exclude. As an example, line 11 of Listing 7 excludes the first node from
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the LSS scenario, because it represents the streaming source, which is assumed to be always
cooperative.
S E L F I S H N E S S M O D E L . The selfishness declaration specifies the set of selfish behaviours
adopted by a certain configuration of node models. Such a configuration is expressed by the
actor keyword followed by a list of terms, each defining the fraction of nodes of a given model
to associate with the selfishness under specification. In Listing 7, the selfish behaviours of the
LSS scenario described above are grouped into two selfishness declarations, namely, smMobile
and smColluders. The actors of the smMobile model are defined in line 14 as 80% of the selfish
population of the mobile nodes. In practice, given that 15% of nodes in the live streaming system
were described in lines 6-7 as selfish mobile nodes (i.e., 50% of 30% of the overall population),
the percentage of nodes that adopt the smMobile selfishness model is 12%. Consider now the
actor declaration in line 28 in Listing 7, which associates the smColluders selfishness model to
two node models, namely, all the selfish desktop nodes and 20% of the selfish population of the
mobile nodes (i.e., those that were not associated with the smMobile model in the declaration in
line 14). Notice that the fraction of desktop nodes could be omitted from the declaration, as the
default value is 1.
Each selfish behaviour that constitutes a selfishness model is described by a behaviour decla-
ration. A behaviour is a list of selfish deviations from the correct execution of a system protocol;
such deviations are strategically interrelated and triggered by the same activation rule, which
is introduced in SEINE-L by the activation keyword. An activation rule defines a condition
(e.g., greater-than-or-equal-to) over the current value of a resource or indicator declared in the
Selfishness Scenario. The LSS specification, for example, indicates in line 16 that every mobile
node with a smMobile selfishness model switches to a more aggressive behaviour to reduce
bandwidth consumption when it is running out of battery (i.e., the battery level drops below
30%). In contrast, if no activation rule is specified, then the selfish behaviour is always triggered.
This is the case of the bhvWeak (lines 22-25) and bhvCollusive (lines 29-31) behaviours. Support
for the specification of logical expressions to combine multiple activation rules is left to future
work.
A selfish behaviour specifies a non-empty set of deviations from the correct execution of cer-
tain steps (deviation points) of the system protocols. The practical specification of these steps,
called deviation points, is given in Section 7.4. The SEINE-L syntax allows to declare five types
of deviations, based on the classification developed from the domain analysis. Each deviation
type is introduced by its own keyword, namely, defection, freeriding (free-riding is also
accepted), misreport, and collusion. In addition, SEINE-L includes the keyword other if
none of the previous types applies — e.g., incentive-specific deviations such as whitewashing
and Sybil attacks in reputation systems [102], or application-specific deviations such as cheating
the rarest-first policy for requesting file pieces in BitTorrent [116].
The execution of a deviation can be further characterised by the following additional proper-
ties of the deviation declaration:
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• probability indicates the probability to deviate if the activation rule of the correspond-
ing behaviour is met. The default value is 1.
• on constrains the possible deviation points of a deviation. For instance, in the free-riding
declaration of the bhvAggressive behaviour (lines 17-20), the on property ties the execution
of this deviation to the deviation point named send_SERVE. Multiple deviation points can
be listed as illustrated below, separated by whitespace.
on send_PROPOSE send_REQUEST send_SERVE
SEINE-L also allows specifying the steps of a system protocol execution in which the de-
viation cannot take place, by preceding the name of a deviation point with an exclamation
mark. For instance, the code fragment below specifies a free-riding deviation that affects
all deviation points except the one named send_SERVE.
freeriding { on !send_SERVE }
• degree is a real value between 0 and 1 that specifies the intensity of free riding and misre-
port deviations (default value 1). In particular, the degree quantifies the reduction in the
amount of resources contributed by a node in the case of a free-riding deviation, and the
reduction in the reliability of the information provided in the case of a misreport devia-
tion.
Different deviations of the same type may affect the same deviation points. For instance,
in the LSS scenario, the smMobile model includes two behaviours that specify a free-riding
deviation on the send_SERVE deviation point. Note that if the value of the batteryLeft indicator
is below 30%, then both the behaviour are active. These conflicts are resolved by triggering the
first deviation in order of appearance in the program. The development of more sophisticated
conflict resolution strategies is another area of future study.
To conclude, SEINE-L also allows a compact declaration for deviations with only one prop-
erty. For example, the compact declaration for the collusion deviation in line 30 of Listing 7 is as
follows.
collusion.probability 0.15
O B S E RV E R S . The language constructs presented so far focus on the description of a Selfish-
ness Scenario. Also, SEINE-L provides a means to set-up monitoring components for assess-
ing the performance of a cooperative system under that scenario. This can be done using the
observers declaration. In practice, an observer is a Java object that collects statistics on the
system performance during its simulation with PeerSim (see Section 7.4 for more details). The
observers declaration specifies the full class names of each observer object to enable, as well
as the period between two monitoring events in terms of simulated seconds (the default value
is 100). For instance, the LSS scenario sets up the periodic execution of the LSSObserver object
every 100 simulated seconds. This can also be specified using the compact form below.
observers.name package.path.LSSObserver
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The SEINE framework comprises the PeerSim simulator [128], a library of annotations for link-
ing the SEINE-L specification of a Selfishness Scenario to the source code of the application
protocols implemented in PeerSim, a compiler for SEINE-L, and a generator of simulation com-
ponents for modelling, executing and monitoring a Selfishness Scenario in PeerSim. In the
remainder of this section, we present each of the novel tools developed for SEINE.
7.4.1 Library of Annotations
Annotations are the means to link a Selfishness Scenario for a given system to the concrete im-
plementation of that system, i.e., a set of PeerSim protocols. More precisely, the Designer can
associate declarations of a SEINE-L Selfishness Scenario specification to the affected program
elements (e.g., classes, fields, methods) by decorating an element definition with annotations.
This operation requires small and simple modifications of the original code. The SEINE frame-
work provides eight types of annotation. @Seine decorates the declaration of each class im-
plementing a PeerSim protocol to associate with the SEINE-L specification. In other words, it
specifies which protocols are affected by the Selfishness Scenario. @Resource and @Indicator
declare a field modelling a resource or indicator in SEINE-L, respectively.
The remaining annotation types allow indicating deviation points in PeerSim protocols. Con-
cretely, a deviation point is the Java method that implements the part of the protocol in which
one or more deviations may take place. These annotations are named after their deviation type
(i.e., @Defection, @Freeriding, @Misreport, @Collusion, and @OtherDeviation) and target
method declarations. As an example, let Listing 8 be a fragment of the PeerSim implementa-
tion of the live streaming system to experiment with the LSS Selfishness Scenario presented in
Section 7.3. The annotations in lines 4 and 8 indicate the deviation points for the corresponding
deviation types provided in LSS. For instance, the collusion deviation in line 28 in Listing 7 is
implicitly associated with all the methods that have been annotated with @Collusion, such as
send_PROPOSE in Listing 8.
1 @Seine
2 public class LSS {
3 ...
4 @Misreport @Collusion(ref_arg = 1)
5 public void send_PROPOSE
6 (List cnksId, LSS interactingNode) { ... }
7 ...
8 @Freeriding
9 public void send_SERVE
10 (List cnks, LSS interactingNode) { ... }
11 }
Listing 8: A fragment of the PeerSim protocol implementing the system to associate with the LSS
scenario in Listing 7.
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The arguments of a deviation point might be linked to the execution of a selfish deviation.
For instance, the @Misreport deviation point in lines 4-6 in Listing 8 has an argument (cnksId)
that refers to the object representing the information to manipulate (a Java collection data type).
Table 34 summarises the argument required from each type of deviation point.




@Freeriding The object representing the resource to manipulate numerical a, collection b
@Misreport The object representing the information to manipulate numerical a, collection b




a Subclasses of the abstract class Number in Java (i.e., the primitive data types byte, short, int, long, float, and
double).
b Subclasses of the abstract class Collection in Java (i.e, implementations of the List and Set interfaces).
c Implementations of the Protocol interface in PeerSim.
Table 34: The arguments required for each type of deviation point in SEINE.
The annotations used to indicate deviation points can have different attributes, depending
on the deviation type that is represented. For instance, the @Collusion annotation in Listing 8
(line 4) specifies the attribute ref_arg, which indicates what argument of the send_PROPOSE
method is the reference to the protocol instance that might be ran by a potential colluder. This
is the first argument by default. The same attribute is also supported by the @Freeriding
and @Misreport annotation types, identifying the argument of the deviation point that may
be affected by the deviation. For instance, the free riding annotation in line 8 of Listing 8 can
modify the value of the list of chunks cnks to deliver to the requester req. Table 35 outlines the
attributes of each annotation type supported by SEINE to indicate deviation points.
7.4.2 SEINE-L Compiler
As shown in Figure 45, the SEINE-L compiler performs a source-to-source transformation of
the SEINE-L specification (S, in the figure) into the PeerSim configuration file format.
The SEINE-L compiler performs statically various consistency checks on the Selfishness Sce-
nario specification. Due to the declarative nature of the DSL, it is possible to verify the con-
sistency of a specification with respect to the following properties: no omission (i.e., each ref-
erenced construct must be declared), no double declaration, correctness of the node model
distribution (i.e., the proportions of the declared node models must sum to 1), and of the self-
ishness model distribution (i.e., for each node model, the proportions of selfish nodes adopting
a selfishness model must sum to 1). If any of these properties is not fulfilled, then the compiler
reports the error and stops.
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@Defection
Attribute Type Default value Description
return_value String “null” The value to return in place of the one resulting
from the correct method execution. The parame-
ter accepts the following values: “null” (default),
“true”, “false”, and any numeric value.
@Freeriding, @Misreport
Attribute Type Default value Description
ref_arg int 0 The ordering position (in the method declaration)
of the argument that is subject to deviation.
decrease boolean true True if the deviation decreases the correct value
(if a number) or length (if a data collection) of the
argument subject to deviation; false, if the devia-
tion increases the correct value or length.
@Collusion
Attribute Type Default value Description
ref_arg int 0 The ordering position (in the method declaration)
of the argument that refers to the protocol in-
stance that might be ran by a potential colluder.
return_value String “null” The value to return in place of the one resulting
from the correct method execution, if ref_arg
refers to a colluder. The parameter accepts the
following values: “null” (default), “true”, “false”,
and any numeric value.
mtd_colluder String “” The name of the method to execute in place of the
correct one if ref_arg refers to a colluder.
mtd_not_colluder String “” The name of the method to execute in place of
the correct one if ref_arg does not refer to a col-
luder.
@OtherDeviation
Attribute Type Default value Description
mtd String “” The name of the method to execute in place of the
correct one.
Table 35: The attributes of the annotation types to indicate deviation points in SEINE.
In addition to the detection of errors in the SEINE-L specification, the SEINE-L compiler can
also verify whether there are inconsistencies in the association between the DSL program and
the annotated PeerSim protocol. More precisely, it verifies that (i) the protocol class is decorated
with the @Seine annotation, (ii) for each resource and indicator in the specification there exists
a class field with the same name that has been properly annotated, and (iii) for each deviation
point explicitly defined in a deviation declaration (using the on property) there exists a method
declaration with the same name that has been consistently annotated.
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7.4.3 Selfishness scenario generation
The configuration file generated by the SEINE-L compiler enables the Configuration Manager
of the PeerSim simulator to initialise the native simulation objects (e.g., nodes, protocols, moni-
tors) as well as the Selfishness Scenario objects (e.g., resources, node models, deviations). Specif-
ically, each language construct of the SEINE-L syntax is implemented in a Java class in the
SSPeerSim Java library, which is included in the SEINE framework.
At run time, the Configuration Manager gives instructions to the Selfishness Scenario Genera-
tor to properly instantiate the classes in SSPeerSim so as to generate the objects that support the
simulation of the Selfishness Scenario. Also, the Selfishness Scenario Generator uses Aspect-
Oriented Programming (AOP) [61] techniques to modify the execution of the PeerSim protocol
components that have been annotated by the Designer, in such a way as to inject selfish be-
haviours and mode model capabilities. AOP is a relatively recent programming paradigm,
which allows seamlessly integrating cross-cutting functionalities into existing software imple-
mentations, in an automatic and reliable manner. As we have already argued in this chapter, we
treat selfishness as a separate concern from the main logic of a cooperative system. Therefore,
AOP is a good choice for our framework. For coherence with the SEINE and PeerSim frame-
works, both written in Java, we chose AspectJ [97] as the aspect-oriented language. In AspectJ,
cross-cutting behaviours are described in class-like modules, called aspects. An aspect includes
advice constructs for describing code to be inserted at given locations (joinpoints) of a standard
Java program. Such locations are specified by pointcut constructs. An advice can insert the code
before or after such locations, or it can replace existing code (around advice). The Selfishness
Scenario Generator includes the aspects listed below.
• SeineProtocolAspect can extend PeerSim protocol classes by adding fields for storing
selfishness-related information (e.g., the name of the node model implemented, the self-
ish behaviours that can be performed) as well as methods for behaving accordingly to
the Selfishness Scenario provided. The pointcut of this aspect intercepts all the classes
decorated with the @Seine annotation.
• ResourceIndicatorAspect replaces getters/setters of the fields decorated with @Resource
and @Indicator annotation types with a new implementation that (i) checks the fulfil-
ment of each activation condition that may trigger a selfish behaviour, and, only for re-
sources, (ii) constrains the values to the range specified by a capability condition.
• SelfishInjectionAspect specifies the advice that replaces the correct implementation
of an annotated deviation point with that of a selfish deviation. More precisely, first it
checks whether the deviation can take place. To this end, the advice verifies two condi-
tions: (i) the node executing the method can perform a deviation of that type (i.e., its node
model is associated with a selfishness model that includes the deviation), and (ii) the de-
viation is currently activated. Finally, if these conditions are satisfied, then the deviation
implemented in the advice can be executed; otherwise, the execution proceeds according
to the reference implementation.
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The code snippet in Listing 9 outlines the integration of deviation code into the send_SERVE
method by the SelfishInjectionAspect. According to the LSS Selfishness Scenario presented
in Listing 7, this method is a deviation point only for selfish mobile nodes that adopt the smMo-
bile selfishness model, i.e., 12% of the overall system population (see Section 7.3).
1 @Freeriding
2 public void send_SERVE( ... ) {
3 /** SelfishInjectionAspect advice */
4 boolean can_deviate = /* Verification */ ;
5 if(can_deviate) {
6 /* Execution of the deviation code */
7 }
8 /** End of SelfishInjectionAspect advice */
10 /* reference method implementation */ ...
11 }
Listing 9: A code fragment representing code injection into the send_SERVE method.
Another type of simulation component instantiated by the Selfishness Scenario Generator is
the set of observers that monitor and gather statistics on the system performance. The SEINE
framework helps the Designer in creating application domain-specific observers, by providing
in the SSPeerSim library an abstract class that defines the methods that need to be implemented.
The execution of the Designer’s observers is coordinated by a configurable controller that is
automatically operated by the Selfishness Scenario Generator. Particularly, the set-up of the
controller is specified by the observers declaration of the SEINE-L program (see Section 7.3).
7.4.4 SEINE Implementation
All tools and components in SEINE are written in Java. The entire implementation consists
of almost 4000 lines of code, not including third-party components (i.e., the PeerSim simula-
tor) and automatically generated code (i.e., the SEINE-L parser, built using ANTLR [146]). We
developed the SEINE framework in a modular and loosely coupled manner, which promotes
extensibility and reuse of its core components. For example, the interaction with the PeerSim
simulator is implemented in a separate and independent module (the SSPeerSim library), which
is less than 25% of the entire source code.
The SEINE framework is freely available at https://github.com/glenacota/seine.
7.5 E VA L U AT I O N
In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of using SEINE to describe selfish behaviours and
evaluate their impact on cooperative systems. We start by assessing the generality and expres-
siveness of the SEINE-L language by outlining some of our experiences in describing Selfishness
Scenarios with our DSL. Then, we evaluate the accuracy of the SEINE output, developing and
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testing three use cases selected from our literature review, namely, a gossip-based live stream-
ing protocol, a selfish-resilient media streaming protocol, and a selfish client for the BitTorrent
protocol. Also, we assess the effort required by a Designer to implement and test these use
cases. Finally, we show that SEINE imposes a small time overhead on the normal execution of
the PeerSim simulator.
To facilitate the reproducibility of our results, the configuration files related to the experi-
ments reported in this section are available for download on the project page on GitHub.
7.5.1 Generality and expressiveness of SEINE-L
We have used SEINE-L to express the Selfishness Scenarios described in the fifteen studies from
the domain analysis reported in Table 33. Many of these works present various strategies to
save bandwidth in data distribution applications, such as Gnutella [87], BitTorrent [116], and
PPLive [148]. Other works investigate selfishness in different domains, like the paper of Kwok
et al. [104] that studies Grid computing systems, and specifically the impact of task dispatching
policies within a Grid site that allocate resources only to local tasks. Overall, the number and
variety of the cooperative systems considered, as well as the different degrees of complexity
of the Selfishness Scenarios therein described, demonstrate the general applicability and the
expressive power of SEINE-L.
Table 36 shows that SEINE-L files are concise: the Selfishness Scenarios specified are between
14 and 37 Lines of Code (LoC), with an average of 25 LoC. The complete specification of each
Selfishness Scenario can be found in Appendix D
Reference LoC Reference LoC
Ben Mokhtar et al. [28] 29 Sirivianos et al. [165] 24
Ben Mokhtar et al. [26] 34 Anderson et al. [18] 17
Kwok et al. [104] 24 Cox and Noble [47] 14
Guerraoui et al. [72] 19 Gramaglia et al. [71] 35
Hughes et al. [87] 20 Mei and Stefa [124] 28
Li et al. [111] 37 Ngan et al. [135] 30
Lian et al. [114] 17 Piatek et al. [148] 18
Locher et al. [116] 23
Table 36: Lines of Code for expressing the Selfishness Scenarios of the papers considered in the domain
analysis review.
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7.5.2 Accuracy of SEINE-R
To validate the accuracy of SEINE, we compared the results produced by our framework with
those published in three use cases selected from the literature review. We discuss each use case
separately below.
7.5.2.1 Live Streaming
We consider the gossip-based streaming system presented by Guerraoui et al. [72] and already
described in Section 7.3. Despite its simplicity, this system is realistic enough to serve as a
representative example of a practical live streaming application. Guerraoui et al. deployed
the system over PlanetLab,4 in which a source node streams video chunks with a bit rate of
674kbps to 300 nodes having upload bandwidth limited to 1000kbps. They tested one scenario
with only cooperative nodes and another scenario with a quarter of the nodes being selfish,
following the selfishness model described in Section 7.3. To assess the system performance in
both scenarios, Guerraoui et al. considered the fraction of cooperative nodes perceiving a clear
stream (i.e., viewing at least 99% of the streamed chunks) when varying the playout deadline
from 0 to 60 seconds.
We developed this gossip-based live streaming system as a PeerSim protocol, and we used
SEINE to describe and simulate the same Selfishness Scenario as well as the same experiment
setting as investigated by Guerraoui et al. [72]. We ran ten simulations for each set of parame-
ters, obtaining a fairly low standard deviation (0.02 on average), and we used the mean value
to compare with the reference results. Figure 47 shows the high level of accuracy of SEINE-R,
with an almost perfect match of the curves representing the scenario with selfish nodes and a
remarkable correspondence also in the selfish-free scenario. 5 Note that in the latter scenario
our results show high accuracy when the playout deadline is above 7 seconds, whereas, below
this time limit, SEINE simulations indicated better results. This is mainly due to the lower, real-
world reliability of the PlanetLab network compared with the perfect but simulated reliability
of the PeerSim network.
7.5.2.2 BAR Gossip
Proposed by Li et al. [111], BAR Gossip is a P2P live streaming system designed to tolerate
both Byzantine and selfish peers. To this end, BAR Gossip includes mechanisms to enforce co-
operation, namely, verifiable partner selection and data exchange mechanisms that make non-
cooperative behaviours detectable and punishable. We select this use case to show that SEINE
can also be used as a tool for testing performance and robustness of selfish-resilient protocols.
For instance, BAR Gossip has been proven vulnerable to colluding nodes [28], which exchange
video chunks off-the-track among each other, thereby decreasing the system efficiency and par-
ticularly the streaming experience of non-colluding nodes.
4 PlanetLab: https://www.planet-lab.org/
5 Our results are plotted over a copy of the figure published in [72].
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Figure 47: Comparison between the results published by Guerraoui et al. [72] and the results obtained
with SEINE.
We assessed the accuracy of SEINE in reproducing the BAR Gossip Selfishness Scenario that
was presented and experimentally studied by Ben Mokhtar et al. [28]. That study deployed
400 nodes in the Grid’5000 testbed,6 each node running either a compliant version of BAR
Gossip or a collusion-enabled implementation. We developed BAR Gossip [111] in PeerSim
and set up its protocols using the configuration reported by Ben Mokhtar et al. [28]. Then, we
simulated the system when varying the proportion of colluding nodes, from 0 to 50, and we
measured the fraction of missed updates by cooperative nodes. Again, we ran ten simulations
for each setting, obtaining an average standard deviation below 0.01. As clearly depicted in
Figure 48, the accuracy of the results output by SEINE-R with respect to the ones provided
by the authors of the reported study is very high (0.996 Pearson correlation score). The gap
between the results when the proportion of colluders is above 50% is due to some missing
parameters in the description of the experiment setting, especially the maximum of chunks
that can be exchanged during the optimistic push protocol.
7.5.2.3 BitThief
Locher et al. [116] developed and released software to download files in the BitTorrent protocol
without uploading any data. Specifically, they implemented and openly distributed a selfish
client, BitThief, capable of attaining fast downloads without contributing. The purpose of this
use case is twofold. First, it shows the accuracy of SEINE on empirical experiments performed
on real-world applications. Second, it proves the simplicity of using SEINE when a PeerSim
implementation of the system is already available. Specifically, we used the BitTorrent code
published on the PeerSim project website.7
We used SEINE to reproduce the real world experiment described by Locher et al. [116],
which consists in monitoring the download times for one torrent in a BitTorrent network with
6 Grid’5000: https://www.grid5000.fr/
7 http://peersim.sourceforge.net/code/bittorrent.tar.gz.
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Figure 48: Comparison between the results published by Ben Mokhtar et al. [28] and the results obtained
with SEINE.
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Figure 49: Performance and contribution of BitTorrent and BitThief when downloading the same file, mea-
sured using SEINE.
5% BitThief clients. BitThief exploits several features of the BitTorrent protocol by means of a set
of selfish deviations from the default client implementation. For example, a BitThief client can
open up to 500 connections with other peers (the default value is 80), to increase its probability
of receiving useful file pieces. In their experiment, Locher et al. showed that such deviations
allow BitThief clients to download the file with performance comparable to (if not better than)
the default clients, while not contributing any file pieces to other peers. The same result has
been obtained in our experiment using SEINE, as can been observed in Figures 49(a)-(b).
7.5.3 Development effort
To show the benefits of using SEINE in terms of design and development complexity, we dis-
cuss the effort required to describe, implement and maintain selfish behaviours in our use cases.
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Using SEINE, the specification of the Selfishness Scenario to test is clearly separated from its ac-
tual integration into the cooperative system code. Such separation of concerns facilitates the
description and maintenance of node models and selfish behaviours, allowing the Designer to
focus only on the SEINE-L program and on a few annotations of the system code. On the con-
trary, without using SEINE, the Selfishness Scenario must be hard coded into the PeerSim Java
programs and configuration files.
As can be noted from Figure 50(a), implementing a Selfishness Scenario using SEINE is not
only easier but also extremely concise regarding Lines of Code. The bars in the figure provide
a graphical representation of the volume and distribution of code to modify with respect to
the faithful implementation of the cooperative system (the white part of the bar). The figure
also reports the exact number of LoC to add for each use case. We can derive two observations
from these results. First, implementing a Selfishness Scenario using SEINE requires four to five
times less code to write than without using our framework. Second, when not using SEINE,
such implementation (i.e., parameters, variables and methods) is scattered across the code of
the PeerSim Java program and configuration file; on the other hand, the annotation library
included in SEINE-R requires the Designer only to annotate existing fields and methods of the
PeerSim program, and to write a SEINE-L program directly into a configuration file.
To illustrate the gain in flexibility and maintainability of testing Selfishness Scenarios using
SEINE, we propose simple modifications to the scenarios of our use cases, and we discuss the
effort required to adapt the input files.
• Live Streaming: we duplicate a selfishness model specifying a different activation policy
and deviation parameters (i.e., a higher degree of free riding and misreporting).
• BAR Gossip: we remove a selfishness model.
• BitThief : we remove a resource and we add a probability of execution to all deviations.
Figure 50(b) illustrates the number of Lines of Code to modify (i.e., add, remove, or edit)
in each use case to implement the modifications listed above. Using SEINE, modifying the
Java class requires modification of at most 1 line, which corresponds to inserting or dropping
an annotation. Furthermore, when updating the configuration file, the Designer operates on
coherent and consecutive blocks, such as the selfishness model block. In contrast, as can be
observed in Figure 50(b), implementing the modifications to the Selfishness Scenarios when
not using SEINE leads to more LoC to modify, which are scattered across the sources.
To demonstrate how SEINE facilitates the fast development and testing of different Selfish-
ness Scenarios, we present two test cases for the BAR Gossip cooperative system. In the first
test case, we start from the Selfishness Scenario described in [28] and discussed in Section 7.5.2,
and we evaluate the impact of the size and number of colluding groups. More precisely, we
fix the fraction of selfish nodes in the system to 20%, and we evaluate the streaming quality
perceived by selfish and cooperative nodes when varying from one big colluding group to 10
smaller groups of equal size. Results depicted in Figure 51(a) show that the percentage of up-
dates missed by selfish nodes increases as they form colluding groups of smaller size. This is
due to the lower probability for colluders to meet, given the random nature of the underlying
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Figure 50: Number and distribution of Lines of Code (a) to specify the Selfishness Scenario into the faithful
implementation of the use cases and (b) to modify such scenarios, with and without using
SEINE.
gossip protocol for chunk dissemination, which cannot be cheated in BAR Gossip by design.
On the contrary, the absence of significant changes in the performance for cooperative nodes
indicates that they are not affected by how colluders organise themselves into groups. The sys-
tem Designer can implement this test case using SEINE without modifying a single line of code
in the PeerSim implementation of BAR Gossip, but only operating on the SEINE-L code. Specif-
ically, the Designer first duplicates the selfishness model describing the collusive behaviour as
many times as the number of colluding groups she wants to create. Then, the Designer modifies
the fractions of the actor declarations, in such a way that they sum to one.
As a second test case, we investigate the impact of mobile nodes with lower bandwidth ca-
pabilities on the performance of BAR Gossip. Similarly to the previous test case, this scenario
modification does not change the system implementation but only the SEINE-L description of
the Selfishness Scenario. In particular, the Designer has to create a new node model block (i.e.,
mobile) which limits the bandwidth capacity with respect to the original node model (i.e., desk-
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Figure 51: Performance of BAR Gossip when varying (a) the number of colluding groups and (b) the
fraction of resourceless mobile nodes.
top). For example, the bandwidth capacity of desktop nodes is 1000 kbps, whereas it is capped
to 300 kbps for mobile nodes. This modification to the scenario corresponds to adding 4 lines
to the SEINE-L program and changing a few numeric values (e.g., refactoring the fraction of
desktop nodes). Figure 51(b) reports the results of this test case, showing that the percentage
of updates that are missed by cooperative nodes decreases as the fraction of mobile nodes in-
creases. This result can be explained by the lower contribution that mobile nodes make to the
chunk dissemination protocols, due to their limited resource capabilities.
To conclude, all these test cases demonstrate how the development and testing of cooperative
systems greatly benefit from the SEINE functionalities. Evaluating a new Selfishness Scenario
in a complex system like BAR Gossip only takes less than an hour, including the simulation
time, for instance.
7.5.4 Simulation time
In this section, we evaluate the extra execution time imposed by SEINE on the regular PeerSim
performance. To this end, we defined 10 different Selfishness Scenarios for each use case de-
scribed in Section 7.5.2, and we ran 40 simulations for each scenario. The results, summarised
in Table 37, show that SEINE imposes an average extra execution time of 5% (standard devia-
tion 0.03), ranging from the 1.6% extra time achieved by the BAR Gossip use case to the 7.8%
extra time of BitThief. Such a short duration increase — 11 seconds out of 154 seconds, at most
— appears to be very reasonable in light of the benefits provided by the SEINE framework.
Use Case Execution time (ms) Extra time (ms)
Live Streaming 86,900 4,791
BAR Gossip 15,088 238
BitThief 154,604 11,176
Table 37: Average execution time to evaluate a Selfishness Scenario using SEINE and the additional time
it imposes.
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7.6 S U M M A R Y
In this chapter, we presented SEINE, a semi-automatic framework for fast modelling and eval-
uation of the impact of selfish behaviours on cooperative distributed systems. The framework
builds on the lessons learnt from the survey on selfishness presented in Chapter 2, providing
system designers with modelling and simulation tools to describe and experiment selfishness
in a given system.
At the heart of SEINE is the Selfishness Scenario model, which can capture the characteristics of
the various models of nodes and behaviours in a cooperative system. Based on this model, we
developed SEINE-L, an expressive domain-specific language to describe selfishness scenarios
in a clear and concise way. A SEINE-L specification allows describing interests and capabilities
of nodes in terms of system resources (e.g., bandwidth capacity, battery level) as well as imple-
mentation details of the selfish behaviours that they may take. In particular, a selfish behaviour
in SEINE-L is specified as a set of deviations triggered by an activation condition (e.g., a thresh-
old over the value of a resource), where each deviation has its own characteristics, such as type,
target and intensity. Once a SEINE-L specification of the selfishness scenario to analyse is pro-
vided, the SEINE framework proceeds with its evaluation through simulation experiments. To
this end, the framework provides a compiler and the run-time system supporting the automatic
and systematic evaluation of different selfishness scenarios in the state-of-the-art PeerSim simu-
lation framework. Simulations return a set of statistics on the behaviour of the system when in
the presence of the specified model of selfish nodes. The simulation results are also the output
of the SEINE framework.
We demonstrated the benefits of using SEINE by evaluating the framework in four aspects.
First, we evaluated the generality and expressiveness of SEINE-L, showing that the language
can capture the semantics of 38 selfish behaviours described in fifteen papers from the literature.
Second, to assess the accuracy of our framework, we used SEINE to develop and test three use
cases selected from the literature (i.e., a gossip-based live streaming protocol, a selfish-resilient
media streaming protocol, and a selfish client for the BitTorrent protocol), demonstrating that
the SEINE outputs were accurate with respect to real measurements performed on these use
cases. Third, we showed that SEINE could effectively reduce the effort required by a designer
to implement and test selfishness scenarios. Particularly, we evaluated the effort both quan-
titatively, in terms of lines of code (almost an order of magnitude lower when using SEINE),
and qualitatively with concrete examples. Finally, we showed that SEINE imposes on average
5% of time overhead on the normal execution of the PeerSim simulator, which we believe is
reasonable in light of the other benefits described above.
Part IV
C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E W O R K
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C O N C L U S I O N S
8.1 S U M M A R Y
Selfishness is one of the key problems that confront designers of cooperative systems such as
peer-to-peer (P2P) live streaming systems and file-sharing networks. Indeed, selfish nodes have
the potential to severely degrade the system performance and to lead to instability and failures.
For example, in experiments conducted using the tools developed in this thesis, we showed
that if 25% of nodes participating in P2P live streaming stop sharing the video chunks they have
downloaded, then half of the remaining nodes are not able to view a clear stream (Chapter 7).
Despite the magnitude of the problem, current techniques for predicting the behaviour of self-
ish nodes, understanding their possible influence on the system, and designing cost-effective
countermeasures remain manual and time-consuming, requiring multi-domain expertise.
The research reported in this thesis aimed to further the understanding of selfish behaviours
in cooperative systems, as well as to provide conceptual and practical tools for helping design-
ers cope with the associated challenges. In the introductory chapter of this dissertation, we
identified two categories of challenges: the first category (A) aiming to provide support for
understanding, modelling and evaluating selfish behaviours in cooperative systems, and the
second category (D) aiming to facilitate the design and configuration of systems that meet tar-
geted cost-benefit trade-offs in the presence of selfish nodes. Motivated by these challenges, we
made three distinct but interrelated contributions, which are addressed in the three parts of the
dissertation as summarised below.
Part I: Selfishness in cooperative distributed systems
(C.1) A survey on selfishness and its countermeasures in cooperative systems.
The first part presented the background and motivation for our research through a comprehen-
sive survey of existing work on selfishness and its countermeasures. In Chapter 2, we focused
on characterising the behaviour of selfish nodes in cooperative systems. After introducing the
concepts and definitions used in the rest of the thesis, along with practical examples from vari-
ous application domains, we described a classification framework to specify and compare self-
ish behaviours. We illustrated the general applicability of this framework in four detailed use
cases, namely, a P2P live streaming system, the BOINC volunteer computing infrastructure, a
message propagation protocol for delay tolerant networks, and the Tor anonymous communi-
cation network. We used the classification framework for conducting a systematic analysis of
selfishness manifestations in the selected literature. Results from this analysis provided valu-
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able insights to understand what are the most common and important selfish behaviours to
focus on when designing a cooperative system.
In the two remaining chapters of the first part, we reviewed previous work that has attempted
to address selfish behaviours. We started in Chapter 3 by presenting analytical and experimen-
tal approaches suitable for the analysis of selfishness in cooperative systems. Among the an-
alytical approaches, game theory was discussed in greater detail, due to its important role in
the technical contributions of this thesis. The chapter concluded with a comparative evaluation
of the presented approaches. It showed that no satisfactory approach is presently available to
conduct a comprehensive, usable, and reliable analysis of selfishness in cooperative systems.
This result provided the first motivation for the tools proposed in Part II.
Chapter 4 then focused on the study of two state-of-the-art countermeasures against selfish
nodes, i.e., incentive mechanisms and accountability, selected based on their importance in the
literature and relevance to our technical contributions. To begin, we described different in-
centive schemes to foster cooperation (resp. discourage selfishness), grouped into reciprocity-
based and economy-based schemes. Then, from the subsequent comparative evaluation of
these schemes, we found that reciprocity-based incentives — notably, reputation systems —
are the most suitable for dealing with various types of selfish nodes in any cooperative system.
In the second part of the chapter, we showed that the reliability and robustness of a reputa-
tion system could be greatly improved if paired with accountability techniques. Hence, we
concluded Chapter 4 presenting the basic principles of accountability, along with a detailed de-
scription of the FullReview system developed by Diarra et al. [53]. Finally, we discussed the
cost and configuration issues of accountability, which introduced the second motivation for the
framework proposed in the next part of the dissertation.
Part II: Selfishness-aware design of cooperative systems
(C.2) RACOON/RACOON++: a framework for the selfishness-aware design of coopera-
tive systems.
In the second part of the dissertation, we described the second contribution of the thesis: RACOON,
an integrated framework for the selfishness-aware and performance-oriented design of coop-
erative systems. RACOON puts into practice the knowledge about selfishness gained in the
previous part, bringing together different approaches with the goal of facilitating the enforce-
ment and configuration of efficient mechanisms to foster cooperation in any system deployed
over a network of selfish nodes.
The RACOON framework was presented in Chapter 5, which provided a detailed descrip-
tion of each step of its largely automated methodology. The operation of RACOON consists
of two phases: the assisted design of the cooperative system and the performance-oriented tun-
ing of its parameters. To begin, the system designer provides the functional specification of
the system (Protocol Automaton), along with a set of selfish-resilience and performance objec-
tives that the system should satisfy. RACOON then augments the specification with (i) two
cooperation enforcement mechanisms, namely, a reputation system and an accountability sys-
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tem based on FullReview, as well as (ii) possible deviations, drawn from a fixed pool of selfish
behaviours. Then, during the tuning phase, RACOON evaluates different configurations of
the cooperation enforcement mechanisms until it finds the configuration that allows achieving
the specified objectives. Such evaluation is performed through simulations that use classical
game theory analysis to drive the behaviour of selfish nodes. Overall, RACOON results in the
redesign of the system specification that includes finely tuned mechanisms to meet the selfish-
resilience and performance objectives set by the designer. We illustrated the benefits of using
the RACOON framework by designing a P2P live streaming system and an anonymous com-
munication system. Experiments in simulation and (at a smaller scale) in a real deployment
on Grid’5000 showed that RACOON could greatly simplify the design and configuration of the
use cases.
In the beginning of Chapter 6, we identified three major weaknesses of the RACOON frame-
work, both theoretical and practical: (i) it considers a predefined set of selfish behaviours,
which are fixed and poorly customizable, (ii) it relies on classical game theory to predict the
behaviours of selfish nodes, which requires making some strong assumptions on the capabil-
ities of nodes, and (iii) it relies on a custom-built simulator. Motivated by these weaknesses,
in the remainder of the chapter, we presented an enhanced and extended version of the frame-
work, called RACOON++. RACOON++ allows system designers to parametrize various aspects
of selfish behaviours, including details on their execution (who deviates, from which step of the
protocol, with what type of deviation) as well as the utility obtained by the nodes. Furthermore,
RACOON++ uses evolutionary game theory to better represent the dynamic behaviour of co-
operative systems, whereby selfish nodes can change their strategy over time through learning
and imitation. Finally, RACOON++ relies on the state-of-the-art open source simulator PeerSim,
thus improving the accuracy, reproducibility and performance of the original framework. We
evaluated RACOON++ on three use cases: a P2P live streaming system, a load balancing pro-
tocol, and an anonymous communication system. The evaluation showed that the systems de-
signed using RACOON++ could maintain a good behaviour as the rate of selfish nodes raised.
To summarise, the RACOON framework provides a general and semi-automatic method-
ology, along with its software implementation, for designing cooperative systems that achieve
desired performance objectives in the presence of (particular types of) selfishness. To determine
whether or not these objectives are met, RACOON includes an analysis tool based on game the-
ory and simulation, which is used to predict and automatically inject selfish behaviours into the
simulated system. However, despite some improvements made in RACOON++, the types and
characteristics of the selfish behaviours supported for evaluation are quite limited if compared
with those identified during the survey reported in Chapter 2. Moreover, the scope of the self-
ishness analysis supported by RACOON is further limited to systems that enforce a particular
type of incentive and accountability techniques, i.e., those automatically enforced by the frame-
work. Such limitations motivated the search for a more general and comprehensive analysis
tool, which is the last contribution of this thesis and the subject of the next part.
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Part III: Describing and injecting selfish behaviours in cooperative systems
(C.3) SEINE: a framework for describing and injecting selfish behaviours in cooperative
systems.
The third part of the dissertation, consisting of Chapter 7, presented SEINE, a semi-automatic
framework for fast modelling and evaluation of selfish behaviours in cooperative systems.
SEINE relies on a domain-specific language, called SEINE-L, for describing the behaviour of
selfish nodes, along with an annotation library to associate such specification with a system
implementation for the simulator PeerSim. To design SEINE-L, we based on the domain analy-
sis presented in the first part of this dissertation, especially, in Chapter 2. SEINE-L provides a
unified semantics for defining selfishness scenarios, which allow describing capabilities, interests
and behaviours of different types of nodes participating in the system. The SEINE framework
provides a compiler and the run-time system supporting the automatic and systematic evalua-
tion of different selfishness scenarios in the PeerSim simulation framework. Simulations return
a set of statistics on the behaviour of the system when in the presence of the specified type
of selfish nodes. We illustrated the generality of SEINE-L by describing fifteen selfishness sce-
narios extracted from the domain analysis. Then, we showed the accuracy and ease of use of
SEINE in evaluating the impact of selfish behaviours in three use cases selected from the liter-
ature, namely, a gossip-based dissemination protocol, a live streaming protocol (BAR Gossip),
and a file sharing system (BitTorrent).
8.2 P O S S I B L E I M P R O V E M E N T S A N D F U T U R E R E S E A R C H D I R E C T I O N S
In the following, we discuss possible improvements of the contributions presented in this thesis,
as well as future research direction that we consider worth pursuing.
8.2.1 Integration of RACOON and SEINE
The selfish behaviours considered by the RACOON framework to evaluate the selfish-resilience
of a system are quite limited if compared with the possibilities emerged from the survey pre-
sented in Chapter 2. We addressed this limitation by developing SEINE, which provides a sim-
pler, more general and comprehensive framework for selfishness analysis. The natural follow-
up work is the integration of the SEINE functionalities into the RACOON framework, so as to
combine the best analysis and design features from each tool, as summarised in Table 38.
Figure 52 illustrates how RACOON and SEINE might be composed into a single coherent
framework. In particular, the figure shows which steps of RACOON could be replaced by
SEINE. How to realise such integration in practice, especially the adaptation of the different
inputs, is an engineering task that will require careful design and implementation.
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Table 38: Evaluation of performance and capabilities of the integration between RACOON and SEINE.
Analysis Design
General and cooperative systems criteria a Selfishness criteria b
CE c
Approaches Usa Rep Ref Sc Ra D F M C
RACOON(++)     #        ### 106 √ √ √ χ χ √
SEINE             ### 106 √ √ √ √ √ χ
RACOON(++) + SEINE             ### 106 √ √ √ √ √ √
a Usa = usability, Rep = reproducibility, Ref = refinement (inverse of abstraction), Sc = scalability.
b Ra = rationality, D = defection , F = free-ride, M = misreport, C = collusion.




















Figure 52: Conceptual integration of SEINE into the RACOON framework.
8.2.2 Additional types of selfish deviations
In the review of research work on selfishness, presented in Chapter 2, we identified four re-
curring types of deviations from the cooperative behaviour: defection, free-riding, misreport,
and collusion. In this thesis, we showed that these types are sufficient to describe most of the
deviations described in the reviewed literature. However, other types of deviations are possi-
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ble. For example, as was noted in Chapter 2, we intentionally excluded from our consideration
incentive-specific deviations such as whitewashing and Sybil attacks in reputations systems,
or forgery and double spending in economy-based mechanisms. As another example of devi-
ation type, we might consider deviations that violate the timing requirements of an intended
behaviour, e.g., executing a certain task at a slower speed or delaying the sending of a message.
A practical example is provided by Guerraoui et al. [72] in the context of a gossip-based live
streaming system. In this system, each node proposes its available video chunks to randomly
selected partners, who in turn request any chunks they need; the interaction ends when the
proposing node delivers the requested chunks. The “timing deviation” described by the au-
thors consists in increasing the period between two proposals, so as to propose old chunks that
have a greater probability of not being requested because already received by the partners from
previous interactions with other nodes. As a result, the selfish node is asked to deliver fewer
chunks, which reduces its bandwidth consumption.
We plan to conduct a wider and deeper survey of the literature about selfishness, in order
to formalise the deviation types outlined above as well as to search for additional types. The
acquired knowledge would represent not only a conceptual contribution to enrich our under-
standing of the great variability of selfish behaviours, but it will also have practical importance
in providing the theoretical background to widen the range and scope of the selfishness injec-
tion tools proposed in this thesis.
8.2.3 Extending the RACOON framework
The modularity of the RACOON framework provides many possibilities to extend its capabili-
ties in different ways. For example, in Chapter 6, we presented RACOON++, which extended
the original framework with a new rationality model for selfish nodes (i.e., evolutionary game
theory) and with a model for parameterizing some aspects of the selfish behaviours supported.
Figure 53 highlights (coloured in yellow) several possibilities of extension, which are discussed
hereafter grouped under the heading of the respective step of the RACOON workflow.
C O O P E R AT I O N E N F O R C E M E N T. The RACOON framework uses accountability and rep-
utation mechanisms to make cooperation the most profitable behaviour for selfish nodes. Al-
though these mechanisms are general and practical enough to be enforced in most cooperative
systems, which were the requirements that led to their selection, a system designer might prefer
or even need to rely on different countermeasures against selfishness. For example, tit-for-tat
mechanisms have proved to be a less expensive yet workable solution in various cooperative
systems, including BitTorrent [45]. As another example, consider cooperative systems such
as ad-hoc networks in which nodes are likely to participate only for a short period. In these
systems, reputation might not be perceived as a sufficient motivating incentive, because the
benefits from cooperation could be long delayed after a node’s cooperative action. A suitable al-
ternative is offered by decentralised economy schemes, in which cooperative nodes get instant
remuneration in units of currency (e.g., real money, Bitcoin [132] or Nuglets [33]). The Bitcoin in-
































Figure 53: Possible extensions of the RACOON framework (coloured in yellow).
frastructure and blockchain in general are particularly suited for cooperative systems, because
very robust and completely distributed (including the currency generation process) [157].
In future work, we intend to expand the set of cooperation enforcement mechanisms sup-
ported by RACOON, in such a way as to provide system designers with the flexibility to choose
the most appropriate according to the specific characteristics of their system.
S E L F I S H N E S S I N J E C T I O N . As discussed in Section 8.2.2, we plan to extend our set of self-
ish deviation types with new and more specific types. Then, building on these definitions,
we can extend the selfishness injection algorithms included in RACOON to generate and inte-
grate new types of deviations into the functional specification of the system, i.e., the Protocol
Automaton (see Chapter 5). However, this might require some modifications of the original
Protocol Automaton specification. For instance, to account for the “timing deviation” outlined
in the previous section, we might extend the tuples that specify methods and messages of the
Protocol Automaton with the duration and delay properties, as reported in Table 39. Then, we
can use these properties to slow down the execution of a method as well as to postpone the
delivery of a message.
R AT I O N A L I T Y I N J E C T I O N . The rationality of a selfish node is described by a rationality
model, which determines its decision-making in choosing and carrying out the (expected) most
profitable behaviour. In this thesis, we have presented three rationality models:
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PA Element Original Tuple Modified Tuple
Methods 〈mId,messageId〉 〈mId,messageId,duration〉
where duration indicates the method execution time
Messages 〈gId, contentId〉 〈gId, contentId,delay〉
where delay specifies the amount of time to wait before sending
the message
Table 39: Possible modifications of some elements of the Protocol Automaton (PA) in order to account for
the new type of “timing deviation” sketched in Section 8.2.2.
• In RACOON, we used non-cooperative sequential games from classical game theory, which
are based on the assumption of perfect rationality [130]. Although this assumption might
appear to be unrealistic in practice [120], it can serve as a worst-case scenario analysis,
since it models the most strategic and powerful types of selfish nodes.
• In RACOON++, we used evolutionary games from evolutionary game theory [172], whereby
selfish nodes evolve their behaviours according to the dynamics of the system, tending to
implement the most remunerative strategies through learning and imitation. A drawback
of this rationality model is that it increases the computational cost and execution time for
evaluating its impact on the system performance.
• In SEINE, we developed the selfishness scenarios model along with the SEINE-L language
to express it. A SEINE-L specification can describe under what conditions a certain type
of nodes shall execute certain types of selfish deviations.
In future work, we plan to provide the users of the RACOON framework with the ability
to choose what rationality model they want to consider, depending on its usability, timeliness,
and reliability requirements. Furthermore, it could be interesting to investigate other models of
rationality in future research, such as models based on activity logs or network traces [114, 124,
155, 175], or consider different types of games (e.g., inspection games [68], repeated games and
Bayesian games [130]).
8.2.4 Support for distributed testbeds
In this thesis, we resorted to a combination of analytical and simulation approaches to analyse
the impact of selfish behaviours on the performance of a given cooperative system. These
approaches operate on a high level of abstraction, since both the system and the behaviour
of nodes are fully modelled. However, in general, as the level of abstraction increases, the
accuracy and confidence of the results go down.
A possible improvement of the analysis and design frameworks proposed in this thesis is
to extend their support to other experimental approaches, namely, real experiments and em-
ulation. Concretely, the frameworks should provide the necessary interfaces for running the
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same experiment in a seamless manner on local machines through simulations or deployed in
real (e.g., Grid’5000, PlanetLab) or emulated (e.g., ModelNet, EmuLab) networks. Among the
various approaches that might be considered, we plan to take inspiration from the SPLAY eval-
uation environment proposed by Leonini et al. [108] and the work of Friedman et al. [64, 65].

Part V
A P P E N D I X

A
R A C O O N A N D R A C O O N + + : X M L S C H E M A F O R T H E I N P U T S O F T H E
F R A M E W O R K
Table 40 summarises the inputs of the RACOON and RACOON++ frameworks that the sys-
tem designer can provide as XML documents. Particularly, the inputs of each framework are
included in the same XML document.
Framework Input Ref. Section
Protocol Automaton PA Section 5.3.1
RACOON
Design Objectives Section 5.4.1
Protocol Automaton PA++ Section 6.3.1
Selfishness Model Section 6.3.1RACOON++
Design Objectives Section 6.4.1
Table 40: The inputs of the RACOON and RACOON++ frameworks.
In this appendix, we provide the XML Schema definitions for the XML documents to specify
the inputs of the RACOON and RACOON++ frameworks.
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<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>







<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>












<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="roleId" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>



















<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="methodId" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="state1Id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>

























<xs:attribute name="contentId" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>












<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="length" use="required"/>
<xs:attribute name="size" use="required" type="xs:integer"/>












<xs:attribute name="content1Id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="content2Id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
























<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="objId"/>
<xs:attribute name="predicate" use="required" type="objPredicate"/>





<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="predicate" use="required" type="objPredicate"/>
<xs:attribute name="value" use="required" type="xs:double"/>
<xs:attribute name="minValue" use="required" type="xs:double" default="0.0" />



























































<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>













<xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" ref="state"/>






<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="roleId" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>



















<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="methodId" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="state1Id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>

























<xs:attribute name="contentId" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>













<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="length" use="required"/>
<xs:attribute name="type" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
</xs:complexType>











<xs:attribute name="content1Id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="content2Id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>































<xs:attribute name="benefit" use="required" type="xs:integer"/>
<xs:attribute name="cost" use="required" type="xs:integer"/>
<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="roleId" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="scope" use="required" type="valuationScope"/>


















<xs:attribute name="degree" use="required" type="xs:decimal"/>
<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="transitionId" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="type" use="required" type="deviationType"/>
</xs:complexType>




















<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="objId"/>
<xs:attribute name="predicate" use="required" type="objPredicate"/>





<xs:attribute name="id" use="required" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:attribute name="predicate" use="required" type="objPredicate"/>
<xs:attribute name="value" use="required" type="xs:double"/>
<xs:attribute name="minValue" use="required" type="xs:double" default="0.0"/>























R A C O O N A N D R A C O O N + + E VA L U AT I O N : U S E C A S E S
S P E C I F I C AT I O N
In this appendix we provide the specification of the cooperative systems used as a use case for
evaluating the RACOON and RACOON++ frameworks.
B.1 R A C O O N U S E C A S E S




4 <role id="rp" cardinality="1" isSelfish="true" />
5 <role id="rC" cardinality="7" isSelfish="false" />
6 </roles>
7 <states>
8 <state id="s0" roleId="rp" type="initial" />
9 <state id="s1" roleId="rC" type="intermediate" />
10 <state id="s2" roleId="rp" type="intermediate" />
11 <state id="s3" roleId="rC" type="final" />
12 </states>
13 <transitions>
14 <transition id="t0" state1Id="s0" state2Id="s1" methodId="propose" />
15 <transition id="t1" state1Id="s1" state2Id="s2" methodId="request" />
16 <transition id="t2" state1Id="s2" state2Id="s3" methodId="serve" />
17 </transitions>
18 <methods>
19 <method id="propose" messageId="g0" />
20 <method id="request" messageId="g1" />
21 <method id="serve" messageId="g2" />
22 </methods>
23 <messages>
24 <message id="g0" contentId="c0" />
25 <message id="g1" contentId="c1" />
26 <message id="g2" contentId="c2" />
27 </messages>
28 <contents>
29 <content id="c0" type="integer" size="4" length=">=0" />
30 <content id="c1" type="integer" size="4" length=">=0" />
31 <content id="c2" type="binary" size="6000" length=">=0" />
32 </contents>
33 <constraints>
34 <constraint id="k0" content1Id="c1" type="subset" content2Id="c0" />




39 <objective id="deviation_rate" predicate="at_most" value="0.1" />
40 <objective id="CEM_bandwidth_overhead" predicate="at_most" value="0.4"/>
41 <objective id="wrongful_eviction_rate" predicate="at_most" value="0.1"/>
42 </design_objectives>
43 </racoon>




4 <role id="rP" cardinality="10" isSelfish="false" />
5 <role id="rr" cardinality="1" isSelfish="true" />
6 <role id="rN" cardinality="10" isSelfish="false" />
7 </roles>
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8 <states>
9 <state id="s0" roleId="rP" type="initial" />
10 <state id="s1" roleId="rr" type="intermediate" />
11 <state id="s2" roleId="rr" type="intermediate" />
12 <state id="s3" roleId="rN" type="final" />
13 </states>
14 <transitions>
15 <transition id="t0" state1Id="s0" state2Id="s1" methodId="sendToRelay" />
16 <transition id="t1" state1Id="s1" state2Id="s2" methodId="decrypt" />
17 <transition id="t2" state1Id="s2" state2Id="s3" methodId="relay" />
18 </transitions>
19 <methods>
20 <method id="sendToRelay" messageId="g0" />
21 <method id="decrypt" messageId="" />
22 <method id="relay" messageId="g1" />
23 </methods>
24 <messages>
25 <message id="g0" contentId="c0" />
26 <message id="g1" contentId="c1" />
27 </messages>
28 <contents>
29 <content id="c0" type="binary" size="10000" length=">=0" />





35 <objective id="deviation_rate" predicate="at_most" value="0.1" />
36 <objective id="CEM_bandwidth_overhead" predicate="at_most" value="0.4"/>
37 <objective id="wrongful_eviction_rate" predicate="at_most" value="0.1"/>
38 </design_objectives>
39 </racoon>
B.2 R A C O O N + + U S E C A S E S
B.2.1 Experiments: Design and development effort




4 <role id="rp" cardinality="1" type="provider" />
5 <role id="rC" cardinality="10" type="requester" />
6 </roles>
7 <states>
8 <state id="s0" roleId="rp" type="initial" />
9 <state id="s1" roleId="rC" type="intermediate" />
10 <state id="s2" roleId="rp" type="intermediate" />
11 <state id="s3" roleId="rC" type="final" />
12 </states>
13 <transitions>
14 <transition id="t0" state1Id="s0" state2Id="s1" methodId="propose" />
15 <transition id="t1" state1Id="s1" state2Id="s2" methodId="request" />
16 <transition id="t2" state1Id="s2" state2Id="s3" methodId="serve" />
17 </transitions>
18 <methods>
19 <method id="propose" messageId="g0" />
20 <method id="request" messageId="g1" />
21 <method id="serve" messageId="g2" />
22 </methods>
23 <messages>
24 <message id="g0" contentId="c0" senderId="rp" receiverId="rC" />
25 <message id="g1" contentId="c1" senderId="rC" receiverId="rp" />
26 <message id="g2" contentId="c2" senderId="rp" receiverId="rC" />
27 </messages>
28 <contents>
29 <content id="c0" type="integer" length=">=0" />
30 <content id="c1" type="integer" length=">=0" />
31 <content id="c2" type="binary" length=">=0" />
32 </contents>
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33 <constraints>
34 <constraint id="k0" content1Id="c1" type="subset" content2Id="c0" />





40 <valuation id="v0" scope="transition" scopeId="t0" roleId="rp" benefit="200" cost="0" />
41 <valuation id="v1" scope="transition" scopeId="t0" roleId="rC" benefit="1000" cost="0" />
42 <valuation id="v2" scope="message" scopeId="g0" roleId="rp" benefit="0" cost="4" />
43 <valuation id="v3" scope="message" scopeId="g1" roleId="rC" benefit="20" cost="4" />
44 <valuation id="v4" scope="message" scopeId="g2" roleId="rp" benefit="0" cost="10000" />
45 <valuation id="v5" scope="message" scopeId="g2" roleId="rC" benefit="10000" cost="0" />
46 </valuations>
47 <deviations>
48 <deviation id="d0" transitionId="t0" type="multicast" degree="0.45" />




53 <custom_objective id="chunk_loss" predicate="at_most" value="0.03" min="0.0" max="1.0" />
54 </design_objectives>
55 </racoon>




4 <role id="r0" cardinality="1" type="requester" />
5 <role id="R1" cardinality="20" type="provider" />
6 </roles>
7 <states>
8 <state id="s0" roleId="r0" type="initial" />
9 <state id="s1" roleId="R1" type="intermediate" />
10 <state id="s2" roleId="r0" type="intermediate" />
11 <state id="s3" roleId="r0" type="intermediate" />
12 <state id="s4" roleId="R1" type="final" />
13 </states>
14 <transitions>
15 <transition id="t0" state1Id="s0" state2Id="s1" methodId="selectPartnerReq" />
16 <transition id="t1" state1Id="s1" state2Id="s2" methodId="selectPartnerResp" />
17 <transition id="negotiation" state1Id="s2" state2Id="s3" methodId="" />
18 <transition id="transfer" state1Id="s3" state2Id="s4" methodId="" />
19 </transitions>
20 <methods>
21 <method id="selectPartnerReq" messageId="g0" />
22 <method id="selectPartnerResp" messageId="g1" />
23 </methods>
24 <messages>
25 <message id="g0" contentId="c0" senderId="r0" receiverId="R1" />
26 <message id="g1" contentId="c1" senderId="R1" receiverId="r0" />
27 </messages>
28 <contents>
29 <content id="c0" type="integer" length="1" />






36 <valuation id="v0" scope="transition" scopeId="negotiation" roleId="r0" benefit="20" cost="40" />
37 <valuation id="v1" scope="message" scopeId="g0" roleId="r0" benefit="50" cost="40" />
38 <valuation id="v1" scope="message" scopeId="g1" roleId="R1" benefit="50" cost="40" />
39 </valuations>
40 <deviations>
41 <deviation id="d0" transitionId="t0" type="multicast" degree="0.5" />
42 <deviation id="d1" transitionId="t1" type="timeout" degree="1" />




47 <custom_objective id="cov" predicate="at_most" value="0.1" min="0.0" max="1.0" />
48 </design_objectives>
49 </racoon>
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4 <role id="rP" cardinality="10" type="requester" />
5 <role id="rr" cardinality="1" type="provider" />
6 <role id="rN" cardinality="10" type="requester" />
7 </roles>
8 <states>
9 <state id="s0" roleId="rP" type="initial" />
10 <state id="s1" roleId="rr" type="intermediate" />
11 <state id="s2" roleId="rr" type="final" />
12 <state id="s3" roleId="rN" type="final" />
13 </states>
14 <transitions>
15 <transition id="t0" state1Id="s0" state2Id="s1" methodId="sendToRelay" />
16 <transition id="t1" state1Id="s1" state2Id="s2" methodId="decrypt" />
17 <transition id="t2" state1Id="s2" state2Id="s3" methodId="relay" />
18 </transitions>
19 <methods>
20 <method id="sendToRelay" messageId="g0" />
21 <method id="decrypt" messageId="" />
22 <method id="relay" messageId="g1" />
23 </methods>
24 <messages>
25 <message id="g0" contentId="c0" senderId="rP" receiverId="rr" />
26 <message id="g1" contentId="c1" senderId="rr" receiverId="rN" />
27 </messages>
28 <contents>
29 <content id="c0" type="binary" length="1" />






36 <valuation id="v0" scope="transition" scopeId="t1" roleId="rr" benefit="256" cost="0" />
37 <valuation id="v1" scope="transition" scopeId="t1" roleId="rN" benefit="4096" cost="0" />
38 <valuation id="v2" scope="message" scopeId="g0" roleId="rN" benefit="256" cost="512" />
39 <valuation id="v3" scope="message" scopeId="g1" roleId="rr" benefit="256" cost="512" />
40 </valuations>
41 <deviations>
42 <deviation id="d0" transitionId="t2" type="multicast" degree="0.4" />




47 <custom_objective id="onion_loss" predicate="at_most" value="0.1" min="0.0" max="1.0" />
48 </design_objectives>
49 </racoon>
B.2.2 Experiments: RACOON++ effectiveness
Deviations defined in the Selfishness Models.
Live Streaming
Id Scenario Deviations a
LS #2 {〈d0, t0, timeout, 1〉, 〈d1, t0,multicast, 0.45〉, 〈d2, t2, subset, 0.7〉}
LS #5 {〈d0, t0, timeout, 1〉, 〈d1, t2, timeout, 0.1〉, 〈d2, t2, subset, 0.2〉}
LS #19 {〈d0, t0,multicast, 0.45〉, 〈d1, t2, subset, 0.5〉}
a With reference to Figure 36, the PA transitions are triggered by the following methods: t0 by propose, t1 by
request, and t2 by serve.
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Load Balancing
Id Scenario Deviations a
LB #4 {〈d0, t0, timeout, 1〉, 〈d1, t0,multicast, 0.5〉, 〈d2, t1, timeout, 1〉}
LB #5 {〈d0, t0, timeout, 1〉, 〈d1, t0,multicast, 0.5〉, 〈d2, t1, timeout, 1〉, 〈d3, transfer, timeout, 1〉}
LB #23 {〈d0, t0, timeout, 1〉, 〈d1, t0,multicast, 0.5〉, 〈d2, transfer, timeout, 1〉}
a With reference to Figure 37, the PA transitions are triggered by the following methods: t0 by selectPartnerReq
and t1 by selectPartnerResp. negotiation and transfer are two abstract transitions.
Anonymous Communication
Id Scenario Deviations a
AC #3 {〈d0, t2, timeout, 1〉, 〈d1, t2,multicast, 0.4〉}
AC #18 {〈d0, t2,multicast, 0.3〉}
AC #25 {〈d0, t2,multicast, 0.6〉}
a With reference to Figure 38, the PA transitions are triggered by the following methods: t0 by sendToRelay, t1 by
decrypt, and t2 by relay.
CEM Configurations.
Live Streaming Load Balancing Anonymous Comm.
Parameter LS #2 LS #5 LS #19 LB #4 LB #5 LB #23 AC #3 AC #18 AC #25
Witness set size (nodes) 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3
Audit period (cycles) 18 16 20 20 14 14 20 20 20
Audit probability 0.75 0.65 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.65 0.6 0.6 0.6
Degree of punishment 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Degree of reward 0.15 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.15 0.15 0.4 0.4 4.0

C
S E I N E : G R A M M A R O F T H E S E I N E - L L A N G U A G E
In this appendix we provide the context-free grammar of the SEINE-L domain-specific language
introduced in Section 7.3 in Chapter 7.
seine : ’seine’ ’.’ ID ’{’ declarations+ ’}’ ;
declarations : resource | indicator | node | selfishness | observers;
// Resource and indicator declarations
resource : ’resource’ ’.’ ID (init_resource)? ;
init_resource : ’random’ ’(’ DOUBLE ’,’ DOUBLE ’)’
| ’linear’ ’(’ DOUBLE ’,’ DOUBLE ’)’
| ’uniform’ ’(’ DOUBLE ’)’
;
indicator : ’indicator’ ’.’ ID ;
// Node type declarations
node : ’node’ ’.’ ID (’{’ node_body* ’}’)? # nodeDecl
| ’node.exclude’ node_exclude_list # nodeExclude
;
node_body : node_fraction | node_selfish_fraction | node_capabilities ;
node_fraction : ’fraction’ DOUBLE ;
node_selfish_fraction : ’selfish’ DOUBLE ;
node_capabilities : ’capability’ capability_item+ ;
capability_item : ID ’(’ DOUBLE ’,’ DOUBLE ’)’ | ID ’(’ DOUBLE ’)’;
node_exclude_list : DOUBLE* ;
// Selfishness model declarations
selfishness : ’selfishness’ ’.’ ID ’{’ selfishness_body ’}’ ;
selfishness_body : ’actor’ actor_list behaviour+
| behaviour+ ’actor’ actor_list
;
actor_list : actor_item+ ;
actor_item : ID (’(’ DOUBLE ’)’)? ;
behaviour : ’behaviour’ ’.’ ID ’{’ behaviour_body ’}’ ;
behaviour_body : (’activation’ activation_decl)? deviation_decl+
| deviation_decl+ (’activation’ activation_decl)?
;
activation_decl : ID BIN_OP DOUBLE ;
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deviation_decl : DEV_TYPE (’{’ deviation_param+ ’}’)?
| DEV_TYPE ’.’ deviation_param
;




methods_decl : ID | ’!’ ID ;
// Observers declarations
observers : ’observers’ ’{’ observers_body ’}’
| ’observers’ ’.’ observers_names
;
observers_body : (’period’ observers_period)? observers_names ;
observers_period : DOUBLE ;
observers_names : ’name’ observers_names_item+ ;
observers_names_item : ID (’.’ ID)+ ;
// LEXER
BIN_OP : ’<’ | ’>’ | ’<=’ | ’>=’ | ’=’ ;






DOUBLE : (’0’..’9’)+ (’.’ (’0’..’9’)+)? ;
ID : (’a’..’z’|’A’..’Z’|’0’..’9’|’_’|’-’)+ ;
D
S E I N E : E VA L U AT I O N O F T H E G E N E R A L I T Y A N D E X P R E S S I V E N E S S
O F S E I N E - L
In the following, we report the SEINE-L description of the Selfishness Scenarios specified to
evaluate the generality and expressiveness of the SEINE-L language in Section 7.5 in Chapter 7.
P2P Backup, Gramaglia et al. [71]
1 seine.P2PBackup {
2 resource.spaceUtilisation uniform(75000) # MB

















































16 activation uploadDownladRatio < 1
17 misreport { degree 0.5 on sendPUSHmessage }










28 activation uploadDownladRatio < 1
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Dandelion, Sirivianos et al. [165]
1 seine.Dandelion {
2 resource.bandwidth random(0,1000) # Kbps
3 indicator.downloadedFraction
4 node.Leecher { fraction 0.995 selfish 0.7 }
5 node.Seeder { fraction 0.005 }




10 activation downloadedFraction = 100














Grid computing, Kwok et al. [104]
1 seine.GridComputing {
2 resource.reputationIndex uniform(0.5)
3 indicator.servicePromise # 1 if delivered, 0 otherwise
4 node.GridSiteManager { fraction 0.085 selfish 0.2 }
5 node.GridMachine { fraction 0.815 selfish 0 }
































13 activation storage > 60
14 defection { probability 0.8 on storeMessages }
15 }
16 behaviour.bhv_forward {
17 activation bandwidth > 150000








































































11 actor mazeClient mazeSybilClient
12 behaviour.bhv {
























19 actor GoodFiltering(0.9) AverageFiltering(0.9) BadFiltering(0.9)
20 behaviour.bhvR {
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Samsara, Cox and Noble [47]
1 seine.Samsara {
2 resource.spaceUtilisation random(0,100)












Gnutella, Hughes et al. [87]
1 seine.Gnutella {
2 resource.sharedFiles random(0,1000)
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Lifting, Guerraoui et al. [72]
1 seine.GossipLiveStreaming {
2 resource.uploadBandwidth
3 node.peer { selfish 0.25 capability uploadBandwidth(0,125000) }




8 freeriding { degree 0.3 on serveChunkRequest selectPartner }











Contracts, Piatek et al. [148]
1 seine.Contracts {
2 resource.bwCapacity uniform(65000) # the median
3 node.PPLiveClient { selfish 0.5 capability bwCapacity(0,150000) }
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